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Chapterr 1

Digitall Media Warehouses
YamaYama said, "Surely knowledge should be free to everyone, since all knowledgeedge is the gift of the Preservers"
"Ah,"Ah, but if it was freed," Kun Nurbo said, "who would hok after it?
KnowledgeKnowledge is a delicate thing, easily destroyed or lost, and each part
ofof the knowledge we look after is potentially dependent upon every other
part.part. I could open the library to all tomorrow, ifI was so minded, but I will
not.not. You could wander the stacks for a dozen years, Yama, and never find
whatwhat you are looking for. lean lay my hand on the place where the answer
maymay lie in a few hours, but only because I have spent much of my life
studyingstudying the way in which the books andfilesand records are catalogued
TheThe organization of knowledge is just as important as knowledge itself,
andand we are responsible for the preservation of that organization."
Paull J. McAuley - Ancients of Days
Encouragedd by the low price of digitizing methods (e. g. digital cameras, scanners)
andd storage capacity {e. g. DVDs) collections of media objects are quickly becoming
popular.. Public services like libraries and museums digitize their collections and make
partss of it available to the public. Likewise, the public digitizes private information,
e.e. g. holiday pictures, and shares it on the World Wide Web (WWW). Vast collections
off digital media are thus constructed in a relatively easy manner.
Thee management of these media objects encompasses many more aspects than
justt populating the digital media warehouse (DMW). First, there is the retention issue
off the digital content; will the digital image be accessible in 25 years from now?
Dedicatedd database [Sub97] and file systems [Bos99] have been developed to handle
thee input, storage and output of media streams. Second, security issues play a role:
whoo is allowed to retrieve the data and should the data be encrypted? Third, the mass
off information in a DMW stresses our capability tofindrelevant information: how to
retrievee all images related to, for example, jazz music? The next section will delve
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Figuree 1.1: Multimedia information retrieval system
deeperr into this last issue, because the contribution of this thesis lies within this grand
challenge. .

1.11

Multimedia Information Retrieval

AA known and limited subset of a warehouse can be accessed by browsing: the commonn practice of every day life on the WWW. However, if this subset is unknown,
identifyingg relevant media objects in the vast collection poses a major problem.
Identifyingg relevant media objects is studied in the area of multimedia informationtion retrieval. This research community is multidisciplinary and thus attracts scientist
fromm various disciplines, e. g. computer vision, artificial intelligence, natural language
processingg and database technology. These disciplines play their specific role in the
subsystemss of the generic multimedia information retrieval system sketched in Figuree 1.1 (based on [Del99]). A small walk through this generic system will clarify the
informationn flow between and the individual roles of the various subsystems.
Thee user, i. e. the person in the left part of the figure, starts a session with the
systemm to resolve a query intention, for example: find a portrait of the jazz trumpeter
Chett Baker. Query specification tools offer assistance in translating the query intentionss into query clues understood by the system. For example: query-by-sketch (QbS)
[DP97,, JFS95] or query-by-text (QbT) [dJGHNOO, KKK+91, OS95] are well-known
paradigmss being used. In QbS a global impression of the image has to be drawn. Keywordss or phrases, like "Chet Baker", "jazz" or "trumpet", form the clues used by the
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QbTT paradigm.
Thesee query clues are subsequently translated by the search engine into database
queries.. The type of the information stored in the database, and thus these translations,
iss as diverse as the query specification paradigms. For example: the QbS paradigm
mapss the clues on numerical feature vectors containing information about color, texturee and shapes. The keywords and phrases from the QbT paradigm may map on
entriess in an ontology [SDWW01], controlled vocabulary or textual annotations. This
mappinggfromquery clues to the information stored forms the basis tofindmatching
mediaa objects. When the mapping is also used for the ranking of matching objects the
searchh engine needs a notion of similarity: how similar are two objects in the space
inducedd by the mapping? Using this distance metric the objects can be ranked from
thee best to the worst match [Fal96].
Thee database executes the query specification to match and rank the media objects.
AA visualization tool presents these query results for further inspection to the user. Also
forr this part of the generic system many paradigms are available: the results may be
shownn as clusters in a multidimensional space [vLdLWOO] or the user can browse
throughh them [CL96]. Other senses than the user's eyes may also be used to present
thee query results, e. g. when the media type is audio or a score the musical theme is
playedd [MB01].
Inn most cases the user will have to refine the query to zoom in on the relevant
sett of multimedia objects [MM99, VWS01]. This relies on a better understanding by
thee user of the database content thus allowing a better formulation of the information
need.. Query refinement is supported by a relevance feedback mechanism [CMOY96,
RHM98,, RHOM98, RTG98, Roc71], which allows the user to indicate the positive and
negativee relevance of the objects retrieved. These indications are used by the system to
adjustt the query clues better to the user's query intention. Such a mechanism connects
thee visualization tool to the query specification tool and creates an interactive loop.
Thee hypothesis is that when the user terminates the loop he or she will have found the
mediaa objects in the collection with a best match to the query intention.
Inn every system part the original media objects play a role. These media objects
cann be either stored directly in the database, or reside on a different storage medium,
e.e. g. the file servers of the WWW. The information exchanged between the various
subsystemss will seldom contain the raw media objects. Instead database keys, filenamess or Uniform Resource Identifiers (URIs) [BLFTM98] are passed along.
Thee information about the collection of media objects is produced by the annotationn subsystem. Part of this system handles the interaction with the librarian, i. e.
thee person in the right part of Figure 1.1. This librarian uses his domain knowledge
andd standard conventions, e. g. in the vain of the traditional Anglo-American Cataloguingloguing Rules (AACR2R) [GW98], to annotate the media objects. These annotations
rangee from content-independent [DCM01], e. g. this image was added to the collectiontion at July 1,1998, to content-descriptive data [ISO01], e. g. this image is a portrait
off Chet Baker [Gro94]. Apart from a manual part the annotation system also has an
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automaticc part. In the automatic part the system uses algorithms and additional informationn sources, like an ontology or a thesaurus, to automatically extract additional
information.. Interaction between the two parts may be used to complete and verify
thee annotation, e. g. automatic extracted concepts may be approved by the librarian.
Thee database functions as a persistent buffer between the off line produced annotationn information and the on line use of this information to answer queries. This
databasee is managed by a Database Management System (DBMS). A DBMS offers
nott only persistent storage of the data, but also other functionality needed by a DMW.
Forr example, to assure a consistent representation and to control mixed access, but
also,, one of the major research themes in database technology, query optimization.
Thee search engine will profit from the last one in its search for matching media objects. .
Ass the main focus of this thesis lies within the idea of automatic annotation extractionn extraction the coming section will further describe the role of this subsystem.

1.22

Annotations

Ass discussed in the walk through and shown in Figure 1.1 the annotation information
iss produced manually and/or automatically extracted. However, with the increasing
sizee of media collections manual annotation of all media objects becomes unfeasible.. Likewise, when the collection is unconstrained, /. e. contains media objects from
variouss domains, manual annotation of the objects can never meet all possible query
intentions.. Even for domain and size restricted collections manual annotation remains
hard,, due to the fact that annotations tend to be subjective, /. e. they describe the
personall perception of the librarian. These aspects increase the importance of the
automaticc part of the annotation subsystem.

1.2.11

The Semantic Gap

Thee holy grail for automatic annotation is to take over the content-descriptive part of
thee manual burden. To realize this, the semantic gap between raw sensor data and
"reall world" concepts has to be bridged. For visual data this gap is defined as follows
[SWS+00]: :
TheThe semantic gap is the lack of coincidence between the information that
oneone can extract from the visual data and the interpretation that the same
datadata have for a user in a given situation.
Thiss definition may be generalized to raw sensor data in general without loss of validity. .
Thee semantic gap is visualized in Figure 1.2. The user with all his/her general
knowledgee will have many associations with this photo. These associations range
fromm generic to specific ones, e. g. from "this is a portrait" to "this is a portrait of
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Figuree 1.2: The semantic gap visualized
thee jazz trumpeter Chet Baker". Ideally, in the case where there is no semantic gap,
thee computer system can extract the same information from a digital version of this
photo.. Algorithms to classify this image as a photo and to detect the frontal face
aree available. Combining this basic information the validity of the generic semantic
conceptt portrait can be induced. The validity of more specific concepts often depends
onn the availability of more contextual knowledge about the media object.
However,, the semantic gap is still not filled and may never be. One of the reasons
iss the role of ambiguity. The more abstract a concept becomes the more subjective,
duee to e. g. cultural context-sensitivity, interpretations are possible. In [Eak96] the
authorss distinguish three image content levels:
levell 1 primitive features: color, texture, shape;
levell 2 derived (or logical) features: contains objects of a given type or contains individuall objects;
levell 3 abstract attributes: named events or types of activities, or emotional or religiouss significance.
Thee higher the level the more subjective, and thus ambiguous, annotations become.
Statee of the art annotation extraction algorithms reach level 2. Level 3 algorithms are
onlyy possible for clearly defined and distinguishable (narrow) domains. To provide
enoughh support for an attack on the third level the annotation subsystem will need
specializedd constructs to handle mis ambiguity, e. g. using probabilistic reasoning.

1.2.22 Annotation Extraction Algorithms
Thee predominant approach to try and bridge the semantic gap is the translation of
thee raw data into low-level features, which are subsequently mapped into high-level,
i.i. e. semantic meaningful, concepts. This approach is reflected in frameworks like
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ADMIREE [Vel98] and COBRA [PJOO] and the compositional semantics method used
inn [CDP99].
Low-levell features (level 1) are directly extracted from the raw media data and
relatee to one or more feature domains embedded in the specific media type [Del99].
Forr images color, texture and shape features are well known examples. The choice of
domainss gets even bigger when several media types are combined into one multimedia
object,, e. g. a video which may be seen as a, time related, sequence of images with an
audioo track.
Rules,, which may be implicit, map these low-level features into semantic concepts
(levell 2 and 3). An expert may hard-code these rules, e. g. a combination of boolean
predicates,, or they may be learned by a machine learning algorithm [Mit97]. Such
ann algorithm may result in human readable rules, as is the case with decision rules
[Qui93],, or the rules may be hidden inside a blackbox, e. g. in the case of a neural
networkk [Fau94].
InIn fact there is a wealth of research on extraction algorithms for both features and
concepts.. When a subset of them are used to annotate a collection of media objects
theyy depend on each other to createe a coherent annotation.

1.2.33 Annotation Extraction Dependencies
Annotationss of the example image of Chet Baker may be extracted by using these
mappingss (illustrated in Figure 1.3):
1.. the image is classified as a photo: feature values, e. g. the number of colors and
thee saturation of these colors, are used in a boolean rule, which determines if
thee image is a photo or not [ASF97];
2.. the photo contains a human face: the group of skin colors in the clc2c3 color
space,, are used to find skin areas and these areas form the input to a neural
networkk which determines the presence of a human face in the photo [GASOO].
Thiss example shows that concepts do not only depend on features, they may also dependd on each other. In this example the face detection presupposes that the image is
classifiedd as a photo. This is a different kind of dependency. The dependency between
featuree and concept extraction is based on a direct output/input relation: the output of
thee feature detector is input for the photo decision rule. This type of dependencies is
calledd an output/input dependency. However, the dependency between the two conceptss is based on context: the photo concept functions as a contextual filter for the
facee concept.
Thiss context dependency can be hardcoded as an output/input dependency. Unfortunatelyy this will harm the generality of the face detector: it can not be reused in a
differentt context, where there is no photo pre-filter. Context dependency is a design
decisionn or domain restriction and is not enforced by the extraction algorithm. In this
specificspecific case the decision to use the photo classifier as a pre-filter is made because
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Figuree 1.3: Automatic information extraction steps
thee face detector is expensive, while the photo classifier is cheap. By using the photo
classifierr as a pre-filter only images with a high chance on the presence of a face will
bee passed on to the expensive face detector. Due to the explicit handling of this contextt dependency the face detector stays generic in nature and is able to be reused in a
differentt context, e. g. black and white images.
Thee subsystem which controls the automatic information extraction has to take
caree of these dependencies and use them to call the algorithms, evaluate the rules and
runn the machine learning algorithms to produce the features and concepts to be stored
inn the database.

1.2.44

Annotation Maintenance

Complicatingg the task of the annotation subsystem further, supporting multimedia informationn retrieval in a non-static environment, like the WWW, involves the maintenancee of the annotations, features and concepts, stored in the database so they reflect
thee current status in this evolving environment.
Theree are several possible sources of change leading to the need of annotation
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maintenance.. Assuming that the media objects are not stored in the database, only the
annotationss are, the first source is an external one. The media objects themselves may
bee modified. Upon each modification the automatic (and manual) annotation has to
bee redone to guarantee that the database contains the correct and up-to-date data. Two
otherr sources can be seen as internal to the system: changes in the extraction algorithmsrithms and in the dependencies between them. If an algorithm is improved (or a bug
iss fixed), the specific features or concepts have to be updated. Due to the output/input
andd context dependencies between features and concepts this change may trigger the
needd for reruns of many other extraction algorithms. Finally, the output/input and
contextt dependencies may change. The addition or removal of a context dependency
may,, again, trigger the need for reruns of extraction algorithms.
Whenn the dependencies and algorithms are embedded in a, hand crafted, special
purposee program there is basically one option: rework the program and do a complete
rerunn of the annotation process for the affected multimedia objects. However, when
(att least) the dependencies are described in a declarative manner, a supervisor program
cann take care of the maintenance process. Such a supervisor analyzes the dependencies
andd reruns only the extraction algorithms which are affected by the change. In this way
aa complete rerun, including unnecessary reruns of expensive algorithms, is prevented
andd the database is maintained incrementally.

1.33

The Acoi System

Althoughh incremental maintenance of multimedia annotations has been identified as a
keyy research topic [SK98], there has been little actual research to solve this problem
andd no satisfactory solution exists yet. This thesis describes the Acoi system architecturee and its reference implementation, which provides a sound framework for the
automaticc part of the annotation subsystem, including incremental maintenance.

1.3.11

A Grammar-based Approach

Formall language theory forms the foundation of this framework. Its choice was based
onn the observation that proper management of annotations all involve context:
thee semantic gap the more specific a concept, the more structural contextual knowledgee is needed for validation (see Section 1.2.1);
disambiguationn the more abstract a concept, the more user specific contextual knowledgee is needed to disambiguate it (see Section 1.2.1);
contextuall dependency to promote reuse of detectors, context dependencies should
bee explicitly handled (see Section 1.2.3);
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incrementall maintenance exact knowledge of the origins, i. e. the context, of an
annotationn is needed to localize the impact of internal or external changes and
thuss enable incremental maintenance (see Section 1.2.4).
Thee Acoi system would thus benefit from a dependency description or processingg model which covers context knowledge for both annotations and extraction algorithms.rithms. Traversing the dependency description a path from the start of the extraction
processs to the actual extraction of a specific annotation can be maintained. A set
off annotation paths can easily be described by a tree. Sets of valid trees, i. e. valid
annotationn paths, are naturally modeled by grammars. Grammars form a context preservingg basis for a dependency description. However, the context descriptions should
bee underspecified enough to keep algorithms generic and enable, and even promote,
reuse.. The theoretical and practical implications of this intuition is investigated in this
thesis. .

13.22 System Architecture
Detailedd descriptions of the Acoi system components, shown in Figure 1.4, and their
relationshipss form the core of the thesis.
Chapterr 2 starts with a description of the Acoi system foundation: the feature
grammargrammar systems. This foundation is based on a careful embedding of extraction
algorithmss into formal language theory and to formally describe both types of informationn extraction dependencies.
Thee next chapter introduces a non-mathematical notation for feature grammar systems:: the feature grammar language. This language supports the core of a feature
grammarr system. Based on earlier experience extensions are added to conveniently
supportt the various forms of feature and concept extraction.
Inn Chapter 4, the Feature Detector Engine (FDE) uses the execution semantics
off feature grammar systems to produce the annotations. This involves traversing the
dependenciess described and execution of its associated extraction algorithms. The
coree is supplied by a practical algorithm taken from natural language research and
compilerr technology and adapted to handle the specific needs of feature grammar
systems. .
Thee impact of the system on the database is discussed in Chapter 5. The engine
deliverss its data, i. e. annotations and their complete context, in a format related to the
semanticss of the feature grammar language. This format is generic and can be mapped
too the requirements of any DBMS. In this chapter a DBMS specific mapping for the
Monett back-end and related optimization issues are discussed.
Thee Feature Detector Scheduler (FDS), described in Chapter 6, analyzes the dependencies,, i. e. the possible contexts, in a specific feature grammar to localize the
effectt of changes in source data, algorithms or dependencies. When the parts affectedd are identified, the scheduler triggers incremental maintenance runs of the engine,, which result in the propagation of changes to the database.
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1.3.33

Case Studies

Variouss real world applications have been used to identify and evaluate functional,
performancee and capacity requirements for the Acoi system architecture. The case
studiess will be entirely exposed in Chapter 7. But throughout the thesis they will also,
justt like the reference implementation, function as running examples to illustrate how
specificc requirements are met by the system architecture. Therefor the succeeding
subsectionss will shortly introduce the case studies.
Thee WWW Multimedia Search Engine
Thee WWW is probably the largest unconstrained collection of multimedia objects
available.. Search engines have extracted text-based entry points to function as roadsignss to browse this vast collection. With the growing popularity of the web the search
andd retrieval of other media types is getting more attention, e. g. both AltaVista [AltOl]
andd Google [GooOl] are offering some support for retrieval of multimedia objects.
However,, this support is still based on text, e. g. keywords extracted from either the
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URLL of the object or from the web page it appears on. Content- or concept-based
retrievall play only a significant role in research prototypes, like WebSeer [FSA96],
WebSEEkk [SC96] and ImageScape [LewOO]. These prototypes allow the retrieval of
imagess on the basis of a limited set of, hardwired, concepts, e. g. faces or landscape
elements. .
Thee Acoi system architecture is used to build and maintain a multimedia search
engine'ss index. With advances in computer vision and sensor informatics the number
off automatic extractable features and concepts will gradually increase. Due to the
system'ss ability to maintain its index incrementally (prototypes of) new features or
conceptt extraction algorithms are easily added. This ability also makes it well suited
too adapt to the dynamic behavior of the Internet, L e. the index is continually updated
insteadd of completely recreated.
Thee basis is a simple model of the web: web objects and their links. This model
iss then evolutionary enhanced with content-based feature and concept extraction algorithms. .
Thee Australian Open Search Engine
Thiss Australian Open case study also involves the maintenance of a search engine's index.. But in this case the domain is restricted to the Australian Open tennis tournament.
Inn the WWW case study the model contains multimedia objects and generic relations.
Thiss limited model makes it possible to extract only very generic features and concepts,, e. g. this video contains 25 shots. However, in this case study the system also
containss conceptual information and, combined with domain knowledge, more specificc feature and concept extraction can be realized, e. g. this video of a tennis match
betweenn Monica Seles and Jennifer Capriati contains 25 shots of which 20 show the
tenniss court.
Thee prime benefit of the Australian Open case study is to test theflexibilityand
openn character of the system architecture. The Acoi system is embedded in a larger
applicationn and has to interact with separate systems, which handle the conceptual
dataa or function as distributed extraction algorithms.
Rijksmuseumm Presentation Generation
Thee Rijksmuseum in Amsterdam, like many other museums, makes part of its collectionn available in digital format1. This gives the public alternative and interactive ways
too browse the collection. The database underlying this interactive system contains
manuall annotations of the museum pieces.
Thee underlying database is semistructured in nature, L e. the annotation is not
alwayss complete. The Acoi system is used, in this case, as a style database. If the
annotatorr did not specify the style period of a painting the system tries to infer the
www.rii j ksmuseum.nl
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correctt style using the dependency description and associated extractors. The thus automaticallyy augmented annotation may help in several ways. It may help the annotator
inn completing the annotation by providing useful hints. Furthermore, it may allow the
museumm visitor to retrieve possible matches.
Thee features and concepts extracted may also be used to influence and optimize
thee layout of the hypermedia presentation generated to browse a query result.

1.44

Discussion

Thiss introductory chapter surveyed the domain of digital media warehouses. A numberr of research challenges exist within this domain and are the focus of attention
forr a multidisciplinary research community. The research described in this thesis is
dedicatedd to the problem of automatic extraction and (incremental) maintenance of
multimediaa annotations. To retain enough contextual knowledge a grammar-based
approachh is taken, which grounds the approach in a well-studied field of computer
science.. The subsequent chapters start with laying the formal basis and work towards
aa practical solution to the problem. Chapter 7 will showcase the solution in the form
off the evaluation of several case studies in the problem domain, and may thus be of
mainn interest to practical oriented readers.

Chapterr 2

Featuree Grammar Systems
AA wise man once said
thatthat everything could be explained with mathematics
HeHe has denied
HisHis feminine side
NowNow where is the wisdom in that?
Marillionn - This is the 21st century
Thee core of incremental maintenance of the annotation index lies in the understandingg and analysis of the dependency description. In this chapter the dependency descriptionss used by the Acoi system architecture, called feature grammar systems, are
introduced. .
Ass the name suggests feature grammar systems are related to grammars known
fromm natural languages, e. g. English or Dutch. Sentences in these languages are
constructedd from basic building blocks: words. Each language has a set of rules which
describee how words can be put in a valid order, and what the semantic meaning of
thiss order is. These rules form the grammar of the language, e. g. like the following
grammarr rules for a subset of the English language.
Examplee 2.1.
S^NPVP S^NPVP
NPNP -> John
NPNP — Mary
VP^Vi VP^Vi
VPVP - Vt NP
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Figuree 2.1: A parse tree

VPVP -> v, s
ViVi —> laughs
VVtt — Jcwes
T44 —* thinks
DD
Sentencess can now be tested for membership of the language induced by these specific
grammarr rules. A valid sentence S consists of two parts: a noun phrase NP and a
verbb phrase VP. Each of these phrases may (again) consist of other parts, e. g. a
specificc verb type. This can be repeated until the individual words of the sentence are
reached.. The result of such a process, also known as parsing, is the parse tree of a
sentence.. Figure 2.1 shows the parse tree for this sentence: John thinks Mary laughs.
Noticee that the complete parsing context is captured by this tree.
Thee fundamental idea behind feature grammar systems is that the same process
off deriving a parse tree, and thus the underlying formal theories and practices, can
bee used as a driving force to produce the annotation of a multimedia object. To start
oncee more with the basis: annotation items are seen as the words. Sentences formed
byy combinations of these words should be valid in a feature grammar system, i. e. a
specializedd dependency description.
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Ass stated in the previous chapter two kinds of dependencies should be captured in
thesee descriptions: output/input and contextual dependencies. Looking at the structure
off the grammar rules it is easy to see that the right-hand sides of the rules capture
contextuall dependencies: in the context of a specific verb phrase VP a verb V* should
alwayss be followed by a noun phrase NP. Output/input dependencies are directly
relatedd to annotation extraction algorithms. But those are not found in the grammar
rules.. The addition of feature grammar systems is that these algorithms are bound to
specificc symbols in the grammar. Upon encountering such a special symbol during
thee derivation process the output/input dependencies can be resolved by using the
contextss stored in the gradually build parse tree. In fact the output/input dependencies
aree associated with the context of the left-hand side of a rule.
Theefirstpart of this chapter is devoted to embedding the additions of feature grammarr systems into results of formal language theory. To support the understanding of
thiss embedding the next section shortly recalls some relevant grammar theory. Readers
whichh are familiar with grammar theory, i. e. the Chomsky hierarchy, the (regulated)
rewritingg process and grammar systems, may skip to Section 2.2.
AA feature grammar itself is a valid sentence in a meta language: the feature grammarmar language. The next chapter describes how the expressive power of feature grammarr systems is captured by the feature grammar language. Using this theoretical basis
Chapterss 4 and 6 will describe appropriate adaptations of formal language technologiess used by the annotation subsystem to maintain the database. This database, as will
bee described in Chapter 5, stores a collection of the annotation sentences, u e. a subset
off all possible sentences in the language induced by the feature grammar, along with
theirr parse trees.

2.11 A Grammar Primer
Grammarss are a key concept in computer science and many theoretical and practical
issuess related to them have been studied extensively. The theoretical implications of
grammarss are studied in thefieldof formal language theory (see [Lin97, HMU01] for
ann introduction) and form the basis of this chapter. Parsing algorithms (see [GJ98]
forr an overview), L e. how to efficiently determine if a sentence is a valid member
off a language, is one of the more practical issues and will play an important role in
Chapterr 4.

2.1.11 A Formal Specification of Languages and Grammars
Thee formal specification starts with a language L. L consists of sentences constructed
byy concatenation of symbols from the alphabet E, i. e. L C £*. A grammar G
describess the language L(G) and is defined as follows.
Definitionn 2.1. A grammar G is defined as a quadruple G = (JV, T, P, S), where
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1.1. N is a, non-empty, non-empty, finite set of symbols called non-terminals or variables,
2.. T is a, possibly empty, finite set of symbols called terminals, i. e. T C £,

3.3. NnT = m,
4.4. V = NUT,
5.5. P is a finite set of rules of the form (L —> R), called productions, such that
(a)(a) L € V+ is the left-hand side (LHS) of a production and
(b)(b) R € V* is the right-hand side (RHS) of a production, and
6.6. S € N is a special symbol called the start variable or axiom

DD
AA production rule in P where the RHS is an empty string is written as: {L —» A),
i.i. e. A represents the empty string. Such a production rule is also called an erasing
production. .
Thee Chomsky Hierarchy
Grammarss which apply to Definition 2.1 are called recursively enumerable (RE) or
Typee 0 grammars. These grammars permit the description of a large set of languages1,
however,, they are also unmanageable, e. g. there is no general efficient parsing algorithm.. This problem led to a key work in formal language theory: the Chomsky hierarchyy of grammars [Cho59]. In this hierarchy grammars are organized on the basis of
theirr expressive power. The hierarchy starts with phrase structure grammars, and on
eachh subsequent level restrictions are added. The restrictions result in gradually easierr to "understand" or to parse grammars, but these grammars become also gradually
lesss expressive. The following other grammar types belong to the Chomsky hierarchy
[GJ98]. .
Context-sensitivee (CS) or Type 1 grammars A grammar is context-sensitive if each
productionn rule is context-sensitive. A rule is context-sensitive if actually only
onee (non-terminal) symbol in its LHS gets replaced by other symbols, while the
otherss are found back undamaged and in the same order in the RHS. This rule
iss for example context-sensitive, where L is the left and R is the right context
off 5 :
LSR^LWLSR^LW
11

R

[Lin97] contains a proof that there are languages which are not in £(RE).
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Context-freee (CF) or Type 2 grammars A context-free grammar is like a contextsensitivee grammar, except that it may contain only rules that have a single nonterminall in their LHS, i. e. there are no left andrightcontexts as shown in this
rule: :

S^XYS^XY

Z

Regularr (REG) or Type 3 grammars A regular grammar contains two kinds of productionn rules: (1) a non-terminal produces zero or more terminals and (2) a
non-terminall produces zero or more terminals followed by one non-terminal.
Exampless for both kinds of rules are shown here:

55 —> xy z
S->vW S->vW
Duee to the specific forms of rules in a REG grammar a more compact notation,, a regular expression, is often used. Next to the alphabet T the notation
supports:: parentheses and the operators union (+), concatenation ) and starclosuree (*). For example, the expression ((a+b-c)*) stands for the star-closure
off {a} U {be}, that is, the language {A, a, be, aa, abc, bca, bebe, aaa, aabc,... }.
Moree extended regular expression languages, and thus more compact, are used
inn practice [Fri02]. As a convenience for later on the period operator (.) is alreadyy introduced. This operator matches any symbol of the alphabet, i.e. (.-a*.)
describess the language where the second symbol is always a, while the first and
thirdd symbol may be any symbol (including a).
Mildd Context-sensitivity
Justt like RE grammars, CS grammars turned out to be impractical. Although a generic
parsingg algorithm can be defined, i. e. in the construction of a linear bounded automatonn (LBA) [Lin97, RS97a], specifying a CS grammar remains a non-trivial task, even
forr a small language, resulting in incomprehensible grammars (see for an example
[GJ98]).. For this reason most practical attention has gone to CF and REG grammars.. However, it was early discovered that "the world is not context-free", i. e. there
aree many circumstances where naturally non-CF languages appear. Linguists seem
too agree [Man94] that "all" natural languages contain constructions which cannot be
describedd by CF grammars. Three of such non-CF constructions are [RS97b]:
1.. reduplication, leading to languages of the form {xx\x e V*};
2.. multiple agreements, modeled by languages of the form {anbncn\n
{a{annbbnnccnnddnn\n\n > 1}, etc.;

> 1},
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3.. crossed agreements, as modeled by {anbmcndm\n,

m > 1}.

Artificiall languages, e. g. a programming language like Algol 60, have also non-CF
propertiess [Flo62]. Seven examples of non-CF areas where languages are found are
describedd in Section 0.4 of [DP89], and the section also concludes with the remark:
"thee world seems to be non-context-free ...". The same book describes 25 different
mechanismss for regulated rewriting. Using such a mechanism a "mild" subfamily
off CS languages is created. A mild CS language has as many CF-like properties as
possible,, but is able to cover the required non-CF constructions.
Beforee some mechanisms of regulated rewriting are introduced the derivation processs (also known as rewriting) for CF and REG grammars is formalized.

2.1.22 The Derivation Process
Iff the sentence w € L(G), then the following derivation exists:
SS =£ W\ =4* W2 =>

= wn => w

Thee strings S, wi, W2,
, wn, which may contain variables as well as terminals, are
calledd sentential forms of the derivation.
Thiss application of the direct derivation can be defined as follows:
X\zxi is allowed
Definitionn 2.2. The application of the direct derivation X\WX2
iff{wiff{w —> z) € P, where P is the set of productions from grammar G.

DD
) a specific grammar or a (labeled)
Byy using a subscript to the direct derivation
productionn rule may be indicated, e. g. Reusingg the transitive closure of the direct derivation the set of sentences in the
languagee L can be defined:
L{G)L{G) =

{WGT*\S^W}

Thiss set of sentences may be further limited by specific forms of derivation. A
practicall form, which will be encountered later on, is leftmost derivation. In this case
eachh rule used in the derivation process rewrites the leftmost non-terminal in the currentt sentential form, L e. x\ € T*. This specific mode of derivation is indicated as
follows: :
L(G) L(G)
lm lm
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Bidirectionall Grammars
Untill now grammars are used in generating mode, i. e. by starting with the start symbol
aa specific sentence is gradually constructed. Using this process all sentences belonging
too the language can be enumerated, hence all grammars are RE grammars. Grammars
cann also be used in accepting mode. In this mode a specific sentence is checked for
membershipp of the language. This is done by flipping the left- and right-hand sides
off the production rules. This derivation process men describes the acceptance of the
w.w^S.
sentencee
Thee mode of the grammar is indicated by Ggen or Gacc for respectively generative
andd accepting mode. When no mode is indicated (G) the generative mode is used.
AA specific grammar may be usable in both modes and is then called bidirectional
[App87,, Neu91].
Noticee that membership of a sentence can be resolved in either accepting or generatingg mode. In the latter case one enumerates all sentences until the sentence is found
(orr not), although this process may be endless. The optimization of this search process
iss the main target of parsing algorithms, which will be discussed in Chapter 4.
Parsee Trees
Byy keeping track of the derivation steps a parse tree of the sentence, like the one in
Figuree 2.1, can be build. The parse trees for G are trees with the subsequent conditions
[HMU01]: :
1.. each interior node is labeled by a non-terminal in N;
2.. each leaf is labeled by either a non-terminal, a terminal, or A, however, if the
leaff is labeled A, then it must be the only child of its parent;
3.. if an interior node is labeled A\ and its children are labeled
Xi,X2,.-.,Xk Xi,X2,.-.,Xk

respectively,, from the left, then A — X\X2... Xk is a production in P. Note
thatt the only time one of the X ' s can be A is if that is the label of the only child,
andd (A —* A) is a production of G,
Thee Delta Operation
Eachh sentential form Wi can now be associated with a parse tree U. The yield of
thiss tree is defined as the corresponding sentential form, i. e. yieldfc) — it/*. A
treee can also be described by a set of paths, I e. the result of path(ti). The in the
beginningg of the chapter shown parse tree (see Figure 2.1) contains, for example, the
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a.a.

b.

Figuree 2.2: (a) An AND/OR-graph and (b) a packed shared forest
pathh S\ VP2 Vi thinksi. The subscripts indicate the order of the nodes among its
siblingss in the tree2.
Thee path and yield operations provide a simple relationship between REG and
CFF languages [Eng02]. For a language L, let the delta of L, denoted by 6(L), be the
languagee of all yields of trees that have all their paths in L:
5(L)5(L) = {yield{t)\path{t)

C L}

Thee relationship mentioned above is that the CF languages are exactly the deltas
off the REG languages: £(CF) = {5{L)\L e £(REG)}.
Parsee Forests
Definitionn 2.1 allows multiple production rules to have the same symbol as their LHS.
Thee RHSs of these rules are considered alternatives of each other. Grammars containingg alternatives are called non-deterministic. If several of these alternatives lead to a
validd parse tree for the input sentence, the grammar is also ambiguous. In these cases
thee sentence is not described by one parse tree, but by several, i. e. a parse forest. Such
aa forest can be represented by an AND/OR-graph [Nil98, Hal73]. In these graphs conjunctionss of nodes are connected by an arc, see Figure 2.2.a. In this example the last
threee words of the input sentence can be explained by two (not shown in the simple
examplee grammar for the English language) alternative production rules for the verb
phrasee VP. In one parse tree flying is an adjective to the noun planes, in the other
structuree flying is interpreted as a verb.
AA packed shared forest [Tom86], see Figure 2.2.b, aims at structure sharing. Parsingg algorithms (to be discussed in more detail in Chapter 4) do easily allow sharing of
substructuress by a well known dynamic programming concept: memoization [Mic68].
Thee noun node N and most of the terminal nodes are shared this way. This can be
2

Forr brevity's sake the order information in paths will be omitted most of the time.
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seenn as sharing the bottom structures of the parse trees. Packing is targeted at sharingg the upper structures. A packed node contains sub-nodes which have common leaf
nodess and are labeled with the same non-terminal symbol. In the example structure
thee two alternatives for the verb phrase are packed together.
Packedd shared forests are aimed at parse structures related to CF grammars. This
grammarr type only allows local ambiguity. The combination of ambiguity and the
longg distance dependencies of CS grammars calls for methods to indicate the global
contextt and scope of a node. One method to achieve this is by naming the disjunctions
andd to annotate nodes in the same context with this name, see [DE90, Bla97, Bla98].
Disambiguation n
Inn fact ambiguity may appear on many different levels in an application. In natural
languagelanguage processing (NLP) ambiguity can be found at these levels:
1.. lexical ambiguity: a word has more than one meaning;
2.. syntactic or structural ambiguity: a sentence has two or more parses as in Figuree 2.2;
3.. semantic ambiguity: may directly follow from syntactic ambiguity orfromthe
semanticc context.
Thee NLP community has introduced a vast amount of models and algorithms to disambiguateambiguate these ambiguities. For an overview see [JMOO].
Onn the syntactic level disambiguation may be done by the use of probabilistictic parsing [Boo69, Sol69]. In this case each alternative is assigned a probability
[Bak79]] and the parsing algorithm [Jel69] chooses the most probable parse tree. Anotherr method is to ask for human interaction. Tomita describes a system where
manuall disambiguation is build into the parser [Tom86]. However, it is also possiblee to postpone disambiguation to a higher automatic or manual level. In which
casee the parser will have to deliver the complete ambiguous structure. For example,
inn [KV94, vdBKMV03] the authors describe disambiguation filters, based on term
rewriting,, to prune a parse forest.

2.133 Regulated Rewriting
Byy regulating the applicabilityy of a direct derivation step the set of valid sentences of
aa language can be decreased, while the basic rules keep close to their CF equivalents.
Inn the monograph [DP89] the authors describe 25 regulation mechanism, e. g. matrix,
programmedd and random context grammars. In this section two mechanisms, which
aree closely related to the one applied by feature grammar systems, are described in
detail. .
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Conditionall Grammars
Whilee other mechanisms work by restricting or explicitly stating the order in which
productionss may be applied the mechanism of conditional (C) grammars is based on
conditionss on the contextual sentential forms.
Definitionn 2.3. In a conditional grammar G = (N, T, P, S) the productions P are of
thethe form (w — z, Q) where
Q is a REG language over the alphabet V,
N,T and S have their normal meaning.
TheThe rule (w — z, Q) is applicable tox = X\WX2 yielding y = X\ZX2, i. e. x => y,

iffxiffx e Q,
DD
Examplee 2.2.
Takee for example the following C grammar:
G=({S,S'},{a},{PuP2,PzhS) G=({S,S'},{a},{PuP2,PzhS)
with h
PlPl

=

P2P2

pp33 =

(S->S'S',(S')*S+)

= (s'^s,s*(sV)
(S-+a,a*S+)

[RS97b]] shows that this grammar describes a known non-CF language:
L{G)L{G) = {a2" \n > 0}
DD
Inn both [DP89] and [RS97b] it is shown that £(C, CF - A) = £(CS), L e. C grammarss with CF rules but no erasing productions are equivalent to CS grammars, and
alsoo that £(C, CF) = £(RE). In [RS97b] this is done by giving rules for transforming
aa C grammar into a CS grammar, and vice versa.
Tree-controlledd Grammars
Anotherr regulated rewriting mechanism uses the parse tree to restrict applications of
thee derivation step. Those grammars, called tree-controlled (TC) grammars, are definedd as follows [CM77, DP89]:
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Definitionn 2.4. A tree-controlled grammar is a construct G = (JV, T, P, S, R) where
G' = (JV, T, P, S) is a CF grammar and
RC.V* is regular.
L(G)L(G) consists of all words w generated by the underlying grammar G' such that
therethere is a parse tree ofw such that each word obtained by concatenating all symbols
atat any level (except the last one)fromleft to right is in R.

aa
Alll nodes of the parse tree with the same distance to the root of the tree are on the
samee level of the derivation tree.
Examplee 2.3.
Considerr the following grammar:
GG =

{{StA,B,C}t{a,b,c},{Pi1...tP,},S,R)

with h
p\p\ =(S(S -H. ABC)
- aA)
P2P2 (A(A
=
{A^a)
{A^a)
PzPz =
PAPA (B(B
=

-

bB)

(B->b)
P*P* (B->b)
=
{C^cC)
P6P6 {C^cC)
=
PjPj ={C^c)

{C^c)

and d
RR =

{S,ABC,aAbBcC}.

Evidently, ,
L{G)L{G) = {anbncn\n > 1}.
Whichh is a known CS language [CM77]. .

DD
Alsoo for this type of mildly CS languages it is shown in [DP89] that £(TC, CF A)) = £(CS).
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2.1.44 Grammar Systems
Untill now only one grammar at a time is considered. However, grammars can cooperatee in so called grammar systems [CVDKP94], The theory of these systems was
inspiredd by the will to model multi-agent systems. A common technique in the field of
Artificiall Intelligence (AI) is to structure those systems according to the blackboard
architecturee [Nil98]. In such a system various knowledge sources work together on
solvingg a problem. The current state of the solution resides on the blackboard. A
protocoll of cooperation encodes the control over the knowledge sources.
Inn a grammar system the common sentential form is on the blackboard and the
componentt grammars are the knowledge sources. Since its introduction in 1990 variouss forms of cooperation and control have been studied. Two basic classes are distinguished:: cooperating distributed (CD) and parallel communicating (PC) grammar
systems.. In this section only CD grammar systems will be introduced, as they form
thee formal basis for feature grammar systems.
CDD Grammar Systems
Definitionn 2.5. A CD grammar system is a{n-\- 2)-tuple
TT = (T,G\,G2,

...,Gn,S)y

where, where,
1.1. for 1 < i < n, each Gi = (Ni,Ti,Pi)
component,, with

is a (usual) CF grammar, called a

(a)(a) the set Ni of non-terminals,
(b)(b) the set Ti of terminals,
(c)(c) Vi = Niö Tif
(d)(d) the set Pi ofCF rules, and
(e)(e) without axiom,
2.. T is a subset of (J" = 1 ^i»
3.3. V = UJL1Vri, and finally

DD
Thee components correspond to the knowledge sources solving the problem on
thee blackboard, where every rule represents a piece of knowledge which results in a
possiblee change of the blackboard. The axiom, or start symbol, S corresponds with
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thee initial state of the problem on the blackboard. The alphabet T corresponds to
knowledgee pieces which are accepted as solutions or parts of solutions.
AA derivation step in a grammar system is now defined as follows:

Definitionn 2.6. Let V be a CD grammar system as in Definition 2.5. Letx,y 6 V*.
ThenThen x =>G. y is applicable iff there are words xi, X2,..., Xk+i such that:
LL x = x\,y = Xk+i,
2.. Xj =>Gi Xj+u L e. Xj = X'JAJX'^XJ+I
k. k.

= x^Wjx'j, {Aj -> Wj) G Piy 1 < j <

Moreover,Moreover, this leads to the following other derivation modes:
x =>G* iffx =>%. y for some k' < k,
x =»§* iffx =>Gi y for some k' > k,
x =$-G. iffx =>Q. y for some k, and
x =>ÊJ. iff x =>Gi V and there is no z^y

with y =>G. Z.

••
Anyy derivation x ^Gi y corresponds to k direct derivation steps in succession in
thee component grammar G». In a <fc-derivationmode the component can perform at
mostt k changes. The >fe-moderequires the component to be competent enough to
performm at least k steps. A component may work on the problem as long as it wants
whenn the derivation is in *-mode. Finally, the t-mode corresponds to the case where
thee component should work on the problem as long as it can.
Thee language induced by a CD grammar system T is now defined as follows:
Definitionn 2.7. Let
/€{*,M,2,...,<1,<2,...,>1,>2,...}, ,
andand let V be a CD grammar system. Then the language Lf(F) generated by F is
defineddefined as the set of all words z eT* for which there is a derivation
SS = w0 =>fGii

Wl

=>fGia w2 ^fGia

=>fGir wr = z.

Finally,, the choice of the "terminal" set of a CD grammar system may be restricted.
AA CD grammar system as specified in Definition 2.5 accepts in
style(arb)style(arb) iff T is an arbitrary subset of |J" =1 Tif
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style(ex)style(ex)

iffT^LG^ÏÏ,

style(all)style(all) iftT = pg=1Ti,
style(one)style(one)

iff T = Ti for some i, 1 < i < n.

Noww (CDnCF, f, A) denotes a class of CD grammar systems with at most n
componentss working in the /-mode of derivation and accepting in style A, where
CFF denotes that CF component grammars are used. (CD^CF, ƒ, A) indicates a CD
grammarr system with an arbitrary number of components.
Interna]] Control
Justt like with normal grammars regulation mechanisms can be added to restrict the
applicationn of derivation steps. This may take the form of either external or internal
control.. With external control a supervisor is added or a sequence of components
iss fixed in advance, e. g. by paths in a directed graph. Internal control makes use
off conditions on the current state of the problem, i. e. the sentential form. These
conditionss can be used to either start or stop a component. As internal control is used
byy feature grammar systems only this form of control is further investigated.
Definitionn 2.8. A dynamically controlled CD grammar system T is a grammar system
asas in Definition 2.5 with Gi = (iVj, T^ P^ 7^, pi) where
ni is a start condition, and
pi is a stop condition for component G^
ThenThen the language L(T) generated by T is defined as the set of all words z G T*
forfor which there is a derivation
SS = w0 =^ati wi =>ci2 w2

=>Gir wr = z

suchsuch that, for 1 < j < r,
KijKij (WJ-I)

= true and p^ {wf) — true

andandfor f £ {t, 1,2,..., < 1, < 2 , . . . , > 1, > 2 , . . . }, the language Lf(T) generated
byby T in the f-mode as the set of all words z €T* such that there is a derivation
SS = WQ =$>L. W\ =>L. U)2
u ,

suchsuch that, for 1 < j < r, n^

ll

(WJ-I)

'2

=>p. wr = z
'r

= true.

DD
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Noticee that when the derivation is not in *-mode the stop condition pii (WJ) = true
iss replaced by thee stop condition which is naturally given by the /-mode.
Somee special types of conditions have been studied for CD grammar systems.
Conditionn a may be of these types:
type(a)type(a) iff a(w) = true for all w € V*,

type(rc)type(rc) iff there are two subsets R and Q of V and a{w) = true iff w contains all
letterss of R and w contains no letter of Q,
type(K)type(K) iff there are two words x and x' over V and a(w) — true iff x is a subword
off w and x' is not a subword of w,
type(K')type(K') iff there are two finite subsets R and Q of V* and a{w) = true iff all
wordss of R are subwords of w and no word of Q is a subword of w,
type(C)type(C) iff there is a regular set R over V and <r(w) = true

iffwGR.

Noticee that type(C) corresponds with the conditions known from C grammars.
Inn the notation for grammar systems the ƒ is now replaced by (-X", Y), where X
indicatess the start condition type and Y the same for the stop condition, when the
grammarr uses *-mode. In the other derivation modes (X, ƒ) is used, for example
(CD(CD88CF,{rc,t),arb). CF,{rc,t),arb).
Manyy more variants of CD grammar systems have been studied in the literature, includingg the use of bidirectional components [FH99], and the monograph [CVDKP94]
discussess a lot of them. Some variants are combined to form the basis for the conceptt of feature grammar systems, and will be described during the formal definition
off feature grammar systems in the next section.

2.22 Feature Grammar Systems
Lets,, while gradually working toward a formal definition of feature grammar systems3
usingg the building blocks from the previous section, return to thee annotation example
fromm Chapter 1. As stated in the introduction of this chapter the annotation items can
bee seen as words in a sentence, see Figure 2.3. A possible parse tree for this sentence
iss also shown in the same figure.
Thiss parse tree is the result of a derivation process driven by the this grammar:
3
Inn NLP the term feature grammars is sometimes used to indicate a type of grammar formalisms, e. g.
HPSGG [PS94] and LFG [Bre82], where next to a c-structure, i. e. a parse tree, also a /-structure is constructed.. The /-structure contains (semantic) features which are propagated up in the tree using unification
rules.. Unification leads in the end to one combined /-structure for the root of the c-structure. Unfortunately
thiss type of grammars was only encountered by the author when the concept of feature grammars, where the
termm feature refers to multimedia features, was already introduced to the multimedia and database research
communities. .
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Examplee 2.4.

ImageImage —* Location Color Class
LocationLocation

url

ColorColor —* Number Prevalent
NumberNumber —> int
PrevalentPrevalent —* fit
SaturationSaturation — fit
ClassClass —* Graphic
ClassClass —> Photo Skin
GraphicGraphic —* bit
PhotoPhoto —* bit

Saturation

Faces

SkinSkin —> bitmap
FacesFaces —* int
urlurl — http : / / . . .
intint — i
in** - 2P053
/ i tt -+ 0.3
ƒƒ Z* —+ Ö../0
bitbit — true
bitmapbitmap — 00 ...

Inn the upcoming sections this CF grammar will be extended until the full fledged
powerr of a feature grammar system is reached.

2.2.11

Detectors

Thee dependency description evolves around the annotation extraction algorithms. Beforee introducing how feature grammar systems capture both output/input and contextuall dependencies, annotation extraction algorithms are formally introduced into the
grammar. .
Inn a feature grammar these algorithms are bound to specific non-terminals, called
(feature)) detectors. In the example grammar the set of detectors is { Color, Graphic,
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Sentence:Sentence:

http://...

29053

0.03

0.19

true

00...

1

Figuree 2.3: Annotation sentence
Photo,Photo, Skin, Faces }. Each of these detector algorithms can be seen as a function,
whichh transforms its input sentence into an output sentence. The Faces detector, for
example,, transforms the sentence 00 ... into the sentence 1. The output sentence of
eachh of these detectors is conveniently described by a set of CF grammar productions,
i.i. e. each detector corresponds to a component in a CD grammar system.
Thee following definition describes the addition of feature detectors to CD grammar
systems. .
Definitionn 2.9. A basic feature grammar system is a (n + 6)-tuple

rr =

(D,N,T,PN,G1,G2,...,Gn,Gs,S),

where, where,
1.1. V = (D U N U T) is the shared alphabet consisting of
(a)(a) the set D of detectors, containing at least Ss,
(b)(b) the set N of non-terminals and
(c)(c) the set T of terminals,
2.. P/v contains productions of the form (N —> V*),
3.3. for each di e D, i. e. n = \D\, there is aGi = (V, Pi = P^ U PN, ƒ«) with
(a)(a) the set P^ consisting of CF rules of the form (di —> V+),
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(b)(b) a partial detector function fi'.T* -» (D U T)+, and
(c)(c)

XëL{Gi),

4.4. the start component Gs = {V,Ps = {{Ss — D U N)} U Px, fs) where
(a)(a) fs is a function producing an initial sentence ws £ (D U T)+,
5.5. and finally S = SsDD
Alll components in a feature grammar system always use the same alphabet V. In
moree practical terms: there is only one symbol table as all feature grammar system
componentss share the same set of symbols. This variant of CD grammar systems
iss denoted as {CD'^CF, ƒ), where the acceptation style is deleted as it is always
style{ex).style{ex). This makes it possible to share semantically meaningful non-terminals.
Thesee non-terminals, which are not detectors, are used to group terminals. These
semanticc structures can be shared by different detectors and are put in the shared set
off production rules PNEachh grammar component corresponds with one detector symbol. The detector
functionn restricts the language accepted by a feature grammar system Y in the followingg formal way:
Definitionn 2.10. Let V be a feature grammar system as specified in Definition 2.9.
ThenThen the language L(T) generated by T is defined as the set of all words w G T+ for
whichwhich there is a derivation
SS 4>r widiWr

. wifi(widiWr)wr =^r w

WhereWhere fi is the partial mapping function associated with detector a\.
DD
Thee moment a detector di is encountered the remainder of the derivation should
replacee this symbol by the output of the associated detector function fi(widiWr). In
otherr words fi prescribes the sentence generated by this part of the grammar, and
formss the stop condition of the component. The grammar component G» mimics the
unknownn internal mapping of fi and thus validates that the output of this detector
conformss to the grammar4. This generated sentence functions as a stop condition of
type(C),type(C), i. e. a feature grammar system is a (CD'^CF, (a, C)) grammar system.
Noticee that the empty sentence (A) is not allowed as output of a detector function,
i.i. e. X £ L(Gi). An empty sentence thus indicates the partiality of the detector
function:: the mapping is unknown for the input sentence.
44

Notice that the grammar components are CF while the detector function itself may be more powerful,
i.i. e. produce a sentence in a CS language like anbncn. The grammar component will only be able to
validatee the CF envelope, i. e. a*b*c*.
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Definitionn 2.9 also introduces a dummy start symbol Ss- This special symbol is
introducedd to make it possible to have a "real" start symbol which is either a nonterminall or a detector. In the case of a detector the Gs component will stop directly
afterr the application of the (Ss — <U) rule, as it does not contain any rules for dit and
controll will be transfered to G». In the case of a non-terminal Pjy helps to parse the
initiall sentence produced by fs. How fs produces this initial sentence is an implementationn issue and will be discussed in Chapter 4.
Thee feature grammar system for Example 2.4 is constructed from these building
blockss (the dots (...) indicates some omitted production rules from the example):
Examplee IS.

r=( (
DD = {Ss, Color, Graphic, Photo, Skin, Faces},
NN = {Image, Location, Number, Prevalent, Saturation, Class,
url,url, int, fit, bit, bitmap},
TT = {http : / / . . . , 1, 29053,0.03, 0.19, true, 00 ...},
ppNN = {(Image —» Location Color Class),..., (bitmap — 00 ...)},
GcolorGcolor = (V", Pcoior = {(Color — Number Prevalent Saturation)}
U P j V ,,
GGraphicGGraphic

/Color),

= (V, PGraphic

= {(Graphic

-»> bit)}

U PJV,

/Graphic),

GG Photo - (V, Pphoto = {(Photo -+trit)}uPN, fPhoto),
GskinGskin = (V, Pskin = {(Skin - bitmap)} U P/v, fskin),
GFaceaGFacea = (V, PFaces = {(FoCBS

-

int)}

U PN,

f Faces),

GsGs = (V, Ps = {(Ss - Image)} U PN, f s ) ,
SS = SS
))

••
Thee derivation process of the example sentence using this feature grammar looks
ass follows:
Examplee 2.6.
wiwi = Ss
io22 = fs(wi) Color Photo Skin Faces
== http
Color Photo Skin Faces
^G^G

Color
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u>33 = http : Ij ffColor {^2) Photo Skin Faces
== http : II 2905329053 0.OS 0.19 Photo Skin Faces
^Gphoto ^Gphoto

WAWA = http : II2905329053 0.03 0.19 fphoto{wz) Skin Faces
== http : II 2905329053 0.03 0.19 true Skin Faces
=^G=^Gskin skin

u>55 = http : /I
== http : I/

2905329053 0.03 0.19 true fskiniw*) Faces
2905329053 0.03 0.19 true 00 ... Faces

"Face» »

WQWQ = http : /I 2905329053 0.03 0.19 true 00 ... fFaces(ws)
== http : / / 2905329053 0.03 0.19 true 00... 1
DD
Thee Ss start symbol allows for the non-terminal Image to be the "real" start
symbol.. The initial sentence http : / / . . . is produced by ƒ5 and triggers the mappings
off the other detectors.

2.2.22 Atoms
Enumeratingg the complete terminal domain as illustrated in the example grammar is
farr from practical. But as this grammar is CF, and CF grammars are closed under
substitution,, a CF language La can be chosen to further describe each symbol a in E .
Examplee 2.7.
urlurl -> rhttp://(r :/]*)(:[0-9]*)?/?(.*)$}
znt->> T-?[0-9]+$}
fitfit - f -?[0-9]+\.[0-9]+([Ee][-+]?[0-9]+)?$}
Wt->> r(0|lj(trae)|(false))$}
{ A (0|l)*$}
bitmapsbitmaps
DD

Inn this case for url the regular expression (remember £(REG) c JC(CF)) corresponds
too Luri, and so on. The non-terminals which are the root of such a substitution languagee are called atoms (in parsing literature they are sometimes called pre-terminals
[Tom86]).. The yield of a specific (partial) parse tree rooted by an atom is called an
instantiationinstantiation of the atom, i. e. 29053 is an instantiation of the atom domain int or in
short:: int (29053). The complete set of terminals described by the regular expressions
aree called the lexicon of the grammar.
Inn practice this phase is called lexical analysis [ASU86], in which the stream of
characterss or bytes is translated into pre-terminals. This abstraction process helps to
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gett the actual grammar rules closer to a semantic grammar [BB75]. In a semantic
grammarr the rules and symbols are designed to correspond directly to entities and
relationssfromthe domain being discussed. This makes the results associated with the
grammar,, i. e. the parse trees, better suited for (human) interaction in other system
componentss of the DMW application.

2.233 Dependencies
Doo feature grammar systems as defined until now capture the dependency types as
identifiedd in Chapter 1? Contextual dependencies, like a Photo which contains Skin
colors,, may also contain one or more Faces, are clearly described in grammars. But
howw about output/input dependencies?
Inn the first chapter it was stated that due to the explicit handling of context dependenciess detectors stay generic. However, this property is limited again by the
output/inputt dependency. The definition of the output/input dependency of a detector
shouldd be powerful enough to be precise, without being to restrictive on the context.
Thiss context knowledge influences both the input and output specification of a detector
component,, which will be investigated in the next two sections.
Detectorr Input
Inn Definitions 2.9 and 2.10 detector functions depend on the whole sentential form as
inputt but in reality the mapping function only uses a part of this information. For
example:: f Faces only needs the bitmap of skin pixels tofindthe number of faces, all
thee other information, like it is a photo, is irrelevant for its mapping. This form of
mildd context-sensitivity can be captured by adding a regulated rewriting mechanism
ass a start condition to a detector component.
Inn Section 2.1.3 C grammars were introduced. Using these conditions on the sententiall form a detector component can only become active when its input is available.
Takee once more the Faces detector: it needs the skin bitmap derivedfromthe image.
Thee REG language R-Faces = * *00. ..-.*), using the in Section 2.1.1 defined regular
expressionn syntax, indicates that the sentential form should always contain a specific
bitmap.. However, as this condition works directly on the sentential form it does not
givee much control over the semantic context, e. g. the non-terminal level, where the
desiredd input data resides in. TC grammars could give more grip on this context as
theyy operate on the parse tree. But both mechanisms of the C and TC grammars restrictt the context of the desired input in a horizontal fashion, l e. C grammars limit
thee left and right contexts in the sentential form, while TC grammars limit the level
sentencess of the parse tree. To be able to create these conditions the developer of a detectorr needs to have complete knowledge about the context of the detector in a specific
featuree grammar system, which is just what the system should circumvent.
Ann easier and more context-free way is to look at the parse tree vertically, i. e. use
thee paths in the parse tree. This new regulated rewriting mechanism, i. e. leading to
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path-controlledpath-controlled (PC) grammars, can be defined as follows:
Definitionn 2.11. In a path-controlled grammar G = (TV, T, P, S) the productions P
areare of the form (w —* z, R) where R is a REG language over the alphabet V. N, T
andand S have their normal meaning. The rule (w — z, R) is applicable to x = xiwxr
yieldingyielding y = X{zxr, i. e. x => y, iff the parse tree t associated to x satisfies R C
path(t). path(t).

DD
Noticee that PC grammars are at least as powerful as C grammars, L e. a C grammar
cann always be translated into a PC grammar.
AA special variant of this type of grammars are left path-controlled (IPC) grammars.. In their case only paths referring to the left context of w, xi, are allowed.
Definitionn 2.12. In a left path-controlled grammar G = (N, T, P, 5) the productions
PP are of the form (w — z, R) where R is a REG language over the alphabet V. N, T
andand S have their normal meaning. The rule (w — z, R) is applicable to x = x\wxT
yieldingyielding y = x\zxr, i. e. x => y, iff the parse tree t associated to x satisfies S(R C
path(t))path(t)) C xi.

DD
Thee delta operation (6t see Section 2.1.2) creates a new sentence from the selection
off paths from t which is created by the intersection between path(t) and Ri. This new
sentencee may only contain terminals from xi.
Addingg this specific version of the path control mechanism to Definition 2.9 gives
thee formal definition of a IPC feature grammar system:
Definitionn 2.13. A left path-controlled feature grammar system is a feature grammar
systemsystem V as in Definition 2.9 with Gi = (V, Pi,R{, ft), where Ri is a REG language
overover V. The start (Ri) and stop (fi) conditions of the component Gi restrict a derivationtion in the following way:
WjWj — widiWr =J>Gi wifi{b(Ri Dpath(tj)))w r

= Wj+i

SuchSuch that S(Ri C path(tj)) C wi. Where tj is the parse tree associated with the
sententialsentential form Wj, i. e. yield(tj) = Wj.

DD
Thee new sentence created by the delta operation contains exactly the information the
detectorr fi needs to perform its mapping, /. e. the context knowledge is optimally
limited. .
Usingg the atoms as terminal level, and adding this additional rewriting mechanism
thee example feature grammar looks formally as follows:
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Examplee 2.8.

DD = {Ss, Color, Graphic, Photo, Skin, Faces},
NN = {Image, Location, Number, Prevalent, Saturation,
Class},
TT = {url, int, fit, bit, bitmap},
PPNN = {{Image — Location Color
Class),...,
(Class(Class — Photo Skin Faces)},
G'colorG'color = (VjPcoior = {(Color —> Number Prevalent
Saturation)}
UU PN, (.* Location url), fcoior),
GcraphicGcraphic = (V, PGraphic = {(Graphic -»> bit)} U PJV, (.* Number £n*)+
(.** Prevalent
ƒ/£) 4- (.* Saturation
fit), f Graphic),
GphotoGphoto = (V, Pp/K*,, = {(P/ioto - Wt)} U Pjy, (.* Color .*), f P h o t o ) y
GskinGskin = (V, Pskin = {(Skin -»> fciimap)} U PN, (.* Location url), fskin),
GG Faces = (V, PFaces = {(Faces

-

*nt)} U PN,

GsGs = (V,PS = {(Ss - /mage)} U

* ' bitmap), f Faces),

PN,Q,fs),

))

aa
Thee derivation process of the example sentence using this IPC feature grammar
lookss as follows (see the parse tree in Figure 2.4 for the binding of the regular path
expressions): :
Examplee 2.9.
wiwi = Ss
W2W2 — /s(A) Color Photo Skin Faces
== uW(http://...) Color Photo Skin Faces
u»33 = urZ(http://...) fcoior («W(http://...)) Photo Skin Faces
== urJ(http://...) int(29053) flt(0.03) flt(0.l9) Photo Skin Faces
^Gphoto ^Gphoto

WAWA = uW(http://...) int(29053) flt(0.03) flt(0A9)
fphoto(int(29053)fphoto(int(29053) flt(0.03) flt(0.19)) Skin Faces
== uW(http://...) in<(29053) flt(0.03) flt(0A9) 6ii(true) Skin Faces
^Gskin ^Gskin
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Figuree 2.4: A parse tree constructed by a IPC feature grammar system
ww55 = ur/(http://...) mi(29053) flt(0.03) flt(QA9) tó(true)
fskin(url(http://...fskin(url(http://...)))) Faces
== uW(http://...) mt(29053) flt(0.03) flt(0.\9) tó(true) bitmap(00...) Faces
tü66 = w/(http://...) int(29053) flt(0.03) flt(0A9) tó(true) 6iimap(00...)
fFaces{bitmap(00...)) fFaces{bitmap(00...))
== uW(http://...) m£(29053) //t(0.03) /Zt(0.19) 6it(true) bitmap(00...)

int(\)
DD

Thee derivation form in this example is unspecified: control may be transfered to
anyy detector for which the input sentence is valid. For example, after derivation of w2
controll can be transfered to both GCoior and GSkin- The example derivation favors
thee leftmost symbol, i. e. resembles a leftmost derivation (see Section 2.1.2). The
leftmostt derivation of detector symbols is always applicable in a IPC grammar, as this
rewritee mechanism enforces that the input sentence of the leftmost symbol is always
availablee (when the sentence is valid). However, notice that normal non-terminals take
precedencee over detectors, e. g. the Class non-terminal is resolved before control is
transferedd to the Color detector. So the leftmost derivation takes place on the control
levell of the grammar system.
Usingg the IPC rewriting mechanism for a feature grammar system has a practicall advantage: it implements a deadlock prevention mechanism. Deadlock situations
occurr when the regular expressions of two or more detectors depend on each others,
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nott yet available, parse trees. The start conditions of these detectors can thus never
bee satisfied. A common deadlock prevention strategy is linear ordering [Sta92]. IPC
implementss this strategy in a straightforward fashion: detectors only depend on the
existencee of preceding terminals, and can thus naturally be ordered from left to right.
Thee addition of left path-control to a feature grammar system turns it from a
(CD'^CF,(CD'^CF, (a, C)) into a (CD^CF, {IPC, C)) system.
Detectorr Output
Justt like the detector function in Definition 2.9 depends on a sentential form for its
inputt its result should also exactly match a sentential form, L e. the stop condition
off the component. In the example grammar this works fine as there are no nested
detectorss like:
Examplee 2.10.
CalmCalm

Number isBitmap Prevalent Saturation

with h
GuBitmapGuBitmap

= (V, PiaBitmap = {(isBitmap

— bit)} U PN, (.* * Number

.*),

fuBitmap)

••
Thiss new isBitmap detector takes the Number of colors and maps it to 6it(true)
whenn there are exactly two colors, otherwise it returns 6it(false). Integrating this call
intoo the derivation of Example 2.9:
Examplee 2.11.
u>3oo = uri(http://...) fcoior(w/(http://...)) Photo Skin Faces
== uW(http://...) in£(29053) isBitmap /«(0.03) flt(0.l9) Photo Skin Faces
GisBitmap GisBitmap

ww3b3b = uW(http://...) in<(29053) /i.B«m«p(*nt(29053)) flt(0.03) ƒ«(0.19) Photo Skin
Faces Faces
== urt(http://...) in<(29053) 6#(false) ƒ«(0.03) ƒ«(0.19) Photo Skin Faces
DD
Thiss example shows that the Color detector now needs to know the exact position of
thee isBitmap detector in its output sentence. Definition 2.9 captures this by stating
thatt fi is a mapping from V* into (D U T) + . How to lift the burden of this contextt knowledge from the detector function? Optimally the range domain becomes a
memberr of T+. As stated in Section 2.2.1 the output sentence, z, can be seen as the
onlyy member of language described by a REG language. By enlarging z e T+ to
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aa language containing all possible nestings of detectors, the detector implementation
cann become less context-sensitive.
fi(w)fi(w) =a1...am
ffDD(z(zdidi))

= zdi

=

(A*-a1-A\..A*-aq-A*...A*-am.A*)

Thee function f& takes the output of ƒ» and turns it into a REG language consisting of
alll words interleaved with arbitrary sequences of detectors, represented by the REG
languagee A.
Definitionn 2.14. Let a conditional feature grammar system T be a feature grammar
systemsystem as in Definition 2.9 where fi is a mapping from w € T+ into z € T+. The
stopstop condition fi of the component Gi restricts the derivation in the following way:

WjWj = WidiWr

=>Q. WiZWr = lüj-j-1

where where
zz e

fD{h{wj))

TheThe function fo
T+ —> C(REG) maps the output sentence, z&it of fi into a REG
languagelanguage where each terminal, aq a word in zdi, is enveloped by an arbitrary sequence
ofof detectors.

DD
Noticee that this adapted stop condition is also used for the output of the special
"dummy"" detector fsUsingg this latest addition to the concept of feature grammar systems the (extended)
examplee derivation can be (partially) rewritten:
Examplee 2.12.
wiwi = ur/(http://...) Color Photo Skin Faces
ww3a3a = uH(http://...) int(29053) isBitmap flt(0.03) flt(0A9) Photo Skin Faces
_ v „ **

GisBitmaji GisBitmaji

ww33bb = url{h\Xp://...) int(29053) W<(false) flt(0.03) flt{0.\9) Photo Skin Faces

where e
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ww3a3a € fD(fcoior(w2)) = {A* > int(29053) A*
WW33bb € fD(fisBitmap(W3a))

= (A*

6z£(false)

flt(0.03) A* flt(0A9) A*)

A*)

and d
AA = (Ss + Color + Graphic + Photo + -Sfcin 4- Faces + isBitmap)

aa
Thee derivation of the symbol Color from W2 into iy30 is a member of the language
generatedd by fD(fcoior(w2) and thus satisfies the stop condition of the Gcoior component.. So the implementation of the Color detector function is now just as contextsensitivee as needed, as it contains a precise specification of the input and produces a
context-freee sentence.

2.2.44 Ambiguous Feature Grammar Systems
Justt like any other grammar feature grammar components may be ambiguous. In
factt support for ambiguity is identified in Section 1.2.1 as a main requirement of the
targett application domain of Acoi. Take for example the classification of the Image
intoo either a Photo or a Graphic. It is possible that both classes are valid, i. e. the
ff Photo said /Graphic detectors both return a valid output. This results in two parse
treess combined in one forest as discussed in Section 3.
Inn such a forest the possibility exists that detector input can be bound to nodes
fromfrom different parse trees, i. e. the binding is ambiguous. To illustrate this the example
grammarr is extended with an object recognizer, e. g. tofinda vehicle.
Examplee 2.13.
ImageImage — Location Color Class Object
ObjectObject — Vehicle
with h
GvehideGvehide = {V,Pvehide = {{Vehicle -+ bit)} U PN,
(.** * Location url + .* Class .*), /vehicle)
DD
Ass shown in this extension the Vehicle detector constructs an input sentence containingg the location of the image and the detected class. It uses the class to select between
differentt image segmentation algorithms for photos and graphics. When the class detectorss are confident enough, i. e. only one is valid, the input sentence of the Vehicle
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Figuree 2.5: A parse forest containing quasi-nodes plus context and confidence annotations s
detectorr can only be bound to one class. However, in the case of ambiguity two bindingss are possible. The Vehicle detector cannot prefer one class over the other. Instead
itt needs to be executed twice: once for each class.
Too reflect this in the parse forest the detector node is split in two levels: (1) a
topp quasi-node, the quasi-root, and (2) one or more bottom quasi-nodes, the quasifoots.foots. Quasi-nodes belong to quasi-trees which are inspired by D-Theory [MHF83].
[VS92]] states: "vpi [the quasi-root] and vp2 [the quasi-foot] can both refer to the
samee node, to avoid confusion, henceforth we will call them quasi-nodes." In the
featuree grammar system case the quasi-root represents the detector symbol within its
rulee context. Each quasi-foot represents one possible execution of the detector. By
gluingg together the quasi-root with one of the quasi-foots one specific instantiation of
thee detector call is chosen. An example parse forest containing quasi-nodes, indicated
withh dashed outlines, for the Vehicle detector is shown in Figure 2.5. The figure also
showss that when there is only one bottom node the quasi-nodes can be glued together
intoo a normal tree node.
Thee parse forest in this figure contains additional information to cope with the
longg distance dependencies of a feature grammar system: nodes are explicitly labeled
withh a context. As Section 3 already said, CF grammars have only local ambiguity
whichh makes it easy to locate the separate parse trees. However, due to the more advancedd dependencies of detector nodes additional information is needed. In the NLP
communityy named disjunctions (NDs) are used [Bla97]. However, NDs expect each
disjunctionn to be of the same arity. Which means that when the third disjunction of a
controllercontroller ND is valid the third disjunction in the controlled disjunction should also be
valid.. In the simple example of Figure 2.5 this is true: the Class disjunction controls
thee Vehicle disjunction, and within their parse trees the indices of the disjunctions
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a)a) Binding the
inputinput sentence

b) Executing the
detector

c) Validating the
output sentence

Figuree 2.6: Execution of the Color detector
match.. However, the input sentence of a detector may be constructed from terminal
nodess obtained from several disjunctions, i. e. there will not be one controlling disjunction.. So instead of naming disjunctions each node is provided with a context. This
contextt consists of a list of binary flags, where each flag represents a parse tree and
indicatess if the node belongs to it (true) or not (false). In the example forest there are
twoo trees. Most nodes belong to both trees, except for the different Class alternatives
andd their dependent Vehicle quasi-foots. Limiting the binding of detector parameters
too the scope of the current quasi-root is now easily implemented by a binary operation
(seee Section 4.3.3).
Nextt to contexts the parse forest in Figure 2.5 also contains detector confidences.
Althoughh both Class detectors are valid, they are not both as confident. The Graphic
detectorr is 90% sure that the image is a graphic, while the Photo detector has only
aa confidence of 15%. Providing this information may help the user or librarian in
disambiguatingg the parse forest. The confidence values are in this case seen as node
annotations,, but may also be just modeled as ordinary leaf nodes.
Noticee that the parse forest shown in Figure 2.5 describes several sentences, which
mayy partially overlap. This is another reason why a packed shared parse forest as introducedd in Section 3 is not usable in the case of ambiguous feature grammar systems.
AA packed shared forest describes always one sentence.

2.2.55 Mildly Context-sensitive Feature Grammar Systems
Combiningg the two forms of regulated rewriting as defined in Definitions 2.13 and
2.144 with Definition 2.9 the definition of mildly context-sensitive feature grammar
systemssystems is obtained. This form of feature grammar systems is used throughout the rest
off this thesis.
Figuree 2.6 illustrates the working of the Color detector. The url instantiation
belongss to its input sentence, as specified by Rcoior = * Location url). The
ffColor detector uses this information to load the image, analyze it, and produce the
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outputt sentence: an integer and two floats. This sentence is parsed and matches the
ruless in the feature grammar system, so the stop condition is satisfied. The detector has
onlyy limited knowledge of the context it operates in: its input and its output. The CF
grammarr rules within the components can be used to place these detectors in different
contexts.. However, the start and stop conditions will enforce that these contexts match
thee (limited) knowledge of the detector

2.33

Discussion

Inn this chapter the formal theory of feature grammar systems has been described. To
achievee mild context-sensitivity this theory is based on a combination of CD grammar
systemss and a regulated rewriting mechanism. The major extensions to these existing
theoriess include the addition of detector functions to produce (part of) the sentence
just-in-timee and the PC and IPC regulation mechanisms. A detector function directly
determines,, when the start condition is satisfied, the stop condition of the grammar
component.. This enables a very tight integration between user-defined functions and
thee grammar component, while staying formally sound. The IPC mechanism allows
mildlyy context-sensitive specification of the start condition, while also implementing
aa deadlock prevention strategy.
Twoo kinds of dependencies were identified in Chapter 1 as key components of
aa declarative dependency description language. A feature grammar system captures
themm both. The RHSs of the CF production rules within each grammar component describee the context dependencies. While the regular expressions of the start conditions
off the same components capture output/input dependencies.
Usingg a feature grammar system a parse tree/forest can be build which represents
alll (ambiguous) contextual knowledge about the extracted annotations, and may thus
formm a good basis for incremental maintenance.
Nextt to Acoi there are some systems which are also focus at controlling the flow
off annotation extraction, or could be used for that purpose. MOODS [GYA97] is
basedd on the extension of an object oriented schema with semantic objects. The novel
aspectt of a semantic object is its processing graph. In a processing graph extraction
algorithmss are linked together. The developer defines a split point in the processing
graph.. The first part is executed in a data-driven way when a new object instance is
insertedd into the database. The last part is executed in a demand-driven fashion during
queryy processing. Additionally, the object can be extended with inference rules, which
cann be checked during query processing. There is no specific support in MOODS for
contextt dependencies, unless they are hard-coded as an output/input dependency.
Inn the Mirror system [dVEK98, dV99] extraction algorithms are encapsulated in
daemonn (CORBA) objects. The daemons issue a get_work query to the database,
whichh functions as a data pool, extract the meta-data (i. e. annotations) for the returnedd objects and then issue afinish_work query to commit their results. All knowledgee about dependencies is embedded in the get_work queries, i. e. there is no global
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declarativee specification. Context dependencies thus need to be tightly bound, i. e.
hardcoded,, and may become distributed over several daemon objects.
Lindaa tuple spaces [Gel95] can form an alternative for the daemon architecture.
Thee daemon requests its input data oncefromthe tuple space, instead of polling for it
fromm time totime,blocks and becomes active when the tuple space notifies the availabilityy of the data. However, although this offers a different implementation model it
doess not resolve the need for hardcoding the context dependencies.
Datafloww languages are also focused on output/input dependencies. For example,, Microsoft DirectShow [Mic99] offers a way to tie algorithms together using filter
graphs.. This builds a pipeline of algorithms through which multimedia streams flow.
Thee target of such systems is to produce mainly one final result, e. g. a video converteddfromcolor to black and white andfromthe MPEG format to AVI format. In a
featuree grammar system the result is a parse forest which contains all the annotation
information,, which may be considered intermediate data in the pipeline.
Thee ToolBus system [BK94, BK96, dJK] provides a coordination architecture for
heterogeneous,, distributed software systems. The coordination mechanism, i. e. the
toolbus,, is steered by T scripts, which are based on process algebra [BK86]. A T script
containss one or more processes, while each process may control one or more external
tools.. Tools communicate, i. e. send messages or share data, with each other using the
bus.. To overcome different data formats the tools are encapsulated by adapters which
transformm the native formatted data into the general form used by the bus, i. e. ATerms
[vdBdJKOOO].. The ToolBus thus addresses separation of coordination (T scripts),
representationn (ATerms) and computation (the tools). This closely resembles feature
grammarr systems: where grammar components provide coordination, the parse tree
providess representation and detectors computation. The main difference being the,
inn the case of feature grammar systems, by default constructed parse tree. This tree
containss (semantic) contextual knowledge both for data and processes. This knowledgee is, as shown in the introductory chapter, indispensable for the application domain
consideredd in this thesis. However, ATerms are generic data types and can be used to
describee trees or forests [Vis97]. But in the implementation the dependencies would
becomee implicit in a, more generic, T script and possibly even hidden inside ATerm
messages.. To enable reasoning about these dependencies, e. g, to allow the FDS to
steerr incremental maintenance, this knowledge would have to made explicit again. So
oncee more a declarative dependency description, L e. in the form of a feature grammarr system, would be needed. However, this makes the ToolBus a possible, feature
grammarr driven, candidate to implement parts of the Acoi system, e. g. the FDE.

Chapterr 3

Featuree Grammar Language
ThereThere is nothing that can be said by mathematical symbols and relations
whichwhich cannot also be said by words. The converse, however, is false.
MuchMuch that can be and is said by words cannot successfully be put into
equations,equations, because it is nonsense.
C.. Truesdell
Thee mathematical notation introduced and used in the previous chapter is, although
precise,, not very convenient in everyday life. In this chapter a more practical notation
iss introduced: the feature grammar language. This language describes how a feature
grammarr is specified, i. e. it is a meta-language.
Inn Appendix A the complete specification of the language is given using the Extendedtended Backus-Naur Form (EBNF). The ancestor of EBNF, Backus-Naur Form (BNF),
iss a CF grammar notation mostly used for specifying programming languages, i. e. it
wass first used to define ALGOL 60. In the upcoming sections parts of the language are
introducedd by language snippets related to the example feature grammar. Appendix B
containss the collection of feature grammars, which has been build for the various case
studiess (see Chapter 7).
Thee next section introduces the core of the language which directly maps on the
formalizationn of feature grammar systems. Subsequently additions to this language
willl be described whose main purpose is to provide shortcuts for developers or to
steerr the FDE or FDS in their analysis of the grammar.

3.11 The Basic Feature Grammar Language
Thee core of the feature grammar system is formed by the shared alphabet V = (D U
NN U T), the production rules as distributed over the various grammar components, the
startt and stop conditions of these components, and the start symbol. In the subsequent
subsectionss the notation for these core components is shown.
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3.1.11 Production Rules
Productionn rules form the heart of every grammar. As Definition 2.1 and the section
onn ambiguous grammars showed there are alternative interpretations possible for one
non-terminal.. The extended notation (in this specific form also called regular right
partpart grammars (RRPG) [LaL77]) makes it possible to combine these alternatives syntacticallyy into one rule.
Image e
Color r
Class s
RGB B

Locationn ( Color Class )?;
RGB** Number Prevalent Saturation;
Graphicc | Photo Skin Faces;
Redd Green Blue;

Location n
Number r
Prevalent t
Saturation n
Graphic c
Photo o
Skin n
Faces s
Red d
Green n
Blue e

url l
int t
fit t
fit t
bit t
bit t
bitmap; ;
inw-int; ;
int; ;
int t

Thee RGB non-terminal is introduced into the example to make it rich enough to
illustratee some extended features.
Inn this notation a production rule's LHS and RHS are separated by a colon and the
rulee is terminated with a semicolon. Alternative representations for the same LHS are
groupedd together and then separated by vertical bars, | (see the Class rule). Symbol
sequences,, i. e. optional, star and positive closure, are indicated by respectively ?, *
andd 4- occurrence indicators (see the Image and Color rules). Furthermore, symbolss can be combined into groups using brackets. These groups can have their own
occurrencee indicators and embedded alternatives (see once more the Image rule).
Alll these extended constructs for production rules can be rewritten into the basic
formall version of the production rules. For symbol sequences there are two methods.
Thee first method of rewriting uses the recursive interpretation. In this interpretation
thee RGB* sequence is rewritten into the following formal rules:
ColorColor — Number Prevalent Saturation
ColorColor — a Number Prevalent Saturation
a^a^ RGB
aa -> RGB a
RGBRGB -> Red Green Blue
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Figuree 3.1: (a) A right-recursive and (b) an iterative interpretation of a list construct
Thiss interpretation has as advantage that it is easy to explain because the transformationn to a basic CF grammar is simple. Disadvantages are the introduction of anonymouss variables (in this case a) and the lopsided parse tree (see Figure 3.1.a), which in
generallyy does not correspond to ones intuition.
Thee iterative interpretation of symbol sequences is more intuitive. It sees the
RGB*RGB* sequence as an abbreviation of:
ColorColor
ColorColor
ColorColor
ColorColor
ColorColor

—> Number Prevalent
Saturation
—> RGB Number Prevalent
Saturation
—> RGB RGB Number Prevalent
Saturation
— RGB RGB RGB Number Prevalent
Saturation
—*...

RGBRGB -» Red Green Blue
Thee advantage of this interpretation is a beautiful parse tree (see Figure 3.1 .b), but has
ass disadvantages that it involves an infinite number of production rules and that the
nodess in the parse tree have a varying fan-out.
Nextt to rewrites the occurrence indicators may also directly be interpreted by the
parserr implementation (see [GJ98]), i. e. using IF-statements for optional symbols,
WHILE-statementss for star closure and REPEAT-statements for positive closure. The
resultingg parse tree will adhere to the iterative interpretation. However, this implementss these indicators in a greedy fashion and thus favors greedy alternatives. Notice
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SubstitutionSubstitution language (as a regular expression)
AtomAtom name
A
{0jl|(true)|(false))$ $
bit t
A
chr r
.$ $
A
int t
-?[0-9]+$ $
A
- ? [ 0 - 9 ] + \ .. [0-9] + ([Ee] [- + ] ? [ 0 - 9 ] + ) ? $
fit fit
str r
".*$ $

Tablee 3.1: Default atom types
thatt is the case with most implementations of regular expressions [Fri02]. Only some
languagess support special constructs to make expressions non-greedy, e. g. the regular
expressionn syntax used by Tel 8 and Perl 5 supports * ? for a non-greedy star-closure.
AA parser using this implementation strategy may only find one parse (a(b(c d))) for
thee input sentence (c d) using this grammar:
ii a : b e ? ;
22 b : C d? ;
33 e : d ;

AA second parse tree, which postpones the consumption of d, i. e. a(b(c) e(d)), will
notnot be found by this parser implementation.
Whichh of these alternative interpretations of symbol sequences is chosen is a FDE
implementationn decision. In Chapter 4 the actual implementation of the FDE will be
discussedd and in Section 4.3.1 this specific decision will be made and explained.
Symboll groups are rewritten by introducing anonymous symbols.

ImageImage —> Location
ImageImage —> Location (3
00 — Color Class
Thee anonymous symbol, in this case /3, inherits the occurrence indicators and embeddedd alternatives of the symbol group. Notice that the Image rule is duplicated to
eliminatee the sequence once.

3.1.22 Atoms
Thee feature grammar language supports a default set of atom types, e. g. several numericc types and strings (see Table 3.1). However, additional types may be supported
byy the DBMS, for example by using an extension mechanism. To be able for a featuree grammar to use these new types they have to be defined and a REG validation
languagee can be added.
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image::bitmap {*[01]*$};

Thee bitmap type, available in the extension module image, is defined. The bitmap
specificc rule defines the REG substitution language from which a valid bitmap atom
valuee is a member. Using this regular expression the FDE can validate a specific
bitmapbitmap instantiation. When there is no regular expression the default validation code
providedd by the system will always accept each terminal of this atomic type.
Nextt to the atom definitions there are also atom declarations. Using an atom declarationn several production rules can be summarized in one command.
i|%atomm fit

Prevalent, Saturation;

Thiss declaration is a simple shortcut for these two rules:
ii P r e v a l e n t
: fit;
22 S a t u r a t i o n : f i t ;

Notice,, once more (see also Section 2.2.2), that the application of this shortcut
helpss to make the production rules semantically more meaningful, i. e. more useful
forr human consumption.

3.1.33 Detectors
Thee production rules already provide insight in which symbol belongs to the set of
terminalss and non-terminals, /. e. non-terminals appear as the LHS of a rule. To get
thee set of detector symbols those are explicitly declared.
%detectorr
22 %detector
33

Color(preceding::Location/url);

%detectorr

Graphic{preceding::Number/int,
preceding::Prevalent/fit,
preceding::Saturation/fit); ;
Photo(preceding::Color);

%detectorr
%detectorr

Skin(preceding::Location/url);
Faces(preceding::bitmap);

Thee output/input dependency is formally represented by the REG language Ri for
detectorr dj. In the detector declaration for dt Ri is represented as a set of regular path
expressions.. In Section 2.1.1 with the introduction of REG grammars it was already
statedd that there are many extended regular expression languages, e. g. like the one
usedd for the specification of the atom substitution languages. For the specification of
thee regular path expressions the XPath language [W3C01d] is adopted by the feature
grammarr language.
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Figuree 3.2: The XPath axes
Thee XPath Language
Thee XPath language is a W3C standard for describing paths in a document in the extensiblee Markup Language (XML) [W3C0O]. XML, derived from the older Standard
Generalizedd Markup Language (SGML) standard, is becoming a standard document
formatt for data exchange between systems on the WWW. An XML document describess a tree structure of nodes. Each tree node is identified by an element name,
enclosess an area in the document identified by the opening and closing tags, may have
zeroo or more textual values, may have a set of zero or more attributes, i. e. name/value
pairs,, and may be the parent of zero or more child nodes. The parse trees, as encounteredd until now, map naturally on this document format.
Thee basic XPath expression consist of a sequence of steps separated by / or / / ,
wheree the first indicates "goto a matching child" and the latter "goto a matching descendant".. An example XPath expression is: p r e c e d i n g : : L o c a t i o n / u r l [
x f : s t a r t s - w i t h ( . ,, " h t t p : / / " ) ] .
Thee first step, p r e c e d i n g : : Locat i o n , is evaluated in the context of the currentt node, for example the new Color detector node. The evaluation of this step
mayy result in zero or more result nodes. In this case it leads to the Location node.
Thee next step, u r l [xf: s t a r t s - w i t h ( . , " h t t p : / / " ) ] , is evaluated for each
off these result nodes. And selects the node url which satisfies the predicate. As this
iss the last step the result of this expression contains only this node. The upcoming
paragraphss will describe the basic building blocks of each step: the optional axis, the
nodetestt and the set of zero or more step qualifiers.
Thee XPath specification defines a total of 13 axes to traverse from one node to
another.. These axes describe the whole parse tree from the view point of the contextt node: the ancestor, descendant, following, preceding and self axes (see also
Figuree 3.2). Other axes form sub- and supersets from these basic axes: the child,
parent,parent, descendant-or-self, following-sibling, preceding-sibling and ancestor-or-self
axes.. Most of these axes are forward axes, i. e. nodes are traversed in the order in
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whichh they were added to the tree (the document order). In contrast, the parent, ancestor,cestor, ancestor-or-self, preceding, and preceding-sibling axes traverse the nodes i
reversee document order.
Thee axis is used to select the set of possible nodes to move to. This set may be
furtherr reduced using a node test: either an exact match on the symbol name or a
wildcardd match.
Thee last part of the step specification is a, possibly empty, set of step qualifiers. A
stepp qualifier takes the form of a predicate, i. e. a boolean expression on the context of
thee step. In this expression logical comparisons and an extensive set of functions may
bee used. The example expression uses the xf: s t a r t s - w i t h function to check if
thee value of the terminal url uses the HTTP protocol. The value of the terminal is
indicatedd by the single dot, which is the abbreviated syntax for s e l f : : node ().
Alll kinds of (user defined) functions are part of the XPath standard. Due to this a
fulllfledgedXPath expression may have a selective power that goes beyond a standard
regularr expression language. To stay in line with the formal feature grammar system
off Chapter 2 the XPath expressions used for detector parameter binding are limited to
axiss steps and symbol name node tests1.
Thiss subset of XPath expression language is adopted by the feature grammar languagee with (initially) two convenient changes:
1.. as parameter path expressions should, enforced by the IPC rewriting mechanism,, point backward into the tree the default axis in the first step of a path
expressionn is p r e c e d i n g : : instead of c h i l d : :, notice that in all subsequentt steps c h i l d : : is still the default;
2.. XPath expressions always return a node set, however, in a feature grammar the
interestt is mainly for, depending on the axis (forward or reverse), thefirstor last
itemm in the nodeset (sorted on document order).
Usingg these path expressions the input sentence for a detector di can be selected.
Whenn one of the expressions results in an empty node set, i. e. Ri % path(tj), the
startt condition of the grammar component is not satisfied, and the detector function
fifi will not be executed, which in the leftmost derivation process results in rejection of
thee detector symbol.
Too retrieve the value of a node the XPath function t e x t () is used. This function
returnss a concatenation of all values under the inner node. This allows the use of a
non-terminal,, which may carry more semantics, to indicate a terminal's value, e. g. die
XPathh expression Location is equal to L o c a t i o n / u r l . This helps once more to
keepp the feature grammar specification more semantic oriented (see Section 3.1.2).
11

The extension to a more complete version of the XPath standard would need areevaluationof the role
off Ri.
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Detectorr Confidence
Alll detectors should at least return one information token (see Definition 2.9). As
indicatedd in Section 2.2.4 the disambiguation process would benefit from knowledge
aboutt the detector confidence. By enforcing the output of this confidence level, i. e.
makingg it a default rewrite of a detector production rule, the developer of a feature
grammarr can conceptually write detectors which output an empty sentence. This can
bee used to allow the use of the detector symbol to model a binary decision, i. e. using
thee partiality of the detector function. The presence of the detector symbol in the parse
forestt then indicates the success of the function and thus the (maybe in-confident)
validityy of a concept. The absence of the confidence level, and thus of the symbol, is
thenn used to model the failure.
Thesee feature grammar declarations and rules:
%detectorr

Color{Location);

%detectorr
%detectorr

Graphic(Number, Prevalent, Saturation);
Photo(Color);

%detectorr
%detectorr

Skin(Location);
Faces(bitmap);

Colorr
Classs

: RGB* Number Prevalent Saturation;
: Graphic | Photo Skin Faces;

aree rewritten into the following formal rules:
ColorColor —* p Number Prevalent Saturation
ColorColor —> p a Number Prevalent Saturation
GraphicGraphic
p
PhotoPhoto — p
SkinSkin —> p bitmap
FacesFaces — p int
Noticee that the feature grammar does not contain any explicit rules for the Graphic
andd Photo detectors, they are added to feature grammar system by the rewrite. The
speciall terminal p describes the confidence value. This value may be seen as an annotationn (or attribute) of the LHS (see also Figure 2.5).

3.1.44 The Start Symbol
Thee feature grammar language as defined until now only misses the declaration of the
startt symbol.
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i|%startt

Image(child::Location);

Thiss start declaration provides the information to construct the special grammar componentt Gg. First of all the dummy start symbol Ss directly passes control on to
thee Image symbol, in this case a non-terminal. Furthermore, the parameter defines
whichh initial words the special detector function ƒ5 should generate, 1. e. in this case
onee word: a Location instantiation. How fs determines this instantiation depends on
thee implementation, e. g. ask the user or look for the sentence on the command line of
theFDE. .
Forr specification of these parameters a special subset of XPath expressions is, once
more,, adopted. In this case only forward steps are allowed, i. e. the parse tree can only
bee traversedfromthe root to its descendants. This also means that die original default
axiss of XPath is used in these path expressions, i. e. c h i l d : :.

3.22 The Extended Feature Grammar Language
Thee core of the language has been defined in the previous section. However, to make
thee life of a developer easier several shortcuts have been introduced. Other additions
providee me developer with the possibility to influence the analysis and usage of the
featuree grammar by the tools in the Acoi system architecture.

3*2.11 Production Rules
Additionall Sequence Types
Symboll sequences, like the positive or star closure, lead to collections of symbols.
Thee most natural form for storing this collection in a DBMS is a list, as it guarantees
thatt the symbols can be reconstructed in exactly the same order.
II I Color

: RGB[*] N u m b e r Prevalent S a t u r a t i o n ;

Noticee that this rule is equivalent to the original Color rule, as list is the default type.
However,, this may not always be needed and, as keeping information about me order
off the symbols costs storage space, the feature grammar developer can give a hint that
thee collection type may be changed to a set.
III Color

: RGB{*} N u m b e r Prevalent S a t u r a t i o n ;

Whenn a list is limited in size another optimization may be to turn the type into a tuple,
whichh has better selection properties.
1II Color

: RGB<16:16> N u m b e r Prevalent Saturation;
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Thiss example shows another addition to the feature grammar language: it allows to
exactlyy specify, /. e. with a lower and upper bound, how many symbols are allowed
inn the collection (which may be of any type). This case is equivalent to a rule where
thee Color rule contains exactly 16 RGB non-terminals. When the lower bound is
omittedd it defaults to zero.
Thesee constructs are all very tight related to the storage model for the parse trees,
andd thus will be revisited in Chapter 5.
Constants s
Thee extended language also allows a constant of a builtin type to be placed as a symbol
inn the right-hand side of a rule.
Segment t
Scene e
Type e
Type e
Type e
Type e

Scene*; ;
Beginn End Type;
"tennis"" Tennis
"closeup"; ;
"audience"; ;
"other"; ;

Thiss set of example rules describes the type of scenes found in a video of a tennis
match.. For each scene the Segment detector finds it also determines the type and
putss this as a string token in the output sentence. This token now determines which
alternativee rule of Type is validated, i. e. for a tennis scene the Tennis detector will
bee called. This spares the need for an explicit whitebox detector (to be discussed in
thee next section).
%detectorr

TennisType [ str = "tennis" ];

Typee

: str TennisType Tennis;

Thee other types can be handled in the same fashion. Furthermore, notice that another
approachh may be to add a normal detector for each type, which would implement
thee type detection algorithm now present in the Segment detector. The need for the
constantt would then disappear, and it would become possible to have several types for
thee same scene, i. e. ambiguity.

3.2.22 Detectors
Whiteboxx Detectors
Onee step in the annotation extraction process is the combination of the low-level featuress into high-level concepts. One way to do this combination is through a binary
decisionn rule. Recall the description of the XPath language: the last part of the step
specificationn consists of a, possibly empty, set of step qualifiers. Each step qualifier is
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aa predicate on the context of the step. Whitebox detectors provide the preferred way
too embed such a predicate in the feature grammar.
Inn step qualifiers all XPath expressions are allowed, but not all of them will result
inn a boolean value. For these situations the XPath specification [W3C01d] provides
thesee rules to derive the predicate truth value:
1.. if the result of the expression is an empty node set, the predicate truth value is
false; false;
2.. if the result is one numeric value, this value is rounded and compared to the
contextt position, i e. the position of the context node in the processed sequence
off nodes, this will always be one as the processed sequence contains only the
detectorr node;
3.. if the result is one boolean value, the predicate truth value is equal to this
booleann value;
4.. if the result node set contains at least one node, the predicate truth value is true;
5.. otherwise there is a serious error and a runtime error will be raised.
Whenn the predicate truth value equals true die detector symbol will be accepted,
andd otherwise rejected.
Thiss partial feature grammar shows the simple decision rule for the Photo detector: :
ii %detector
22
33
44

Photo

t
Number
> 200
and Prevalent <
0.26
and Saturation <
0.67 ];

Onn the basis of the number of colors, the existence of a prevalent color and the average
saturationn of the colors the image is classified as a photo (or not). But XPath allows
alsoo more advanced expressions, e. g. these quantified expressions to extract a color
mapp concept:
%detectorr

ColorMap [
somee $RGB in RGB satisfies
$RGB/Redd != $RGB/Green
orr $RGB/Red != $RGB/Blue ] ;

%detectorr

GrayMap [
everyy $RGB in RGB satisfies
$RGB/Redd = $RGB/Green
andd $RGB/Red = $RGB/Blue ];

i i
2 2
3 3
4 4

5 5
6 6
7 7
8 8

Colorr
Mapp

9 9

10 0

: RGB* Map Number Prevalent Saturation;
: ColorMap | GrayMap;
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Description Description
PluginPlugin name
exec c
Executee an external program
Executee a Perl script
perl l
Executee a Matlab script
matlab b
Tablee 3.2: Default plugins
Thee Color Map concept is validated by checking the existence of one or more nongrayy pixels. While the Gray Map does the opposite check: the existence of only gray
pixels. .
Too emphasize the difference between whitebox detectors the original detectors,
wheree the implementation is not specified within the feature grammar itself, are called
blackboxblackbox detectors.
Plugins s
Thee blackbox detectors can do basically everything that is supported by the host language.. However, this may also ask for extensive knowledge of the in and outs of the
hostt language and its interfaces (APIs) by the developer. In this section plugins are
introduced.. A plugin frees the developer from this low-level knowledge, either by
completelyy taking over the burden of low-level coding or by transferring the coding
taskk to an external application. This external application may provide the developer
withh a higher-level language to code his annotation extraction algorithms in.
Thee task implemented by a plugin always follows the same steps. However, these
stepss need to be adapted to the specific detector. The detector specific knowledge
embeddedd in a feature grammar is the in- and output specification. So the plugin needs
accesss to this information. This access is provided by the symbol table. The symbol
tablee contains information about all the symbols in the grammar and their associations
describedd in the component production rules. Due to these privileges plugins should
onlyy be developed by experts with knowledge about the Acoi API.
ii | %detector

matlab::Color(Location) ;

Thiss detector communicates with the Matlab engine [MatOl], which is linked into the
FDEE or runs as a separate server. It assumes that the Color command exists in Matlab
andd calls it with the Location parameter. The answer of the Matlab engine is parsed
andd the data is returned as the output sentence.
Thee feature grammar language also allows a plugin to get its implementation directlyy from the feature grammar, i. e. as in the case of whitebox detectors. In fact
whiteboxx detectors are by default available as the xpath plugin.
%detectorr

xpath::Photo [
Numberr

> 200
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Figuree 3.3: Emperical cycle
33
44

and Prevalent <
and Saturation <

0.26
0.67 ] ;

Thiss code snippet is equivalent to the previous Photo whitebox detector declaration.
Inn the same vain other whitebox plugins can be developed.. The Acoi system providess a default library function to instantiate templates with embedded XPath expressions. .
Classifiers s

ClassifiersClassifiers are an alternative to whitebox detectors to validate a concept. Instead of
decisionn rules, most likely constructed by a human expert, they provide bridges to
machinee learning algorithms.
Machinee learning algorithms can be characterized by the cycle shown in Figuree 3.3. The process starts with a number of observations. These observations are
analyzedd tofindpatterns. If patterns are found a theory, or hypothesis, is formulated
too explain the pattern. This theory is used to predict new phenomena that can be
verifiedd by new observations.
Takee for example this classifier:
i|%classifierr bpnn::Paces(Skin);

Thee classifier Faces makes use of the plugin bpnn. The bpnn plugin, written by an
expert,, manages back propagation neural networks. The plugin can handle the generic
stepss of the classification cycle for this specific machine learning algorithm.
AA back propagation neural network learns incrementally, i. e. the theory is updated
afterr each observation is seen by the algorithm. The observations consist of a set of inputt sentences the developer feeds to the FDE. An observation for this classifier would
containn the fact that the image contains one face. When the Faces detector is encounteredd its input, the Skin/bitmap terminal, is selected from the parse tree. The
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Description
name
Description
ClassifierClassifier plugin
Learn/usee C4.5 decision rules [Qui93]
decrules s
bpnn n
Train/usee a neural network [Mit97]
Tablee 3.3: Default classifier plugins
developerr provided the expected output of the Faces detector: the sentence int(l).
Thee neural network is then trained by analyzing the actual and the expected output.
Onn the basis of the error between these the internal parameters of neural network will
bee adapted.
Whenn the developer did not provide an observation the theory is used to predict
thee output. The theory is not updated until new observations are fed to the classifier.
Otherr algorithms may learn per batch. In this case the algorithm will collect and
storee the observations. When there is no observation the theory will be build using
thiss collected data. It will then use this, just-in-time, formulated theory to predict the
actuall output.
Formallyy the classifier is split into two detectors:
FacesFaces -> int Faces.analyze
FacesFaces -* F aces.predict
Faces.analyzeFaces.analyze -> p
FF aces.predict -> p int
FacesFaces is a non-terminal, while Faces.analyze and Faces.pr edict are both detectors.
Duee to the fact that an integer, i. e. the observation, is present in the parsed sentence
aa specific alternative is chosen. The first alternative will take this integer as input and
trainn the neural network, while the second alternative will use the net to predict the
valuee of the integer. The natural value for p in the case of an observation is 1.0, i. e.
itss confidence is high as its been provided by the developer.
Thee Acoi implementation provides a default set of classifier plugins. The bpnn
pluginn is an example of an incremental learning algorithm. Decision rules, a batch
learningg algorithm, are available through the decrules plugin.

3.2.33 The Start Symbol
References s
Untill now there was always only one parse forest. But the main goal is to build
andd maintain a database of such parse forests, or in fact its building blocks: parse
trees.. It is possible to keep all these parse trees independent of each other in the
constructionn phase, and to postpone resolving dependencies to the moment of insertion
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intoo the database. In fact this was done in early versions of the Acoi system (see
Chapterr 7). However, as this knowledge would not be explicit and the system could
thuss not exploit it, the coding burden would be completely passed on to the developer.
Takee for example the WWW multimedia search engine. On the WWW HTML
pagess contain the links which connect all the web objects together. By adding a detectorr which parses the HTML and extracts the links the structure of the WWW can
bee described by a feature grammar.
Examplee 3.1.
%startt

WebObject(Location);

%detectorr

HTML_type [ Location\[ends-with(.,".html")\] ];

%detectorr

HTML(Location);

%atomm str

Title;

WebObject t Locationn WebBody;
HTML_typee HTML;
WebBody y
Title?? WebObject*;
HTML L

However,, the WWW is not a tree but a graph. And this graph may contain cycles,, which would lead to infinitely deep parse forests. This would make the feature
grammarr impractical. How to prevent the FDE from reanalyzing an object over and
overr again, thus storing redundant information in the parse tree? The developer may
addd detectors, which check if a web object has already been analyzed, and alter productionn rules, i. e. add optionality such that a partial parse tree containing foreign key
informationn is also valid.
Oncee more the FDE can manage these dependencies better if they are made explicit.. The HTML feature grammar illustrates when a cycle in the graph may be introduced:: the start symbol WebObject is reused in a production rule. The start declarationn already contains information on the data items an initial sentence should contain
too start a parsing process. When this information is viewed as key information the
FDEE gets the ability to check the database for the existence of this specific (partial)
parsee tree. However, if the parse tree does not exist yet this key information is also
enoughh to start building the parse tree.
Thiss solves the case when the start symbol is reused, however, in other cases informationn would still be redundant. Keyword search can be added to the WWW applicationn by extending the HTML module with these production rules:
ii %atom s t r

Word;
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start t
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A/^^
a. a.
Figuree 3.4: Parse tree structure (a) without and (b) with references

HTML L
Body y

:: Title? Body WebObject*;
:: KeyWord*;

Keyword d
Synset t
Synonym m
Hypernym m
Hyponym m

::
::
::
::
::

Word Synset*;
Synonym* Hypernym* Hyponym*
Keyword;
Keyword;
Keyword;

Fromm the body of the HTML page keywords are extracted. These keywords are related
withh WordNet synsets [CSL01], which allow to expand the search with synonyms,
hypernymss and hyponyms. If for each keyword encountered on the WWW a new
partiall parse tree would be added the database would explode in no time. Using the
WWWW case study a sample of 150,000 web objects lead to 850,000 keywords which
weree on average 40 times reused. This explosion is prevented by permitting multiple
startt symbols, e. g. a start declaration for the Keyword symbol is added.
%start t

KeyWord(Word) )

Thee FDE can now use the same strategy for binding a parse tree for this start
symbol.. A start symbol which reoccurs in the RHS of a production rule is also known
ass a reference. This emphasized in the language by adding a & prefix to the symbol
occurrence.. Figure 3.4 shows how this addition of references to start symbols affects
thee parse tree structure.
Thiss conversion of a tree into a graph structure has also implications for the
XPathh expressions as used to specify either a detector input or a whitebox predicate.. Resolving these paths could lead to endless loops, e. g. the XPath expressionn p r e c e d i n g : : L o c a t i o n could reenter the same tree over and over again
byy encountering the same WebObject symbol again. To resolve this, references
havee to be crossed explicitly, which basically means that a XPath expression can
nott cross over to a start symbol. This splits the global parse tree, as shown in Figuree 3.4.a, into several parse trees combined by references in a graph, as shown in
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Figuree 3.4.b. Take once more the XPath expression p r e c e d i n g : : Location. Usingg this convention only Location symbols in the local parse tree can be found. To
crosss a reference, i. e. a start symbol, the XPath expression would look as follows:
p r e c e d i n g : :: &WebOb j e c t / / L o c a t i o n . The & prefix, which is not part of the
XPathh standard, allows the adapted XPath interpreter to resolve the / / L o c a t i o n
pathh in the parse tree to which a WebObject reference is bound. In the next chapter
thiss feature grammar specific addition to the XPath language will be translated back
intoo native XPath expressions, however, this depends on the implementation specific
representationn of feature grammar parse trees in XML documents.
AA drawback of this is the reintroduction of deadlock situations when binding the
detectorr parameters. The XPath expression may lead to a (indirect) self-reference, L e.
aa detector needs access to xr and thus violates the IPC regulatedrewriterules and thus
thee deadlock prevention strategy (see Section 2.2.3). As there is no general solution
forr this, an exception is passed on to the detectors implementation. The developer
may,, for example, know how to retrieve the requested tokenfromxr or which default
valuee to pick.
Thee use ofreferencesis also related to the quasi-nodes introduced in Section 2.2.4.
Quasi-nodess were introduced to handle the binding of ambiguous parameters to the
rightright detector calls. Start symbols are always detectors,rememberthe introduction of
Sg.Sg. Thereferenceis the quasi-root containing the (ambiguous) binding information.
Thee refereed Ss is the quasi-foot.
Noticee also that with the addition of multiple start symbols the feature grammar
noww describes formally a set of feature grammar systems where one is instantiated on
thee moment a start symbol is chosen, i. e. Ss —*. is generated on-the-fly.

3.2.44 Feature Grammar Modules
Onee of the main goals of feature grammar systems is to keep detectors generic, so
theyy are easily applicable in another context. This goal is further supported by the
conceptt of feature grammar modules. In such a modulerelateddetectors, atoms and
theirr production rules are grouped and available for reuse by other feature grammars.
%module e

WWW; ;

%start t

WebObject(Location); ;

%detector r WebHeader(Location); ;
%atom m
%atom m

www::urll {Ahttp://([
temporal::date; ;

%atom m
%atom m
%atom m

urll Location;
datee Modification;
lngg Length;

: / ] * )) ( : [ 0 - 9 ] * ) ? / ? ( . * ) $ > ;
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WebObjectt
WebHeaderr

: Location WebHeader WebBody;
: M o d i f i c a t i o n Length;

Thiss WWW feature grammar module gives basic support for the WWW. The module
offerss a start symbol, WebObject, and a detector to retrieve basic HTTP header information,, WebHeader. Furthermore, it contains the definition of two atomic types: url
andd date. These feature grammar statements show how the Image feature grammar
usess the www module:
ii %module

Image;

22 %use

WWW;

33 WebBody
44 Image

: Image;
: Color Class;

Inn this example both the Local and WebBody symbols are unique for the union of the
Imagee and WWW feature grammars. However, when this is not the case naming conflictss arise. Assuming that the module names are unique, they are used as namespaces
too resolve such conflicts. An explicit namespace is added as a prefix to the symbol
name,, e.g. WWW :: WebBody.
Declarationss and definitions always happen in the scope of the active namespace,
i.i. e. the module in which the declaration or definition takes place. This means that
atomss and detectors can not be redefined by another feature grammar module. However,, additional production rules are allowed, /. e. to add an alternative view. The
I m a g ee feature grammar uses this construction to add the Image view on a WebBody
symbol.. In this way feature grammars are easily extensible.

3.2.55 Change Detection
InIn Chapter 1 several sources of change were identified:
internall sources either the dependency description or the implementation of detector
functionss change;
externall sources the source data changes, the system may check for these changes
byy itself (polling) or may be alerted by the librarian.
Thee upcoming sections will describe the features the feature grammar language offers
too the Acoi system to detect some of the changes.
Versionss One of the triggers for incremental maintenance of a set of parse trees are
changess in detector implementations and the production rules. Changes in implementationn may not always be reflected in the feature grammar, e. g. a bug fix does not
havee to lead to changes in the output, and thus the production rules, of a detector. To
indicatee these changes detectors have a version.

Sectionn 3.3: Discussion
i|%versionn

Skin 1 . 2 3 . 4 ;

Incrementss of the version indicate a change in implementation and forces the FDS to
determinee if any persistent stored parse trees are affected and should be updated. The
priorityy which is assigned to this change is depending on the level of change: major
(theefirstnumber), minor (the second number) or service (the last number).
Pollingg Detector versions handle the notification of internal detector changes. To
polll for external changes an (optional) poll detector related to a start symbol is added.
Thee arguments of this detector are at least the required initial sentence as part of the
startt declaration.
i[%detectorr

WebObject.poll(Location,WebHeader/Modification);

Ann implementation of this poll detector will be called by the FDS (see Chapter 6)
onn a regular basis to check if a stored parse tree needs to be updated. When no poll
detectorr is defined the default poll detector is used, which always returns true, L e.
alwayss indicates an external change.

3.33 Discussion
Thiss chapter described the feature grammar language: a convenient notation for featuree grammar systems, including several syntactic shortcuts. The language aims at
beingg readable, although a clear understanding of the use of CS grammars is still
neededd to construct one, e. g. understand the relationship between rules, trees and
regularr path expressions. This should not prevent the usability of the language as its
targett audience are DMW and annotation extraction algorithm developers, who will
bee schooled in basic computer science topics.
Withh the rise of XML more and more languages are expressed in XML and thus
havee the advantage of standardized tools like SAX parsing and DOM parse trees.
Butt those languages tend to be verbose and non-transparent. However, an XML-ized
versionn of the feature grammar language may be constructed as an intermediate format
too gain those advantages. This language could be defined as an extension on one of
thee upcoming XML schema languages (see Section 5.2.1).
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... Sharpen line forty-eight between twenty point twenty-seven.
.... Profile trace.
... Stop. Back up.
.... Stop.
. .. Enhance.
... Seesaw.
..Stop! ..Stop!
... Enhance.
. .. Enhance.
... Hey!
Rickk Deckard - Blade Runner

Grammarss are mostly used to validate a sentence's membership of a specific language.
Thiss process of validation, called parsing, may lead to the construction of a parse tree,
/".. e. an internal representation of the structure of the sentence. The parsing process
formss the heart of the Feature Detector Engine (FDE). During this process the FDE
encounterss detector symbols, binds their input sentence, executes the associated algorithms,, and validates their output sentence (the actual parsing). There are many
differentt parsing algorithms. Yet only a few of these algorithms are suited for processingg a feature grammar system. The next section will review the predominant parsing
algorithmss for CF grammars. The remainder of the chapter is focused on the implementationn decisions for the FDE, based on a parsing algorithm well suited for feature
grammarr systems.
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Input t

-Accept/reject t

Output t

Figuree 4.1: The basic PDT

4.11 A Parser Primer
Thee membership of a sentence w in a language L{G) can be checked using a parser,
whichh is especially constructed for that grammar. Parsers are based on specific types of
(finite)) automata. For each grammar type or language family a specific type of (finite)
automataa is used. A REG language is parsed using a finite automaton (FA), while a CF
languagee needs the more advanced functionality of a push-down automaton (PDA).
Thee basic automaton is an acceptor, ('. e. accepts or rejects an input sentence. When
thee automaton also has additional output, e. g. a structural description of the symbols
encountered,, it is called a transducer.
Thee transducer version of the PDA, i. e. the push-down transducer (PDT), is basicallyy a FA with a stack-based memory and an output tape, see Figure 4.1. The read
headd of the input tape can read one symbol at a time from the tape. The same goes for
thee write head of the output tape: it can write one symbol at the time. Both the read
andd write head advance to the next symbol after reading or writing. The end of both
thee input sentence and the stack is indicated by the special symbol $. The stack-based
memoryy allows the PDT to push and pop symbols on or from the stack in a last-in
first-outfirst-out (LIFO) way.
Thee transducer description includes a set of states. The states of the PDT are
restrictedd to these types, which are directly related to its capabilities:
startt the PDT;
readd a single symbol from the input tape;
writee a symbol on the output tape;
pushh a single symbol on top of the stack;
popp the topmost symbol from the stack;
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terminal l
state e

state e
transition n

goto o
popp state

jj goto reject state,
iff there is no other valid state transition

Figuree 4.2: A non-deterministic PDT for the Image CF grammar

acceptt the input string and stop;
rejectt the input string and stop.
Usingg these states and a set of state transitions the PDT can be used to implement
aa parsing algorithm. To illustrate this Figure 4.2 shows a PDT for this example CF
grammar: :
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Examplee 4.1.

ImageImageLocation
—
Location
—>
ImageImageLocationLocation
a;
aa

ColorColor Class

ColorColorNumberNumber
Prevalent
—*
ColorColor00—*Number Prevalent
RGB
&-+ &-+

£-»

Saturation
Saturation

RGB

»RGBRGB (3

RGB^ RGB^
RedRed Green Blue
ClassClassGraphic
—
Graphic
ClassClassPhotoPhoto
Skin
—»

Faces

url url
LocationLocation
—
NumberNumber
—
int int

fit fit—
PrevalentPrevalent
SaturationSaturation
fit fit —
GraphicGraphic
—
bit bit
PhotoPhotobit->
bit
bitmap bitmap
SkinSkin —>
FacesFacesint—int
Red^ Red^
int int
GreenGreenint—
>
int
BlueBlue int
—*int

DD
Thee PDT starts with the start symbol Image on its stack. After the start state the
controllerr moves to the pop state, where the Image symbol is popped from the stack.
Basedd on this symbol the PDT chooses a transition to a next state. Figure 4.3 shows
thee (possible) condition of the PDT the second time it visits the pop state. The accept
statee is reached when both the stack and the read tape are empty (reached by both
poppingg and reading a $ symbol). The output tape will then contain a textual descriptionn of the parse tree, e. g. Image ( Location h t t p : / / . . . a ( Color
(( Number 29053 . . . )
...)
).
Onn its way to the accept or reject state the controller has to choose a move to a next
validd state. In the case of either a pop or a read state, the valid options are determined
byy respectively the symbol on top of the stack or under the read head of the input tape.
Iff there is always precisely one valid move, the PDA or PDT is called deterministic
(DPDAA or DPDT), when there are more valid options the PDA or PDT is called nondeterministicdeterministic (NPDA or NPDT). The PDT in Figure 4.2 is non-deterministic, e. g.
afterr a pop of the Image symbol there are two valid moves (due to the alternative
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Figuree 4.3: The condition of the PDT
productionn rules). In such a case the NPDT follows both choices, i. e. it is in several
statess at the same time. However, some of these choices will never lead to an accept
statee and will thus not yield a valid parse tree. On the other hand several choices may
leadd to valid parse trees. When more than one valid parse tree can describe the same
inputt sentence the grammar is ambiguous (see also Section 3).
AA PDA or PDT can be automatically generated from a CF grammar. The algorithm
implementedd in the PDT and sketched above performs a top-down parsing strategy ann intuitive method. In the next section a short overview of other methods and their
mostt important properties are given.

4.1.11 More Parsing Algorithms for Context-free Grammars
AA top-down algorithm, as has been sketched and implemented in a PDT in the previous
section,, starts with the start symbol and tries, by traversing the production rules in a
smartt way, to produce the input sentence. A bottom-up algorithm works just the other
wayy around: it starts with the input sentence and tries to reduce it back to the start
symbol. .
Bothh algorithms can be used to parse the input sentence of Figure 2.3 using the examplee CF grammar. Due to space considerations a simplified version of the grammar
iss used (see Figure 4.4) to illustrate the behavior of the two basic algorithms.
Furthermore,, the end of the input sentence is once more indicated with the special
$$ terminal. This terminal reappears at the end of the rule for the start symbol, Im.
Thiss rule takes care for a correct detection of the end of the input sentence.
Figuree 4.5 shows the steps taken by a specific top-down parsing algorithm, i. e. a
depth-firstt algorithm. The information used by this algorithm consists of two parts:
thee active rules and the sentence. The current position within a rule (or the sentence)
iss indicated with a bullet . This bullet splits a rule in a match part and a prediction
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part.. The algorithm always follows one alternative. For example, in step j the Gr
alternativee of the CI non-terminal is tried, only when this one fails the next alternative,
Ph,Ph, is tried in step k. When none of the active rules has a prediction left and the input
sentencee is also completely consumed, and both these conditions are enforced by the
startt rules for i m , the input sentence can be accepted. By keeping track of the active
ruless the parse tree can be gradually build during the parsing process.
Thee application of a bottom-up algorithm, i. e. a breadth-first algorithm, is shown
inn Figure 4.6. The breadth-first algorithm inspects several possible parses in each step.
Eachh parse under consideration is represented by a stack with attached partial parse
trees.. Each step in this algorithm consists of two phases. In the shift phase the next
inputt symbol is appended to each stack. The following reduce phase then examines
alll stacks and if they allow one or more reductions copies of the stack are made and
thee reductions applied to them. These reductions produce the partial parse trees. The
firstt reduction is applied in step d: the shift phase added the Sa token to the first
stack,, which enabled the reduction of the Nu Pr Sa symbol sequence to the Co nonterminal.. This process continues until there is no input left. In the total of six (partial)
treess left in step h there is only one which contains the start symbol, Im, which is also
thee root of the parse tree.
Bothh parsing algorithms process the input sentence from left to right, i. e. they
aree directional. However, there are also some algorithms which are non-directional.
Thesee methods may access the input sentence in any order they like. This requires the
inputt sentence to be completely available upfront, while conventional algorithms work
onn a stream of tokens. To illustrate this: the breadth-first used algorithm in Figure 4.6
iss well suited for on-line parsing where a source outside of the parser produces the
inputt sentence gradually.
Tablee 4.1 shows a taxonomy of parsing algorithms (based on [GJ98], where these
algorithmss are described in more depth). The taxonomy shows that directional parsingg algorithms can be further grouped. The description of top-down and bottom-up
Thee simplified CF grammar: The simplified input sentence:
Im^Lo%Im^Lo%
Lo Nu Pr Sa Ph Sk Fa $
ImIm —* Lo a$
aa -» Co CI
CoCo -» Nu Pr Sa
Co^>Co^> (3 Nu Pr Sa
(3^(3^ RGB
(3(3 — RGB (3
RGBRGB
-+RGB
Cl^Gr Cl^Gr
CICI — Ph Sk Fa
Figuree 4.4: The simplified CF grammar and input sentence
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a. .

Sentence Sentence
Nu Pr Sa Ph Sk Fa $

ActiveActive rules
1.. Im
$

LoLo

b. b. 1 . / m - > L o » $ $
c. c. 1.. Im

Nu Pr Sa Ph Sk Fa $
Nu Pr Sa Ph Sk Fa $

*Lo a $

d. d. 1.. Im — Lom a $

LoLo

e. . 1.. Im — Lo a
2.. a - «Co CJ

LoLo Nu Pr Sa Ph Sk Fa $
Lo»NuLo»Nu Pr Sa Ph Sk Fa $

ƒ

$

2..
a^Co*Cl
3.. Co - »JVu Pr Sa

9-9- 3.. Co - Nu

Pr 5a

h. h. 3.. Co -+ NuPr*

Sa

Nu Pr Sa Ph Sk Fa $

LoLo Nu Pr Sa Ph Sk Fa $
Lo*NuLo*Nu Pr Sa Ph Sk Fa $
LoLo Nu

Pr Sa Ph Sk Fa $

LoLo Nu Pr

Sa Ph Sk Fa $

i. i. 3.. Co -> JV« Pr 5a»

LoLo Nu Pr Sa

Ph Sk Fa $

3-3- 2.. a - Co C/«
3.. CI - »Gr

LoLo Nu Pr Sa
LoLo Nu Pr Sa

Ph Sk Fa $
Ph Sk Fa $

k. k. 3.. CJ - »P/i 5fc P a

LoLo Nu Pr Sa

Ph Sk Fa $

1. 1. 3.. Cl^Pff

LoLo Nu Pr Sa Ph

Sk Fa

m. m. 3.. CZ -» Pfc 5fc

Fa

LoLo Nu Pr Sa Ph Sk

SkFaS
Pa $

n. n. 3.. C* -* Ph Sk Pa»

LoLo Nu Pr Sa Ph

o. o. 1.. / m —

LoLo Nu Pr Sa Ph Sk Fa $

Loa$9

SkFa»$

Figuree 4.5: A top-down parse for the example CF grammar
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bottom-up bottom-up
top-down top-down
CYKK parser
Ungerr
parser
non-directional non-directional
shift/reducee automaton
predict/matchh automaton
directional directional
1.. depth-first
1.. depth-first
1.a.. backtracking
1.6.. exhaustive backtracking
2.. breadth-first
2.. breadth-first
2.a.2.a. deterministic breadth-first2.a.. restricted breadth-first
2.o.l.. Earley
2.a.l.. LL(Jfc)
2.a.2.. Tomita
2.6.. deterministic breadth-first
2.6.1.. LR(fc)
2.6.2.. SLR(l)
2.6.3.. LALR(l)

Tablee 4.1: A taxonomy of parsing algorithms
parsingg already showed that either a depth-first or a breadth-first search strategy can
bee applied. Research on efficient algorithms, i. e. algorithms with linear complexity,
hass mainly focused on bottom-up, directional and deterministic methods. They use
somee form of look-ahead, i. c. one or more tokens of the input sentence, to decide
whichh production rule to follow. Bottom-up parsers are more powerful for deterministicc parsing as they will use more context, i. e. have seen more of the input sentence,
beforee making a decision [Par93]. Although these variants are not shown in this table,
deterministicc algorithms can be generalized, i. e. made non-deterministic, by adding
(pseudo-)parallell features [Lan74, Rek911.

4.22 Parsing Feature Grammar Systems
Ass summarized in the previous section, there exists a plethora of techniques to parse
sentencess and validate their membership of a CF language. However, are these parsingg techniques also applicable to grammar systems and feature grammar systems in
particular? ?
Grammarr systems have been mostly studied in theory, however, some first steps
havee been taken to use them for practical purposes [PS98]. One step in this process
iss to investigate the use of (existing) parsing algorithms. In [MM96] the authors take
aa first step by investigating the deterministic subclass of grammar systems as a basis
forr parsing. However, as identified in the previous chapters the application domain
off feature grammar systems benefits from non-determinism. In this section a suitable
non-deterministicc parsing algorithm for feature grammar systems is selected.
Inn a grammar system parsing operates on two different levels: the global grammar
system,, i. e. transfer of control between grammar components, and the local grammar
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component,, i. e. the actual parsing of a (partial) sentence. This is also reflected in the
basicc ingredients of the derivation process for a feature grammar system, as formally
describedd in Chapter 2:
bindd a grammar component Gi gathers its input sentence by binding its REG expressionn Ri with the path metamorphosis of the partial parse tree tj\
detectt a detector function fa maps the input into a, just-in-time produced, partial
sentence; ;
parsee the partial sentence z^ is parsed, and thus validated, by the corresponding
grammarr component Gi, resulting in an extended partial parse tree;
(un)nestt the yield z of the partial parse tree derived using G{ contains the words
inn Zdi enveloped by arbitrary sequences of detectors, as described by the REG
languagee derived by fo from z ^ .
Thee just-in-time behavior determines where the control of the system lies initially:
withh the "dummy" detector Ss- This implies a top-down algorithm, which is confirmedd by the needs of the binding step. As this last step depends on the availability
off a (partial) parse tree which can be transformed into a set of neat paths in which
thee regular expression, R^ can be resolved. The nesting of detector components asks
forr a component to hand over the control to another component. As stated in Sectionn 2.2.3, the IPC rewriting mechanism has been added to prevent deadlock situationss and prefers leftmost derivation on the control or grammar system level. So the
grammarr system level calls for a top-down leftmost, i. e. directional, parsing algorithm. rithm.
Withinn a component a complete sentence z^ is available, which in principle may
bee parsed with any of the non-deterministic parsing algorithms described in the previouss section. What complicates this parsing process is the nesting of detectors. Upon
encounteringg a detector there are two alternatives: (1) delay validation of the detector
untill the stop condition of the grammar component is satisfied, or (2) first validate the
detectorr and then go on with validation of the output sentence. The first alternative
closelyy follows the formal derivation method as described in Chapter 2, but does not
fitt within any CF parsing algorithm. The second alternative allows the use of a standardd top-down algorithm, /. e. control is handed over to the detector and handed back
afterr validation.
Bothh levels allow, and even favor, the use of an adapted top-down algorithm. There
aree even more, general, reasons for the use of a top-down instead of a bottom-up
algorithm: :
1.. people parse sentences top-down [AS88, RJ99], i.e. debugging a top-down
parsee is thus more intuitive for a feature grammar developer;
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2.. these algorithms provide better support for the addition of semantic actions
[Par93],, e. g. detector functions, as they provide more context information, I e.
thee same reason why detector parameters can be bound;
3.. the same context gives also easy support for informative error reporting [GJ98],
which,, once more, helps during debugging.
AA top-down algorithm has been implemented in the current version of the FDE
andd will be described in more detail in the next subsection.

4.2.11 Exhaustive Backtracking for Feature Grammar Systems
Thee top-down algorithm used within the FDE is based on an exhaustive backtracking
algorithm.. Backtracking indicates depth-first behavior: one alternative is chosen and
followedd until it either fails or succeeds. Upon failure the algorithm backtracks until
ann untried alternative is found and tries that one. The adjective exhaustive means that
thee algorithm used by the FDE also backtracks when the alternative is successful. By
doingg this the algorithm handles ambiguous feature grammars and constructs the parse
forest. .
Too show the algorithm in action a basic feature grammar is constructed in relatively
thee same manner as the CF grammar in Figure 4.4. Figure 4.7 shows this simplified
featuree grammar. The samefigureshows the formal feature grammar system derived
fromm the grammar. The rewrite of the rules involves the introduction of anonymous
symbols,, i. e. a and 0, for the handling of a symbol group and sequences.
Figuree 4.8 shows the various parsing actions, grouped per controlling grammar
component.. The actions are directly associated with the basic ingredients described
before.. A component which gets control starts with an empty output sentence. The
REGG expression associated with the detector is binded in the parse forest (see Figuree 4.9 for the basic AND/OR graph) resulting in the input sentence. The output
sentencee is thenfilledby the detect action, i. e. the mapping function is applied. The
parsingg process of this sentence is then interleaved with control transfers to nested detectors.. To be able to resume the parsing process the output sentence is pushed on the
stackk of sentences under inspection when control is transferred to a nested detector.
Thiss allows the delayed evaluation of the remainder of the stop condition by popping
thiss stack when control is transferred back.
Thee exhaustive backtracking behavior of the algorithm is illustrated in step a,
whenn the second alternative rule of Im is considered (and found valid in step k),
evenn after thefirstrule has already been found valid.
Mostt algorithms pose limitations on the grammars they can parse. This is also true
forr a top-down parsing algorithm like exhaustive backtracking. The next subsection
willl investigate these limitations. The last two subsections will look at optimizations
too make the algorithm more efficient by avoiding unnecessary backtracking and doing
doublee work.
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O0 0
Figuree 4.9: Partial parse forests for the steps in Figure 4.8
Left-recursion n
Thee major limitation of top-down methods are their inability to handle left-recursive
grammars.. To illustrate this problem consider this, direct left-recursive, grammar:
S^S^

Sa

Too validate the production rule of S the parser will try to validate S over and over
again,, thus entering an endless loop. Fortunately standard rewrite rules are available
forr left-recursion elimination. For example this grammar generates the equivalent
language: :
S^ba S^ba
S-+b S-+b
aa —> a a
aa —> a

Sectionn 4.2: Parsing Feature Grammar Systems
Thiss is the same result as when the right-recursive interpretation for symbol sequences
iss used, i. e. both grammars are equivalent with this rule in the extended notation of
thee feature grammar language(see Section 3.1.1):
ii | S

: b a*;

Thesee rewritten grammars show that anyfinitevalid input sentence will have to start
withh a b terminal, followed by an optional tail of a terminals.
Indirectt left-recursion is the case where left-recursion takes place after encounteringg several other non-terminals, e. g. as is the case in this grammar:

S^ABc S^ABc
B^Cd B^Cd
B^ABf B^ABf
C-+Se C-+Se
A->\ A->\
Recursionn elimination in this grammar takes extensive rewrites (see for the algorithm
pagess 176 - 178 in [ASU86]): elimination of empty rules, elimination of unit rules
anddfinallyflatting of the rules interleaved with elimination of direct recursion. This
wholee process (using the rewrite rules based on the basic CF grammar notation) results
inn this grammar:

S^Bc S^Bc
B-KX/3 B-KX/3
**
Q - * 77

yy —> ced
77 —+ ƒ ced
77 —> ƒ {3ced

Noticee that during the application of the rewrite rules symbols disappear and new
anonymouss symbols are added. Unfortunately this hinders the automatic application
off the rewrite rules, especially when detector symbols are involved. The IDE can on
onee hand not decide to call the detector just once, as is the case with the rewrite rule
forr direct recursion which uses the extended notation. And on the other hand it can
alsoo not split the detector in two: one detector which produces the head (S) and one
whichh produces the tail (a). The same goes for indirect left-recursion elimination.
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Thiss moves the burden of removing left-recursion of a detector symbol to the developer,, i. e. the developer should manually decide when the detector fails and end the
infinitee production. The need for explicit rewrites by the developer is not uncommon
inn the world of grammar driven tools, e. g. a parser generator like Yacc [LMB92] does
nott rewrite the grammar rules, but only warns the developer. The main reason for
thiss is that, not unlike the detector functions in a feature grammar system, actions are
associatedd to the grammar rules. And the developer has to modify these actions along
withh the grammar rules. However, the FDE offers support by warning the developer
whenn left-recursion appears.
Lookahead d
Deterministicc top-down parsing algorithms, and also some bottom-up variants, depend
onn lookahead. The algorithm looks ahead in the stream of tokens to be parsed to
determinee which alternative of a rule to choose. Depending on the lookahead depth the
alternativess can share longer prefixes. In theory a lookahead of more then one token
(k(k > 1) has been studied [RS70, PQ95], however, due to the exponential explosion in
timee and space (\T\k) practical parsers have almost always implemented a lookahead
off only one token.
Thee most common form of lookahead is implemented by two sets: FIRSTk and
FOLLOW^.FOLLOW^. Both are based on thefc-prefixof a string, w = a\... an:
,,

( w
II <zi.. .afc

\w\ < k
\w\> k

Usingg this prefix operation the FIRSTk and FOLLOWk sets are defined as follows:
FIRSTFIRSTkk(a)(a)

= {k : w\a 4 w}

FOLLOWFOLLOWkk(A)(A)

= {FIRSTk(0)\S

4> /3A 7 }

where e
ww e T*,A € N,ae

V*,(3 e T * , 7 e V*

Thee parse table is now constructed as follows: for every (A-* a) a is added to the
(A,, w) entry of the table for every w in FIRSTk{aFOLLOWk{A))
(see [GJ98]).
InIn [PQ96] the authors argue for the use of more lookahead to make grammars more
natural.. The rewrite from a LL(k) or LR(k) grammar to a LL(l) or LR(1) grammar
mayy involve the introduction of many new (anonymous) symbols, /. e, to left-factor
thee rules, thus leading to obfuscation of the semantic meaning. The penalty for the
usee of more lookahead is the extra space needed for the lookahead table and the extra
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timee spent to check this table and make the decision. In [Par93] the author describes
aa linear, approximate, lookahead operation, LOOKl, which should minimize this
penaltyy (|T| * k). This operation is defined as follows:
FIRST£(a)FIRST£(a) = {a\a £>wAw = xayAx€

T*" 1 }

FOLLOWÏ(A)FOLLOWÏ(A) = {FIRST£{p)\S 4 aA0}
LOOKl{ALOOKl{A -> a /?) =

{FIRSTl{{3FOLLOWt{A))}

where e

aeT,yeV*,a,(3eV* aeT,yeV*,a,(3eV*
AA set of LOOKl tables now allows to look at just the discriminating token r», instead
off having to inspect up to all k tokens.
Inn the FDE non-determinism is allowed. However, lookahead is still useful to preventt time consuming parsing and superfluous execution of detectors. By augmenting
thee exhaustive backtracking algorithm with some form of lookahead the FDE will be
ablee to skip (many of) these dead alleyways.
Inn a feature grammar system the lookahead is restricted to the sentence belonging
too one grammar component. So the sets and the table are constructed on a per componentt basis. To simulate a complete grammar a default erasing production is added for
eachh detector symbol, including the component detector itself, appearing within the
grammarr component.
Usingg the LOOK\ operation the parser can skip the validation of a Co alternative
(seee step 6 in Figure 4.8) by looking at the second token in the lookahead. When
thiss token is R choose alternative {Co — p 0 ...), when it is Nu validate the rule
(Co-*(Co-* pNu . . . ) .
Normallyy the lookahead depth is determined by steadily incrementing k until all
decisionss have become deterministic. In a feature grammar system two or more alternativess may completely overlap within the grammar component, /. e. the terminals are
onlyy interleaved with (at least one) different detectors. This may result in a LOOK^
tablee which will still contain two or more rules for one set of lookahead values.
Memoization n
Severall parsing algorithms, e. g. chart parsers, depend for their efficiency on a wellknoww technique from dynamic programming: memoization [Mic68]. This technique
basicallyy means that each part of the input sentence is only parsed once. When, due to
forr example backtracking, the same partial sentence is reparsed the memoized parse
treee is returned, thus saving processing time. In [Nor91] the author shows that by usingg this technique in a simple (deterministic) top-down parser the efficiency becomes
equivalentt to the much more advanced Earley parser, /. e. 0(n3) (where n is the length
off the sentence).
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Thee same technique can be applied within the FDE, but it can also be taken one
stepp further. Remember that the target of the Acoi system is to store the constructed
parsee trees persistently in a database. Also, references were added to the language in
Sectionn 3.2.3. These references make it possible to share (partial) parse trees. This
cann be generalized even more by sharing detector executions as stored in the database.
Thiss is possible as, stated in Chapter 2, detectors are (deterministic) functions, i. e. the
samee input always results in the same output. Once a detector has been called with
aa certain input the output may be memoized and reused, thus preventing superfluous
execution.. However, memoized detector functions should really be side effect free.
Memoizationn will, for example, spoil the value of an internal counter which needs to
bee incremented to reflect the actual number of symbol instances.
Whenn detector parse trees are memoized the storage will contain two kind of trees:
elementaryelementary trees and auxiliary trees. Elementary trees are rooted by start symbols,
theyy exist individually. Auxiliary trees are rooted by other detectors, they always need
too be (indirectly) associated to a elementary tree. This distinction is also known in a
NLPP technique: tree adjoining grammars (TAG) [AR01]. In some variants of TAG
treess are also described by D-Theory and quasi-nodes are used to perform substitution
andd adjoining. Substitution is, in the case of feature grammar systems, the binding of
aa specific auxiliary detector tree to an elementary tree.
Memoizationn may also partially resolve the problems with left-recursion (see Sectionn 4.2.1), depending on the type of repetition. If the recursive structure also repeats
thee instantiations, this instantiation will be memoized, be referenced the next time it
iss encountered and thus break the recursion in the parser. The recursion in the constructedd graph will be retained by the memoization reference.

4.33

The Feature Detector Engine

Thiss section will describe the actual implementation of the exhaustive backtracking
algorithmm in the FDE. Before going into the details of the various components within
thee FDE, the actual form of the FDE needs to be determined.
AA grammar can be used in two basic ways: (1) it can be interpreted by a generic
parser,, or (2) it can be input to a generator which produces a specific parser. These
twoo ways lead to two basic architectures as shown in Figure 4.10. Of course both
architecturess have their advantages and disadvantages.
Thee main advantage of the generic parser is its adaptability. A change in the grammarr leads to updates of its internal bookkeeping structures, and because those are not
hardcodedd the changes can be done during runtime [HKR90]. This adaptability comes
att a loss of performance, which is the main advantage of a specialized, generated,
parser.. But in this case changes to the grammar can only be reflected by regenerationn and recompilation. To prevent the FDS from having to manage these (possibly
complicated)) steps the FDE is implemented as a feature grammar driven parser.
Figuree 4.10 shows that the parser is preceded by a lexer. In traditional parsers the
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grammar r
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Figuree 4.10: (a) A generic parser and (b) a specialized parser

lexer,, which performs the lexical analysis, splits the input byte stream into meaningful
tokens.. In the FDE only a subset of the lexical analysis is needed, as the initial sentencee and the output sentences produced by the detectors are already split into tokens.
However,, their validity is still checked using the specific atom validation rules (see
Sectionss 2.2.2 and 3.1.2).
Thee internal architecture of the FDE is shown in Figure 4.11 and contains these
components: :
thee symbol table is filled by a specific parser (based on the EBNF grammar in Appendixx A) for the feature grammar language and contains all the information
derivedd from the specific feature grammar, which is constructed by the developer; ;
thee set of detectors are implemented by the developer and each of them can dynamicallyy be loaded into the FDE;
thee set of plugins are implemented by an expert and can take over the role of a detector,, they can also be dynamically loaded into the FDE;
thee set of tokens is gradually extended with the output of detectors, in fact multiple
setss of tokens exist concurrently (one for each grammar component);
thee controller uses the symbol table to call the detectors, to parse the tokens, and to
graduallyy build the parse forest, i. e. implements the exhaustive backtracking
parsingg algorithm;
thee parse forest is a DOM tree and can, when the parsing process has ended successfully,, be dumped as an XML document containing all valid parse trees.
Inn the next subsections these components will be revisited and their specific implementationn and optimization will be discussed.
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feature e
grammar r

initial l
tokens s

Featuree Detector Engine
Figuree 4.11: The FDE components

4.3.11 The Symbol Table
Thee symbol table is the basic bookkeeping structure of the FDE. It contains all informationn derived by parsing a specific feature grammar (which conforms to the language
off Appendix A). This parsing step ensures the syntactic validity of the grammar. As
shownn in Chapter 3 some of the language constructs need additional semantic completion,, i. e. rewrites. When the feature grammar system is complete a semantic check
iss needed to validate some additional constraints and warn the developer of some (unwanted)) properties of the grammar. The rewrites and semantic checks are the topics
off the upcoming subsections.
Rewriting g
Thee use of the feature grammar language allows a developer to describe a feature
grammarr system in a intuitive fashion. However, to achieve this some symbols and
ruless have become implicit. At some points during the parsing of a feature grammar
thesee symbols and rules are made explicit by applying specific rewrites or adding
annotationss to the symbol entry in the symbol table.
Symboll sequences In the FDE symbol sequences are not rewritten but the occurrencee indicators are translated into a lower and upper bound. These bounds
aree checked by a WHILE-statement in the parser implementation (see Sectionn 3.1.1), i. e. greedy alternatives are favored.
Symboll groups For each symbol group an anonymous is introduced, according to the
rewritess shown in Section 3.1.1. Extra care is taken to prevent these symbols to
clogg up the parse forest by the use of edge folding.
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Detectorr confidences The compulsory confidence value (see Section 6) is enforced
byy the implementation skeleton of detectors, this will be illustrated in Sectionn 4.3.5.
Classifierss Once more the formal rewrite is embedded within the parser instead of
applyingg therewriteexplicitly. Due to the specific entry in the symbol table the
FDEE knows when and how to call the analyze or the predict detectors (see
Sectionn 3.2.2).
Noticee that the greediness of this implementation would not notice thee ambiguity
off the example parse in Section 4.2.1. Only one alternative of the Image rules will
bee found. The greedy implementation conforms more to the usual semantic meaning
off optionality: the symbol exists or not, i. e. both alternatives are not considered at
thee same time. As indicated in Section 3-1.1 the greedy implementation results in a
iterativee interpretation of symbol sequences. This interpretation circumvents the introductionn of anonymous symbols and keeps resolving the XPath expressions relatively
easy. .
Semanticc Checks
Thee semantic analysis of the grammar ensures that the symbol table and the embeddedd grammar rules are semantically consistent. Furthermore, a series of checks is
performedd on the grammar to warn the developer of "unwanted" properties:
Checkk for unknown symbols When a symbol appears in a RHS, which has no rules
butt is also not a terminal or a detector, the symbol table does not know it yet.
Thesee unknown symbols become non-terminals with an, implicit, empty rule.
Checkk for naming conflicts A naming conflict happens when there are several (imported)) namespaces to which a symbol can be bound.
Checkk for unique rules A warning is issued when a non-terminal contains exactly
thee same production rule more than once.
Checkk for factors The rules are checked for possible shared pre- and suffixes, a
warningg is issued when such a possibility is found.
Checkk for recursion Left-recursive non-terminals may lead to infinite parses. The
FDEE issues a warning when left-recursion is found, however, only the developer
cann resolve these or may have already solved them in the detector implementation. .
Checkk for non-reachable symbols This check issues warnings about symbols which
mayy never be reached from a specific start symbol. Notice that these symbols
mayy be reachable from another valid start symbol.
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Checkk for valid path expressions Using the detector dependency graph (as will be
discussedd in Chapter 6) the FDE checks if all the paths point to one or a set of
otherr nodes.
Checkk for independent alternatives Path expressions may not point into other alternativess of the same context node, as each alternative will belong to a different
parsee tree and this will make the alternatives order dependent.
Checkk for possible deadlocks Check if a reference crossing in a parameter path expressionn may lead to violation of the linear ordering of detectors.
Duringg the parsing process the controller uses the production rules and symbol
informationn from the table to adapt its generic implementation of the exhaustive backtrackingg algorithm to the specific feature grammar system.

4.3.22 The Parser
Recursivee descent is a popular method to implement exhaustive backtracking. In this
methodd specialized functions are generated for each non-terminal, which are recursivelyy called according to the exact semantics of the production rules. In this case,
wheree the FDE is a generic parser, the specialized function is replaced by a generic
onee which adapts its behavior on the basis of knowledge from the symbol table and
thee production rules. The implementation of this generic function is shown in pseudo
codee in Figure 4.12. The other parsing functions (see lines 10 to 21) are all variationss on this function. For example the parse-detector function will create a local
neww sentence s by executing the detector function (after successfully binding the input
sentence),, and will check if it is empty before declaring itself valid.
Thee next sections will focus on the various components the parser interacts with:
thee set of sentences and the set of parse trees, i. e. the parse forest.

4.3.33 The Parse Forest
Thee parse forest is the main result of the FDE. Due to the, possible, ambiguous nature
off a feature grammar system and its mild context-sensitivity the parse forest is a rather
complexx data structure. To manage this structure several control mechanisms have
beenn introduced in Section 2.2.4. Before discussing the actual implementation and
usee of these mechanisms the global (standardized) data structure is introduced.
XMLL and DOM
Ass has been shortly mentioned in Section 3.13 XML documents describe tree structuress [W3C00]. Due to the fact that XML is very popular as an exchange format on
thee WWW it, and many related standards, has been quickly adopted and implemented
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forr a wide range of operating systems and programming languages. The FDE implementationn uses an implementation [Vei03] of the Document Object Model (DOM)
standardd [W3C01a] as an internal representation of the parse tree. This DOM tree
cann be easily accessed by XPath expressions, i. e. whitebox detectors and parameter
expressionss are easily resolved.
Labelingg Parse Trees
InIn the parse forest as introduced in Section 2.2.4 each node is labeled with a specific
context,context, i. e, the parse trees the node is a member of. This context is a list of binary
flags,flags, where each flag represents a parse tree. When the flag is true the node belongs
too the parse tree. The disadvantage of this rather simple scheme becomes clear when
aa new tree is added to the forest. All known nodes have to be revisited to indicate if
theyy belong to the new tree (or not). To prevent these superfluous runs through the
forestt the context of a node should only be set when the parsing algorithm visits this
node,, i. e. in a pre- or porf-visitation.
AA pre-visitation takes place when the parser starts the validation of a non-terminal.
Att that moment the parser only knowns the intermediate number of trees in the forest:
thiss number is called the scope of the context. In principle the node is a possible
memberr of all new parse trees which are added later on, however, those trees are
outsidee its current scope. A new tree (except for the initial tree) always shares nodes
withh an older tree, e. g. its ancestors or the trees it took its detector parameters from.
Att least the root of the forest is shared by all trees.
Afterr validation of the production rules of a non-terminal the node receives a postvisitation.. At that moment the parser knows how many parse trees have been added
byy these rules and the scope of the context can be enlarged.
Too illustrate the use of the context and scope in pre- and post-visitation this, rather
artificiall but highly ambiguous, feature grammar is used:
%module e

ambigue; ;

%start t

SO; ;

%detector r
%detector r
%detector r

bb [ return i
cc [ returni
dd [ returnj

=i=ll

%detector r
%detector r
%detector r

ee [ returni
gg [ returni
hh [ return i

*
=i a//ii
=
+
=i a//ii
=
=i a//ii
=

%atom m

i,, J;

S S

:: a e?;

] ;

=i 100
= ] ;
] ;
=j 1000
=
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Figuree 4.13: A parse forest

bb | c d; ;
i; ;
ii ;
ii f;
jj ;
99 I h;
i; ;
i; ;
AA run of the FDE for this feature grammar (which has only one possible run)
resultss in the parse forest shown in Figure 4.13. This forest contains 5 trees. The
scopee of the node contexts increases with the top-down left to right construction of
thee parse tree. The non-terminal a has three valid alternatives leading to the addition
off two new trees, as the first alternative extends the existing tree. The parameter of
thee detector e has now an ambiguous binding: either i(l) or i(10). This leads to two
quasi-footss representing two executions of the detector function fe in the two contexts.
Thee non-terminal ƒ has once more two alternatives leading to the addition of two new
trees,, each within their specific context. The g subtrees extend the existing trees, while
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thee h subtrees are derived new trees.
AA node can determine which other nodes in the forest belong to its context by this
binaryy operation ($ indicates the current node and @ indicates the inspected node):
npad(@scope,npad(@scope, ©context) &; npad($scope, %context)
npad(max(@scope,npad(max(@scope, $scope), max(@context, ^context))
Thee npad function sets all flags outside of the context scope to the default value true.
Thee max operations determine which of the nodes is deeper and further to the right of
thee forest, i. e. more specific as nodes higher and more to the left have a smaller scope
andd are shared more. Take for example the two possible h roots. The first one does
nott have £(10) in its scope and context (where t = true and ƒ = false):

npad(S,npad(S, ftf) Sz npo<i(4, tfft) ^ npad(max(3,4), max(ftf, tfft))
ttftfttftf & ttfft Ï npad(4, tfft)
ttfff^ttfft ttfff^ttfft
Doingg the same inspection for the second h root results in a positive match:

npad(3,npad(3, ftf) & npad(5,tfftf) = npad(max(3,5),max(ftf,tfftf))
ttftfttftf & tfftf = npad{5, tfftf)

tfftftfftf = tfftf
Thiss also shows that the validity contexts of the h roots are in fact determined by their
ancestor,, the e quasi-foots.
Inn the post-visitation all contexts of the compulsory children of the node, i. e. those
withh a lower bound of one or more, are unified. See for example the quasi-root of e.
Thee third tree does not contain an e node, however, this symbol is optional leading to
aa valid S node and thus to a valid third parse tree. The post context replaces the pre
context. .
Thiss matching operation is used for resolving ambiguous parameter bindings by
addingg a feature grammar system specific nodetests to the XPath expression.
Memoizedd Parse Trees
Persistentlyy memoized parse trees function for the FDE as a persistent lookup table
off detector calls. Each detector call is identified by a quasi-foot which contains informationn about a specific input sentence. As a detector is a partial function this input
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Figuree 4.14: A deadlock situation due to (a) a direct and (b) an indirect self reference
sentencee always maps to the same, stored, output sentence. The FDS, which will be
discussedd in detail in Chapter 6, manages the lookup table.
Thee moment the FDE has assembled a complete input sentence a request for the
parsee tree is send to the FDS. When there exists a mapping for this input sentence the
FDSS will return the unique identifier for the tree and its availability, the FDE will then
takee the appropriate action:
1.. when the parse tree is available, the identifier is stored within the quasi-foot as
aa place holder;
2.. when the parse tree is under construction, the FDE will have to wait till it is
knoww if the mapping exists, i. e. the parse tree becomes available, is unknown
orr a deadlock situation occurs (which will be discussed in the next paragraph);
3.. when the mapping does not exist, the detector symbol can be rejected by the
parser; ;
4.. when the mapping of a black- or whitebox detectors is unknown the FDE will
informm the FDS that it will execute the detector to instantiate the parse tree, i. e.
thee parse tree becomes under construction.
Inn principle parse trees are not loaded from the lookup table, until a value is needed
ass part of an input sentence. The FDE then sends a request for the complete parse
treee or the specific value, depending on the abilities of the underlying XML storage
structure,, to the FDS. When the parse tree is still under construction there may be a
deadlockk situation. Such a situation occurs when, by a reference, the linear ordering
iss violated. Figure 4.14 illustrates the two basic deadlock forms: due to a direct selfreference,, e.g. d ( & S / / i ) , or an indirect self-reference, e.g. d ( & S / / & S / / i ) .
Ass a global deadlock resolution strategy is not possible the detector is informed and
expectedd to handle the situation leading to a memoizable parse tree (see Section 4.3.5).
Inn the previous section the trees within the parse forest have been labeled using a
scopee and context mechanism. However, these elementary and auxiliary parse trees
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Figuree 4.15: (a) Local parse forests are (b) combined in a global forest.
willwill be memoized. A memoized parse tree may be loaded in another forest with a
differentt context. During saving, the context has to be localized, while during loading
thee context has to be globalized. Localization means that the parse tree loses the
inheritedd global context, only the local context remains. Globalization then reinstates
a,, possibly different, global context.
Figuree 4.15 illustrates this process. The local forests are derived from Figure 4.13.
Noticee that bits in use by siblings are stripped out, e. g. bit 4 for the second alternative
off e. Figure 4.15.b globalizes the context once more by replacing bit 1 by the global
context.. As the first alternative claims another bit, i. e. creating a difference between
thee scopes of the quasi-root and the current scope, bit 4 is once more inserted for
thee second alternative. This dynamic behavior of the context bits makes it useless to
persistentlyy store the post-context as a change in one of the memoized trees may use
upp more bits.

4.3.44 The Sentences
Sentencess are produced per grammar component by the detector function. Internally
aa sentence is a simple linked list of tokens. Figure 4.12 shows that for each alternative
productionn rule a copy of the sentence is made (s')- In fact only a copy of the token
pointerr is made, so each alternative points to its own current position in the sentence.
Eachh copy is associated with a context, i. e. corresponds with a specific parse tree
withinn the parse forest.
Thee stack of sentences under inspection, needed for resuming the validation of the
sentencee after control has been temporarily transfered to another grammar component
(seee the upcoming Section 4.2.1), is implicit, as each sentence is a local variable of a
specificc call of the parse-detector function.
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43.55 Detectors
Detectorr Input
Detectorr parameters are identified by XPath expressions. These XPath expressions are
normalizedd by the feature grammar parser. In this process these rewrites are applied:
1.. The default axis for the first step is p r e c e d i n g : :;
2.. By default only the last match is returned, i. e. add [ f n : pos i t ion () = 13
forr a reverse axis and [ f n : p o s i t i o n () = fn: l a s t {) ] for a forward
axis. .
3.. The feature grammar specific reference operation &node is translated into a
nodenode [f g : b i n d (@id) ] call. This FDE specific XSLT extension function returnss a nodeset containing the root node of the refereed (memoized) parse tree,
i.i. e. this may have to be loaded just-in-time from the database.
4.. The parse forest may contain several types of anonymous nodes, e. g. quasifoots.. The developer does not know about those nodes and thus will not take
caree of them within his XPath expressions. Between each two steps a skip expressionn is inserted in the vain of / d e s c e n d a n t : : * [ c o n t a i n s {©type,
'' . q . ' ) 1 / This a rather expensive solution. It is cheaper to prevent creating
thesee nodes at all. This can be done with anonymous nodes which do not containn additional information, e. g. group nodes. These parse forests stay closer
too the semantic grammar and are also called Reduced Derivation Trees (RDT)
[JS98]. .
5.. Detector parameters may only be bound within the context of the current node.
Thiss XPath nodetest will only allow nodes which are within the current context
scope: :
[[ fg:and{
fg:npad(( @s cope, @c txt),
fg:npad(( current{)/©scope, current()/@ctxt) )
fg:npad(( fg:max( ©scope, current()/©scope),
£g:max(( ©ctxt, current()/©ctxt) ) ]

Thee resulting XPath expressions can be resolved against the internal DOM tree.
Thee result may be several sets of input parameters for different contexts. For each
contextt a detector call will be bound to a quasi-foot.
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(Confidence,Sentence)) Skin(Token myLocation) {
Sentencee

mySentence = newSentence();

Imagee
Bitmapp

my Image
myBitmap

= openlmage (getValue (myLocation)) ;
= deriveBitmap (mylmage, false);

Iteratorr myPixels
= newlterator(getPixels(mylmage));
while(hasMore(myPixels)) )
iff (isSkin(nextElement(myPixels)))
nextBit(myBitmap,, true);
putToken(mySentence,, "Skin/bitmap", myBitmap);
returnn (0.95, mySentence);

Figuree 4.16: Implementation of the Skin blackbox detector in pseudo code
Blackboxx Detectors
Blackboxx detectors are implemented in the host language of the FDE, i. e. a general
purposepurpose language (GPL) like C. Figure 4.16 shows an implementation of the Skin
detectorr in pseudo code.
Thee detector receives its input sentence as a set of tokens from the parse tree. It
usess this information, i. e. the Location of the Image, to load the image. A new
bitmapp is created and filled by iterating over the pixels of the image and determining
iff they are a skin pixel or not. The new bitmap token is then added to the newly
createdd output sentence which is returned to the FDE. Next to the sentence also the
compulsoryy confidence information is returned: the Skin detector knows for 95%
suree that these pixels are really skin.
Plugins s
Pluginss take over a large part of the coding burden from the developer by implementingg a generic detector. Plugins come in the two basic variants of detectors: blackbox
andd whitebox. In the first case only the input parameters are provided, while in the
latterr case those are embedded within a template in a domain specific language (DSL),
likee XPath.
Figuree 4.17 shows the implementation of the matlab plugin. The plugin receives
aa list of requested parameters belonging to one context. Using the symbols name, e. g.
Color,Color, a command call is constructed. When the command was successfully executed
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(Confidence,, Sentence) matlab(Symbol mySymbol, List myParams) {
Enginee myEngine * startEngine(getProperty("matlab")));
iff (myEngine) {
Stringg myCommand = getName(mySymbol) + " { " ;
Iteratorr mylterator = newlterator(myParams);
iff (hasMore(mylterator))
myCommandd += getValue(nextElement(mylterator));
while(hasMore(mylterator)) )
myCommandd += "," + getValue(nextElement(mylterator));
myCommandd += ") ";
Sentencee mySentence = runEngine(myEngine, myCommand);
iff (closeEngine(myEngine) && mySentence)
returnn (1.0, mySentence);

} }
returnn (0.0, newSentence{)) ;

Figuree 4.17: Implementation of the matlab plugin in pseudo code
thee output sentence and a confidence of 100% is returned to the FDE. When the executionn was unsuccessful a zero confidence is returned, which will lead to rejection of
thee symbol.
Thee same process happens for whitebox plugins although the FDE handles, instead
off the list of parameters, the instantiated template over to the plugin implementation.
Soo binding detector parameters is always done by the FDE, just like with blackbox
detectors.. But a plugin has additional access to the symbol table and can thus adapt
itss course on the actual rule context of the symbol.
Classifiers s
Classifierss are special in the sense that they imply two detectors, both are in fact implementedd as a plugin. Figure 4.18 and Figure 4.19 show the implementation of these
twoo detectors for the bpnn classifier.
Startt Symbols and References
Startt symbols and references are once more implemented as plugins, i. e. the feature
grammarr developer does not have to provide any code for these detectors.
Onlyy one start symbol is instantiated in a specific FDE run. This detector looks in
thee environment of the FDE for the required initial tokens. This environment consists
off notifications of the FDS, the command line of the FDE or interaction with the
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(Conff idence, Sentence) bpnn.analyze (Symbol mySymbol,List myParams) {
Confidencee myResult = 1.0;
bpnnn myNN = openBPNN(getName (mySymbol) +" .net") ;
iff ( ImyNN)
myNNN = newBPNN(getLength{getParameters(mySymbol)),4,2);
Iteratorr mylterator = newlterator(myParams);
targetBPNN(myNN,, 1, myResult);
targetBPNN(myNN,, 2, atoi(getValue(nextElement(mylterator))) ) ;
i n t e g e rr i = 1;
whilee (hasMore(mylterator))
inputBPNN{myNN,, i++, g e t V a l u e ( n e x t E l e m e n t ( m y l t e r a t o r ) ) ) ;
trainBPNN(myNN); ;
saveBPNN(myNN,, getName(mySymbol)+".net");
closeBPNN(myNN); ;
r e t u r nn (myResult, newSentence()) ;

Figuree 4.18: Implementation of the bpnn.analyze detector in pseudo code
librarian.. When all tokens are available the parsing algorithm starts the validation
process. .
Referencess take their required tokens from the sentence under inspection. Then
theyy request the FDS for the identifier and status of the parse tree belonging to the
sentencee constructed from these tokens (see Section 4.3.3). If the parse tree is not yet
knownn the FDE can build the parse tree, as the input sentence is available, and it needs
too know if the tree is valid.
Deadlockk Resolution
Sectionss 3.2.3 and 4.3.3 identified that deadlocks have to be resolved by the developer
withinn the detector implementation. For this the developer will have to check if one
off the tokens received from the FDE is empty1. The developer has then three options:
(1)) use a default value, (2) know how to retrieve the value, which will only work when
thee token is part of the output sentence of this detector, or (3) let the detector fail. In
thee case of failure the detector symbol will not be accepted by the FDE.
11
This means a self reference because when the token is just not available in the parse forest the detector
wouldd not have been executed, i. e. its start condition is not valid.
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(Confidence,, Sentence) bpnn. predict (Symbol mySytnbol,List myParams) {
Confidencee myResult = 0.0;
bpnnn myNN = openBPNN(getName(mySymbol)+".net");
iff (ImyNN) {
myNNN = newBPNN(getLength(getParameters(mySymbol)),4,2);
saveBPNN(myNN,, getName(mySymbol)+".net");

} }
integerr i = 1;
Iteratorr mylterator = newlterator(myParams);
whilee (hasMore(mylterator))
inputBPNN(myNN,, i++, getValue(nextElement(mylterator)));
feedforwardBPNN(myNN); ;
Confidencee myResult
- outputBPNN(myNN, 1);
Sentencee
mySentence = newSentence(outputBPNN(myNN, 2));
closeBPNN(myNN); ;
returnn (myResult, mySentence);

Figuree 4.19: Implementation of the bpnn.predzct detector in pseudo code

4.44 Discussion
Thiss chapter contained a detailed description of the design and implementation decisionss made for the FDE. The FDE steers the actual annotation extraction process by
interpretingg a specific feature grammar system described by a feature grammar. The
top-downn parsing algorithm, implemented in the FDE, is interrupted by the execution
off detector algorithms.
Thiss execution model may seem not too different from the way actions are associatedd to attribute grammars [GJ98] and interrupt the parser, e.g. as in parsers generated
byy Yacc [LMB92]. However, those actions can only intervene in a limited way in the
parsedd sentence, e. g. push a token back on the stack. The parsed sentence is completelyy available, while in the FDE the parsed sentence iss extended just-in-time. This
limitss the parser severely in taking decisions based on lookahead. As discussed, lookaheadd can only be used within a grammar component, where the complete sentence is
available.. Bottom-up algorithms, like used in Yacc, may be used within individual
components.. However, the control transfer between components complicates this.
Postponingg this transfer may enable the use of, in general, more efficient bottom-up
algorithms,, and is thus an interesting topic for future research.
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Performancee can also be boosted by replacing the depth-first algorithm with a
breadth-firstt algorithm, i. e. each parse tree gets its own parsing thread. Detectors
shouldd already be side-effect free, but shared data structures, like the parse forest, will
havee to be guarded by critical sections or replaced by localized copies. Investigation
off the theory of PC grammar systems may also be of interest here.
Thee current implementation is in C. However, other implementation strategies
aree well possible, e. g. in a functional language or in the form of generation of ToolBuss scripts or translating context dependencies into output/input dependency for a
datafloww or a daemon architecture (see Section 2.3). However, the C implementation
gavee more freedom in staying close to a well known parsing algorithm and thus study
thee impact of the extensions of feature grammar systems. A future ToolBus or daemonn implementation may allow to incorporate more concurrency, and may also allow
relaxationn of the deadlock prevention strategy.
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Featuree Databases
SystemsSystems have sub-systems and sub-systems have sub-systems and so on
adfinitumadfinitum - which is why we're always starting over.
EveryEvery program is apart of some other program and rarely fits.
Alann J. Perlis - Epigrams on Programming
Thee FDE implementation described in the previous chapter produces a forest of parse
trees,, I e. elementary and auxiliary trees. These trees are stored in a feature database
forr two reasons: primarily as a persistent buffer for the on line use by the DMW
searchh engine and, secondarily, as a lookup table for memoized detector calls. The
parsee trees produced by the FDE are in fact XML documents. The mass storage of
XMLL documents has been a major research topic since the rise of XML as the data
exchangee format for Internet-based applications. In this chapter the storage scheme
forr XML documents as used by the current Acoi implementation is described in more
detail.. The backend of this XML mapping is the Monet database kernel. The Acoi
systemm functioned as a test case for many of its unique aspects. These unique aspects
aree introduced in the next section, while the other sections will reflect on the mapping
usedd and the lessons learned.

5.11 The Monet Database Kernel
Thee Monet database kernel [BK9S, Bon02] provides, for main memory optimized,
accesss to Binary Association Tables (BATs). BATs are the actual implementation
primitivess for the Decomposed Storage Model (DSM) [CK85]. On top of this kernel
severall front-ends have been build. These front-ends use the extensibility features
off Monet: the Monet Interpreter Language (MIL) [BK99] and its dynamic loading
mechanismm for accessing libraries of C code. In the case of the relational model
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Relationall front-end
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Figuree 5.1: A relationalfront-endfor Monet.
tabless are vertically decomposed into binary tables, see Figure 5.1. SQL queries are
translatedd into MIL commands which provide access to the appropriate BATs.

5.1.11 Monet and XML
Justt as for the relational model an XML specific Monetfront-endcan be build. In fact
severall of suchfront-endshave been built, and they will be shortly described in this
section.. Where appropriate the mappings are illustrated with (parts of) the parse forest
shownn in Figure 4.9, assuming that confidences (p) are stored as attributes, that endof-sentencee markers ($) are not stored, and that all leafs contain a lexical instantiation.
Ann easy way to store XML documents in a database is into a binary large object
(BLOB).. This has been a popular way in the early days of the integration of XML into
databases.. However, its drawback is that to access the XML contents the XML documentt has to be (re)parsed. This approach prevents the use of the query optimization
facilitiess of a DBMS. The solution to these problems is shredding. Shredding means
thatt the XML document is parsed only once and the contents are directly exposed to
thee DBMS, which can thus optimize the access to it. All the methods described in the
upcomingg sections use a shredding approach.
Semistructuredd Data
Thee Magnum Object Algebra (MOA) [BWK98] is an intermediate language between
ann object calculus, e. g. OQL, and the database execution language, /. e. MIL. In
[vZAW99]] the authors investigate an extension to MOA to also handle semistructured
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dataa in the form of XML documents. The tree is represented by a set of binary associations.. Each association describes a parent/child combination.
Takingg the example parse forest the database stores these associations:
Ss{p]] = {< 0i,"l.OO" >},
SSss/Im/Im = {<oi1o2 >},
Im/LoIm/Lo = {< 02,03 >, < 02,04 >},
Im/aIm/a — {< 02,07 >},
a/Coa/Co ={< 07,0s >},

Sk/cdataSk/cdata = {< ois, 019 >},
Fa/cdataFa/cdata = {< 020,021 >}»
cdata[string]cdata[string] = {< o5,"http://..." >, < o6,"http:/A." >,
<< 010, "29053" >, < 012, "0.03" >, < o14, "0.19" >,
<< o17, "true" >, < oi9, "00..." >, < 021, "1" >}
Inn this case there is no large overlap in structure, but when instantiations of a parent/childd relationship occur distributed over the document they will all end up in the
samee association, e. g. like the cdata[string] 8AT.
Thiss mapping provides a good on average query performance, even when used
withh an off-the-shelf DBMS, as has been benchmarked by [FK99].
Monett XML and XMark
Monett XML has been developed with the parent/child mapping from the MOA approachh as starting point Two basic features distinguish Monet XML [SKWW0O,
Sch02]]fromother XML to database tables mappings:

1.. the decomposition method is independent of the presence of a Document Type
DefinitionDefinition (DTD) or other schema, but explores the structure of the document at
runtime; ;
2.. it tries to minimize the volume of data to be processed during a query by storing
associationss according to their context in the tree.
Thiss basically means that database tables are created upon need, and these tables
aree not only vertically decomposed, but also horizontal. The horizontal decompositionn is administered by the path catalog which contains information about the specific
contextt of the associations stored in the table. This leads to this specific database
instantiationn for the example parse forest:
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SSss[p][p] =
{<o1,"h00">},
Ss/ImSs/Im = {< o i , 0 2 > } ,
Ss/Im/LoSs/Im/Lo
= {< 02,03 > , < o 2 ,o 4 > } ,
Ss/Im/Lo/cdataSs/Im/Lo/cdata
= {< 03,05 > , < 04,06 > } ,
SSss/Im/Lo/cdata[string]/Im/Lo/cdata[string]
= {< o5,"http://..." >, < o6,"http://..." > }

Ss/Im/a/Cl/FaSs/Im/a/Cl/Fa
= {< o15,o20 > } ,
SSss/Im/a/Cl/Fa[p]/Im/a/Cl/Fa[p]
= {< o 20 ,"0.77" > } ,
Ss/Im/a/Cl/Fa/cdataSs/Im/a/Cl/Fa/cdata
= {< 020,021 > } ,
Ss/Im/a/Cl/Fa/cdata[string]Ss/Im/a/Cl/Fa/cdata[string]
= {< 021,'T' >}
Itt is clear that this approach uses a larger number of tables due to the use of more
contextt in the distribution of the nodes, i. e. several tables contain cdata[string] information.. This makes it possible to directly zoom in on a specific part of the XML
documentt by resolving path expressions mainly in the path catalog. On the other hand
completee reconstruction of an XML document is more expensive.
Thee Monet XML project also includes the definition of the XMark benchmark
[SWK+01,, SWK+02]. This benchmark is used to assess an XML database's abilitiess to cope with a broad spectrum of different queries, typically posted in real-world
applicationn scenarios. It is widely used to assess systems.
XQuery y
Basedd on [Gru02] an XQuery interface on top of Monet is currently under construction
[GvKT03].. [GvK03] describes one of the major optimized operations: the staircase
join.. The optimizations in this implementation make use of a node numbering scheme.
Eachh node is assigned a pre- and a post-order, i. e. resulting in a coordinate for a
nodee in the pre/post plane. The staircase join uses extensive knowledge about the
distributionn of nodes in this plane with respect to a certain context node to prune areas
fromm the search space.
Figuree 5.2 shows the parse forest of Figure 4.9 in the pre/post plane. The informationn about these nodes is stored in a small number of BATs from which each has the
uniquee and dense pre-orders as the head column.

5.22 A Feature Database
Mostt of the XML facilities for Monet were developed concurrently with Acoi. As
such,, an Acoi specific mapping had to be defined and implemented. In this section
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Figuree 5.2: The pre/post plane.
thiss mapping is described. It is based on the parent/child mapping from the MOA
approach.approach. Care has been taken to keep the interaction, from the FDE and FDS standpoints,, purely XML and hence independent of the storage system and mapping. In
thiss case the XML documents are transformed by an XSLT stylesheet [W3C01b] into
aa MIL script. This script inserts the data from the parse forest into the database.
Noticee that this mapping is just a baseline implementation. Other mappings and
systems,, i. e. the discussed mappings for Monet or the XML support of an off-the-shelf
DBMS,, may prove to be a more effective and efficient XML storage alternative. Due
too the XML exchange layer these alternatives can relatively easy replace the current
storagee backend.

5.2.11 A Database Schema
DTD-basedd or schema-less XML mappings support only one basic data type: characterr data (CDATA). However, a feature grammar contains information about the atomic
typess of the data leafs in the parse forest. To create a database schema which takes
advantagee of this information, e.g. the integer equivalent of int(29053) is cheaper
too store than the corresponding character string, the grammar can be translated into a
XMLL document providing schema information. Currently there are several competingg XML schema languages. The major ones are: XML Schema [FalOl], Relax NG
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[CM01]] and Schematron [Jel02]. These languages can be partially intertwined. For
examplee Schematron assertions may be embedded in an XML Schema [XFrOl], while
XMLL Schema datatypes can be reused inside Relax NG schemas [CK01]. All these
languagee have their strong and weak points. A favorable combination [vdVOl] may
lookk as follows: structures described by Relax NG, data types by XML Schema1 and
additionall validation rules by Schematron.
Oncee more these schema languages were developed concurrently to the Acoi system.. In the current implementation a straightforward propriety XML-based schema
languagee is used. However, any other "standard" schema language may replace this
language.. The schema document contains a list of non-terminals, i. e. all the LHSs,
andd their possible children, L e. all the RHSs. The symbols are all annotated with
meta-information,, e. g. the symbol type, and the lower and upper bound. Using an
XSLTT stylesheet this document is translated into a MIL script to create the database
tables. .
Thiss part of the schema document (a complete version is found in Appendix C. 1):

<Image:Colorr type=".non-terminal.detector.blackbox.">
<Image:RGBB type=".non-terminal." col1="list" lbnd="0
hbnd="infinit"/> >
</Image:Color> >
<Image:RGBB type=".non-terminal. " >
<Image:Redd type=".non-terminal."/>
</Image:RGB> >
<Image:Redd type=".non-terminal. ">
<fg:intt type=".terminal.atom."/>
</Image:Red> >

iss translated into these MIL statements:

22
33
44
55
ee
77
ss

VAR
VAR
VAR
VAR
VAR
VAR
VAR

Image_Color_Image_RGB_parent
Image_Color_Image_RGB_child
Image_RGB_Image_Red_parent
Image_RGB_Image_Red_child
Image_Red_fg_int_parent
Image_Red_fg_int_child
fg_int

==
==
==
==
==
==

new(void,oid)
new(void,oid)
new(void,oid)
new(void,oid)
new(void,oid)
new(oid.int):

Thee data types of XML Schema lack a decent type system[Lew02], however, at least it provides an
extensionn to the limited set of DTD data types.
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Thee BATs with void head and oid tail will store the tree structure of the parse forest.
Dataa from leaf nodes are stored in specific BATs which contain a tail column of the
atomicc type.
Thee void head produces a dense numbering scheme for a specific edge type, resultingg in aligned array access of all the base and meta-data associated to the edge.
Thiss meta-data is stored in additional BATs. For example this BAT stores the position
off a RGB instance in a specific list:
|VARR Image_Color_Image_RGB_list := new (void, int) ;
Otherr examples of needed meta-data are the context and scope of the nodes, the versionn and confidence of detectors and their input relations.
Nextt to these data BATs also information about the feature grammar system is
stored.. This enables the use of generic procedures which follow the dependencies
betweenn the various nodes, e. g. to reconstruct the original XML document.

5.2.22 A parse forest XML document
Thee FDE contains in memory a parse forest in the form of an XML document. This
internall document contains more meta-data than needs to be stored in the database.
Usingg an XSLT script this internal format is stripped down. Appendix C.2 contains
ann example of the final parse forest XML document. Some portions of this document
willl be described in this section.
<?xmll version="1.0"?>
<fg:forest t
xmlns:fg="http://www.cwi.nl/~acoi/fg/forest" "
xmlns:WWW="http://www.cwi.nl/~acoi/WWW" "
xmlns:Image="http://www.cwi.nl/~acoi/Image" "
> >
<fg:elementaryy context="l:l" confidence="1.00" idrefs="2@l"
start»"WWW:WebObject"" date="20030625"
> >
</fg:elementary> >
<fg:auxiliaryy date="20030625">
</fg:auxiliary> >
<fg:auxiliaryy date="20030625">
</fg:auxiliary> >
</fg:forest> >

Thee root of the document fg : forest contains information about the feature grammar
moduless used, i. e. they are mapped to XML namespaces. The root contains at least
onee fg : elementary child node and zero or more fg : auxiliary child nodes.
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<fg:elementaryy context="1:1" confidences1.00" idrefs="2@l"
start="WWW:WebObject"" date="20030625"
> >
<WWW:WebObjectt id=*'5478@0" context="l:l">
<WWW:Locationn id="l" context="l:l">
<WWW:urll id="2" context="l:1">
<< ! [CDATA [http ://...]]>
</WWW:url> >
</WWW:Location> >
<WWW:WebHeaderr idrefs="5479@0" context="l:l"/>
<WWW:WebBodyy id="7" context="l:l">
<Image:Imagee id="8" context="l:l">
<Image:Colorr idrefs="5480@0" context="l:l"/>
<Image:Classs id="15" context="l:l">
<Image:Photoo idrefs="5486@0" context="l:l"/>
<Image:Skinn idrefs="5487@0M context="l:l"/>
<Image:Facess idrefs="5488@0" context="l:l"/>
</Image:Class> >
</Image:Imagee >
</WWW:WebBody> >
</WWW:WebObject> >
</fg:elementary> >

Eachh parse forest is based on one start symbol, which roots the elementary trees. To
thesee elementary trees auxiliary trees, which are rooted by detectors or references, may
bee attached. The idref s attributes of inner nodes, i. e. a quasi-root, refer to specific
instantiationss of the auxiliary trees, i. e. the quasi-foot nodes. When there is more than
onee reference the node is ambiguous and each idref will point to a detector call for a
differentt context. The idref s attribute of fg : elementary refer to the initial tokens.

<fg:auxiliaryy date="20030625">
<Image:Colorr id="5480@0n idrefs="2" context="l:1"
confidence="1.00"" version="1.0.0"
> >
<Image:Numberr id="9" c o n t e x t = " l : 1 " >
< f g : i n tt id="10" c o n t e x t = " l : 1 " >
<!! [CDATA[29053]] >
</fg:int> >
</Image:Number> >
<Image:Prevalentt i d = " l l " c o n t e x t = " l : 1 " >
< f g : f l tt id="12" c o n t e x t = " l : l " >
<!! [CDATA[0.03]] >
</fg:flt> >
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</Image:Prevalent> >
<Image:Saturationn id="13" context="l:l">
<fg:fltt id="14" context="l:l">
<11 [CDATA[0.19]] >
</fg:flt> >
</Image:Saturation> >
</Image:Color> >
</fg:auxiliary> >

Auxiliaryy trees contain the output of a detector call or are placeholders for a reference
too an elementary tree.
Noticee that only root nodes contain an id with a @0 prefix, which indicates that it
iss database unique. The id attribute of an inner node is just a normal integer and needs
too be turned into a database unique identifier upon insertion into the database. This
minimizess the need for the FDE to request unique identifiers from the database when
aa node is added to the tree.

5.2.33 Inserting a Parse Forest
Thee insertion script for Monet is generated just as the schema script: by an XSLT
stylesheet.. For the example auxiliary tree these MIL statements are generated:
Image_Color_idrefs.insert(id2oid("548000"),id2oid("2")); ;
Image_Color_context.insert{id2oid{"5480@0"),context{"1:1")); ;
Image_Color_confidence.insert(id2oid("5480O0"),fit("1.00")); ;
Image_Color_version.insert{id2oid("5480@0"),version("1.0.0")) )
Image_Color_Image_Number_parent.insert(id2oid("544 80@0"));
Image_Color_Image_Number_child.insert{id2oid{"" 9")) ;
Image_Number_context.insert(id2oid("9"),context("1:1")); ;
Image_Number_fg_int_parent.insert(id2oid("9")); ;
Image_Number_fg_int_child.insert(id2oid("10"))) ;
fg_int.insert(id2oid("10"),int{"29053")); ;
fg_int_context.insert(id2oid("10"),context("1:1")); ;

5.2.44 Replacing a (Partial) Parse Forest
Thee roots of the elementary and auxiliary (partial) parse forests contain database
uniquee identifiers. Those are used to check if the forest is already stored in the
database.. If this is true the new forest will replace the old one. As this new forest
mayy have a complete new shape and thus not neatly replace the old forest, the old
forestt is deleted from the database before the new forest is inserted. To support this
aa stored procedure, generated by XSLT from the schema document, is called. This
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proceduree knows which BATs are involved with this specific type op (partial) parse
forestss and pointer chases the specific forest or, in the case of a bulk operation, forests.

5.2.55 Query Facilities
Ass MIL is still thee primary means to interact with Monet (the SQL and XQuery interfacess are still under development) an Acoi specific query interface has been developed.
Oncee more this interface is based on the combination of an XML document and an
XSLTT style sheet.
Thee XML document contains zero or more selection trees and one projection tree.
Inn the selection trees predicates on terminal values are specified. More than one selectionn tree is needed when the predicates are disjunctive or there are several conjunctive
predicatess on the same terminal. In the projection tree the nodes the user wants to
bee part of the answer XML document are marked. This query document requests all
portraitss from the database.
<?xmll v e r s i o n = " 1 . 0 " ? >
<fg:query y
xmlns:: f g= "http: //www. cwi . nl/~acoi/f g/query"
xmlns:: WWW= "http: //www. cwi. nl/~acoi/WWW"
xmlns:Image="http:: //www.cwi.nl/-acoi/Image"
grammar== "video" start="WWW:WebObject"
> >
<fg:select> >
<WWW:WebObject> >
<WWW:WebBody> >
<Image:Image> >
<Image:Class> >
<Image:Facee s >
<fg:intt min=,,l" max="l"/>
</Image:Faces> >
</Image:Class> >
</Image:Image> >
</WWW:WebBody> >
</WWW:WebObjj ec t >
</fg:select> >
<fg:project> >
<WWW:WebObjj ect >
<WWW:Locationn project="true">
<WWW:urll project="true,l/>
</WWW:Location> >
</WWW:WebObject> >
</fg:project> >
</fg:query> >

Thee XSLT sheet translates this query document into a MIL script which starts with
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Figuree 5.3: The query interface.
thee predicates and traverses up the selection tree. After all selected trees are collected
aa traversal down the projection tree for each selected tree is started and each requested
projectionn is printed. Some special measures are needed to check the contextual validity,, i. e. a conjunction is only valid within the same context.
Ass query documents get quite verbose a simple graphical user interface GUI
showss the tree derived from a specific schema document (see Figure 5.3). Using this
treee control projection nodes can be marked and simple predicates can be defined. The
queryy can then be stored as an XML document or directly be executed.

5.2.66 Adding Database Management to a Database Kernel
Monett is a database kernel, which means that it only provides the kernel primitives
forr a full fledged DBMS. The previous sections described how a feature grammar specificc XML front-end was build on top of this kernel, however, there are still some key
componentss lacking. To get a reasonable data throughput for a web crawler concurrentt updates of the database are needed. BATs are by default not locked on read or
writee access, i. e. locking is left to the application programmer. The default extension
moduless offer the fork command and the lock atom type as building blocks for concurrencyy and a transaction mechanism. Using these a simple transaction system on the
MILL level was realized, thus allowing concurrent access.
Too allow asynchronous communication between the Acoi tools and the Monet
backendd a queuing mechanism was added. This enables a FDE to put its XML insertionn request into the queue and request the next instructions from the FDS.
Thee bottom-line was achieved when all queries spend the major part of their idle
timee in waiting on the non reentrant MIL parser. The next major version of Monet will
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containn a reentrant MIL parser.

5.33

Discussion

Thiss chapter described several possible XML storage schemes. This type of research
hass been developing rapidly over the past few years (see [Bou03] for an extensive
overvieww of mappings). The current, rather ad-hoc, implementation used by Acoi is
justt a bottom line. Replacement by one of those, concurrently developed or newer,
schemes,, e. g. Monet XML, is now more of an engineering task than a research topic.

Chapterr 6

Featuree Detector Scheduler
TheThe library is a growing organism.
S.R.. Ranganathan - Lawfiveof The Five Laws of Library Science
Thee FDE, as introduced in Chapter 4, can easily construct a huge collection of hierarchicall structures, which are related by references and thus, on a higher level of
abstraction,, form a graph. The previous chapter introduced a persistent storage model
forr these structures based on Monet, However, the annotations contained in these
structuress should be kept synchronized with the (external) multimedia objects they
describe.. Next to those external changes, the annotation extraction algorithms may
changee over time, i. e. another reason for maintenance. This chapter describes the
contourr of the Feature Detector Scheduler (FDS), whose main goal is to steer the
FDEE to execute incremental parses and thus propagate the localized changes. Unfortunately,, there is no complete FDS implementation experience, but the sketch is
backedd by prototypes of the core parts.
Thee core parts of the FDS are shown in Figure 6.1. In the subsequent sections
thesee components will pass the revue and their relations to each other will be describedd in some depth. The last section will also contain a short discussion on the
implementation. .

6.11 The Dependency Graph
Thee basis of the FDS is its analysis of the dependency graph. The dependency graph
describess how all the known symbols of a feature grammar relate to each other. Figuree 6.2 shows the dependency graph based on the example HTML feature grammar
(seee Example 3.1).
Thee symbols play these roles (notice that symbols may play multiple roles):
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Figuree 6.1: The FDS components
startt symbols are the roots of the hierarchical structures, e. g. the WebObject symbol; ;
detectorr symbols are the symbols which are associated with an annotation extraction
algorithm,, e. g. the WebHeader symbol;
transparentt symbols are anonymous symbols introduced by the rewrite rules, e. g.
thee _grp_l_ symbol, which is introduced to capture the grouped optionality of
thee WebHeader and WebBody symbols;
terminall symbols are instantiated with a value belonging to the symbols domain, i. e.
theyy contain the real annotation information like the date atom;
non-terminall symbols are the symbols without any other specific role. They provide
ann intermediate semantic (grouping) level.
Thiss information is stored in the symbol table (see Section 4.3.1). From the productionn rules the basic dependency graph is derived. Then the various path expressionss are resolved on this meta-level, i. e. all instantiation (value) related predicates
aree skipped. For example for this whitebox predicate:
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Figuree 6.2: The HTML feature grammar dependency graph
%detectorr

ColorMap [
somee $RGB in RGB satisfies
$RGB/Redd != $RGB/Green
orr $RGB/Red != $RGB/Blue ] ;

thesee paths are resolved, with ColorMap as the context node, within the graph:
1.. self :: */preceding :: RGB
2.2. self :: ^/preceding :: RGB/child

:: Red

3.. self :: ^/preceding :: RGB/child

:: Green

4.. self :: ^/preceding :: RGB/child

:: Blue

Thiss whole construction process results in these relationships between the nodes
inn the dependency graph:
contextt dependencies are the most basic parent/child relationship between the LHS
andd the symbols in the RHS of a rule. The child, i. e. the RHS symbol, always
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dependss for its validity on the validity of the parent, i. e. the LHS symbol. For
parentss the validity depends on all the mandatory children, /. e. those dependenciess with a lower bound of one or more. The WebObject does not depend
onn the _grp_l_ symbol to be valid, however, _grp_l_ depends on WebObject.
Thiss way the parent/child dependency also enforces sibling dependencies;
output/inputt dependencies between annotation extraction algorithms: an algorithm
takess it input parameter from the result parse tree of another algorithm. Assumingg that the output of the algorithm directly depends on this input, changes in
thee values of the parameter symbols lead to the need to rerun the algorithm. For
example:: the WebHeader detector depends on the Location non-terminal as
inputt parameter;
key/referencee dependencies define the relationships between quasi-roots and foots.
Startt symbols may specify an initial set of required tokens. The same tokens are
usedd to resolve references, i. e. they function as a composite key to an (unique)
hierarchicall structure. When those key values change the referential integrity of
thee relationships have to be revalidated. A tree rooted by a WebObject symbol
iss identified by its Location. Links found in a HTML page are represented by
referencess to the corresponding WebObject trees. These references should be
removedd when specific WebObject trees are deleted.
Uponn a change in the feature grammar system the dependency graph is recreated.
However,, to localize change and start updating the parse trees in the database the FDS
needss one (or even several) starting points. The next section shows how these starting
pointss are identified.

6.22

Identifying Change

Sectionn 1.2.4 identified two sources, which are also reflected in the feature grammar
languagee (see Section 3.2.5), of change in a DMW: external and internal. The FDS
hass to cope with both sources by using the handles specified in the feature grammar
systemm and given by the developer.

6.2.11 External Changes
Thee first type of changes happen outside of the annotation system: the source multimediaa data, which may or may not reside in the same database as the annotations,
changes 1 .. The FDS may be notified of such changes by four sources: (1) the librarian,
(2)) the FDE requests validation of a (new) multimedia object,(3) an (external) system,, e. g. a database trigger, or (4) the exploration date of stored data passes a certain
threshold. .
Noticee that a new multimedia object is also considered a change.
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Thee FDS reacts to these notifications by polling the source data. This polling is
supportedd by a special detector, which is associated with a start symbol. The polling
detectorr always receives the initial token set plus additional tokens needed to establish
anyy modification of the source data since the annotations were extracted. For example
thee polling for web objects takes not only the location of the object but also the stored
modificationn date (see the example in Section 3.2.5). The polling detector can then
simplyy send a HTTP HEAD request to the web server and determine if the returned
modificationn date is newer than the stored date.
Whenn the object is considered modified its root node is invalidated in the database
andd added to the (re)validation queue.

6.2.22 Internal Changes
Updatess to the feature grammar system and its associated detector implementations
aree considered internal to the annotation system, I e. it has all the information about
them.. The stored annotations should reflect the current output of these implementations.tions. These internal changes are always related to detector symbols, i. e. grammar
components,, and thus to the start condition, the detector function and the stop condition,tion, i, e. the production rules. Notice that instead of single multimedia objects, as is
thee case with external change, internal changes refer to sets of multimedia objects.
Thee Start Condition
Thee start condition changes when one or more of the XPath expressions for binding
off the parameters change. This invalidates the lookup table, i. e. the memoized parse
trees,, rooted by this detector as the input sentences may have changed. The consequencee is that all these trees are deleted and the parse trees they were member of are
scheduledd for revalidation. During the revalidation process the new lookup table will
bee reconstructed using the new input sentences.
Thee Detector Function
Changess in the implementation of a detector function are reflected by the version
declarationn for the specific detector. Such a version consists of three levels. The
lowestt level indicates a service revision. These revisions will not lead to invalidation
off any nodes in the current stored parse trees, so the FDS does not have to take any
furtherr action, i. e. the data is updated when an external change or more severe internal
changee triggers revalidation. Changes of the next level, the minor revisions, will lead
too invalidation of the partial parse trees. However, the data may still be used to answer
queries.. Those revalidations are scheduled with a low priority. High priorities are used
forr invalidations caused by major revisions. In these cases the changes are so severe
thatt the stored data has become unusable and are deleted from the database.
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Thee Stop Condition
Thee production rules of the feature grammar component describe the valid output sentences.. When these rules change the output sentences have to be revalidated. Changes
too these rules can be found by a tree matching algorithm [ZS90, CGM97, CAM01].
Withh the rise of XML these algorithms have found a new public, and several implementationss are (freely) (on line) available (e.g. [IBM01, YW03]). From both featuree grammar versions the derived XML schema document2 (see Section 5.2.1) is fed
intoo the diff implementation. For example, the Delta tool [Ltd03] will report these
changes,, when the web objects MIME type is extracted by WebHeader:
<WWW:WebHeaderr deltaxml :delta="WFmodify">
<WWW:Modificationn deltaxml :delta= "unchanged"/>
<WWW:: Length deltaxml: delta= "unchanged"/>
<WWW:MIME_typee deltaxml:delta="add" type=" .non-terminal. "/>
</WWW:WebHeader> >
<WWW:MIME_typee deltaxml:delta="add" type=" .non-terminal. ">
<WWW:Primaryy type=" .non-terminal. "/>
<WWW:: Secondary type= " . non- terminal. " / >
</WWW:MIME_typee >
<WWW:Primaryy deltaxml:delta="add" type=".non-terminal.">
<fg:strr type=" . terminal .atom. "/>
</WWW:Primary> >
<WWW:Secondaryy deltaxml :delta="add" type=" .non-terminal. ">
<fg:strr type=" . terminal.atom. "/>
</WWW:Secondary> >

Inn this case the detector can directly be identified, in other cases the context dependenciess in the dependency graph have to be traversed from child to parent to the first
detectorr node(s)3.

6.33 Managing Change
Usingg the indicators of the previous section a priority queue has beenfilledwith invalid
(partial)) parse trees. In the process of revalidation the FDS communicates about the
parsee trees with several FDEs and keeps knowledge about the global relationships
betweenn these trees. The next sections will describe this process and the use of this
knowledgee in some more detail.
2

iff the original grammar is not available anymore the schema can be derived from the meta information
inn the Monet database.
33
When a intermediate non-terminal is reused in different contexts, there may be multiple detector roots.
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63.11 The (Re)validation Process
Thee invalidation of nodes in the parse tree, and the scheduling of their revalidation,
iss handled by the FDS using these steps (the example assumes that the WebHeader
detectorr implementation has changed, L e. an internal change):
1.. The FDS has invalidated all partial parse trees which have an instantiation of
aa WebHeader symbol as root This involved WebHeader, Modification
andd Length nodes (and related terminal nodes), as can be derived by traversing
thee rule dependencies. For these parse trees incremental parsing processes are
scheduled,, which can be handled by the FDE. The followup action of the FDS
iss determined by the result returned by the FDE.
2.. If the sub-tree is still valid, the output/input dependencies are checked for modification.. If there has been a modification the dependent detector needs to be
revalidated. .
3.. If the subtree has become invalid, the context dependencies are followed upward
too thefirstdetector or start symbol which is marked invalid. The FDS will repeat
thee whole procedure for these invalid symbols.
4.. Thereferentialintegrity is checked using key/reference dependencies, when key
valuess have been changed or parse trees have become invalid.

63.22 Lookup Table Management
Duringg the revalidation task other (memoized) parse trees (see Section 4.3.3) may be
encounter.. The FDE provides the input sentence for the mapping described by the
requestedd parse tree. The FDS will query the lookup table stored in the database for
thee existence of this mapping and return the appropriate information:
1.. when the mapping is available: the unique identifier of the tree;
2.. when the mapping does not exist: a null value;
3.. when the mapping is unknown: a new unique identifier;
4.. when the mapping is under construction: a timeout after which the FDE will
havee to resent its request;
5.. when a deadlock is detected (see below): the unique identifier and the type of
deadlockk (direct of indirect).
Nextt to the requests to resolve or initialize a parse tree, the FDEs also inform the
FDSS about the validation results (independently of the database storage). Using this
informationn the FDS maintains a call graph of parse trees currently under construction.
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Detectingg a cycle in this graph indicates a (in)direct deadlock, which is reported to the
FDE.. The FDE passes this information on to the detector (see Section 4.3.5), and will
returnn the result, i. e. the mapping is available or does not exist (meaning that the
deadlockk could not be resolved).

6.44

Discussion

Ass stated in the introduction this chapter contains a sketch of the envisioned system
architecturee of the FDS, backed by a partial prototype implementation. Figure 6.1
showss the various components. Based on the detection and localization of internal
and/orr external changes incremental FDE runs are scheduled and controlled by the
FDS. .
Thee external change detection component is mainly an interface to the polling detectors.. This is a continuous process. With a slight extension to the XML schema
documents,, i. e. to also contain the XPath expressions, the internal change detector
componentt can be completely implemented around an implementation of a tree differencee algorithm. The algorithm to derive the dependency graph from the symbol
tablee has been implemented in the latest version of Acoi, as will be shown in the next
chapter.. The FDE has also been implemented (see Chapter 4) and experiments with
incrementall parsing have been conducted. However, adaptations, like submitting partiall parse trees to both the database and the FDS, may be needed. The (re)validator
andd the lookup table manager have not been implemented, so the sketches of these
componentss have to be validated by an actual implementation in the future.
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Casee Studies
DeDe oplosmythe (1)
Mett een computer is elk probleem op te lossen.
DeDe oplosmythe (2)
Mett een computer is mijn probleem op te lossen.
DeDe oplosmythe (3)
Mett een computer is een of ander probleem op te lossen.
Joachimm Graf - De computerwetten van Murphy

Throughoutt the development of the Acoi system and its major component, feature
grammars,grammars, several case studies were conducted to assess its practical impact. In the
nextt sections these case studies will be described together with the lessons learned.
However,, the Acoi system itself is also a case study in software engineering of a system
basedd upon feature grammar systems. This chapter starts with a section describing the
successivee versions of the system. The case studies can then be related to the version
beingg used, and to the changes they inspired.

7.11 The Acoi Implementation
Thee Acoi system is developed by the database research group of the Dutch Centre for
Mathematicss and Computer Science (CWI) from 1997 to 2003. This section contains
aa brief history of the system development so the case studies, which will follow later
onn in this chapter, can be placed in therightcontext.

7.1.11 Acoi Prehistory
Beforee Acoi became a project subsidized by several national projects (AMIS, DMW
andd Waterland) the database research group already had laid some foundations. In
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thee late eighties the Grammatical Database Model was investigated in two unpublishedd manuscripts [Ker89, KS89] and a prototype implementation developed by a
masterr student. This model is based on this quadruple: (L, F, G,T). L is a language
describedd by an unambiguous CF grammar, F is a set of transducers defined for L
whichh can produce a new sentencefroman existing sentence, G is a set of guardians
definedd for L which determine if a new sentence is valid and,finally,T is a collectionn of builtin and user defined types. The transducers and guardians from this model
closelyy resemble the black- and whitebox feature detectorsfromthe feature grammar
systems.. However, the design of this model was never completely finished.
Acoii stands for Amsterdam Catalog of Images and the system's first aim was to
buildd and maintain a collection of images for research purposes. Feature detectors
weree identified as a basic building block for a database-based content-based image
queryy system. The Acoi image algebra [NK98, NesOO] was a result of these efforts.
Bothh lines of (past) researchflowednaturally into the Acoi project.

7.1.22 The Acoi Project
Inn the fall of 1997 Acoi became a CWI project for providing database support for the
managementt of multimedia features. This internal project was mainly funded by the
nationall DMW project, which will be described in some more detail in Section 7.3.
Notee that although not all the components were implemented in the various versions
off the Acoi system, the general architecture shown in Figure 1.4 has been clear from
thee start. The exact details still needed to befilledin, which is the focus of this thesis.

7.1.33 Acoi 1998
Thee research started with the construction of a web robot in Java to gather images
fromfrom the World Wide Web. This robot interacted with and helped debugging the Monet
databasee server using the ODMG interface, which was under development at that moment.. Concurrent to this robot a first version of a feature grammar based toolset was
implementedd [KNW98a]. This implementation would read in a specific feature grammarr and generate the C source code for a grammar specific recursive descent parser.

7.1.44 Acoi 2000
Thee first rewrite, which was mainly targeted at a cleanup of the code base, of the Acoi
systemm was still based on parser source code generation. The parse trees constructed
byy this generated FDE couldfirstbe dumped as a set of Mx macro calls [KSvdBB96].
Thee expansion of these macro calls would lead to a MIL script to insert the parse tree
intoo the Monet database. Later on, this propriety setup was replaced by the combinationn of XML and XSLT (see Chapter 5).
Thee image robot was also rewritten into a feature grammar with an accompanyingg set of detectors. This provided the first experience with the general system
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architecture.. Parts of the previous implementation were not reused as mainly string
handling,, needed for the parsing of the HTML pages, is far too expensive in Java.
Alsoo controlling timeouts on HTTP connections turned out to be cumbersome. The
implementationn of HTML related detectors was therefore done in Tel and later on in
CC [Vei03, W3C02a].
Basedd on the performance characteristics of the system during several case studies
thee internals of the system underwent several optimizations. First of all the token
pooll was hierarchically organized so larger portions were shared by different recursive
descentt levels in the parsing process. This allowed descending and ascending, i. e.
backtracking,, to be cheap and to cut away extensive copying of tokens.
Thee next optimization concerned the binding of detector parameters. In this bindingg process the internal tree had to be traversed. This tree could be traversed by a
pathh expression language loosely based on XPath 1.0. However, when this tree grew
bigg these traversals would visit too many nodes. By allowing additional hints in the
pathh expression, i. e. indicating forward or backward traversal, these superfluous node
visitss could be prevented. For example:
i|%detectorr shotlist{ancestor::video/child-forward::filename);

wouldd ensure that traversal of the child axis would start at the first child of video. This
inn contrast to the default traversal strategy which implemented a backward depth-first
search. .
Featuree grammars were seen as CF grammars with an limited amount of contextsensitivityy [SWK99], i. e. not yet as a specific instantiation of CD grammar systems.
Ambiguityy was only allowed in a limited fashion: all alternatives should consume
exactlyy the same tokens.
Aroundd the FDE an extensible set of scripts in various languages, e. g. Tel, MIL
andd XSLT, was build to implement the WWW search engine (see Figure 7.1). These
scriptss contained various hooks to insert knowledge not explicit in the feature grammar
(att that time). This setup will be discussed in some more depth in Section 7.2.
Thiss version of Acoi has been used extensively for case studies and has been describedd in [SWK99, WSK99, dVWAKOO, NWH+01, WSvZ+03].

7.1.55 Acoi 2002
Too accommodate the expected FDS implementation, the FDE was rewritten into an
interpreter.. As indicated in Chapter 4 an interpreter handles a changing grammar
moree easily and spares the FDS the hassle to manage a recompilation of a grammar
specificc FDE.
Thee feature grammar language, and also its parser, was redesigned to cope with
modules,, whitebox detectors, classifiers and plugins. The support for these features
wass added to the generic FDE. Detectors and plugins became dynamic loadable libraries.. Furthermore, the implementation made use of more XML standards: DOM
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Figuree 7.1: The WWW multimedia search engine architecture.
forr the internal parse tree format and subsets of XPath for whitebox detectors and detectorr parameters [Vei03]. Feature grammar checks were added to warn for various
(possible)) weaknesses in the grammar. This included the semantic checks described
inn Section 4.3.1.
AA first implementation of the FDS was able to construct and visualize the dependencyy graph. Also experiments were conducted with various implementations of
XMLL diff algorithms.
Thee robot was once more reimplemented. In this case the monolithic grammar
wass cut up into several media type related feature grammar modules. Lessons on the
patternss embedded in these modules will be described in the upcoming Section 7.2.

7.1.66 Acoi Future
Thee current implementation of Acoi still lacks some of the key aspects of the theory
describedd in this thesis. The main absence is a complete FDS to replace the scripts
whichh make up the WWW robot. The current FDS implementation lacks interaction
withh one or more FDEs and an interface to a tree diff algorithm to find some internal
changes. .
Ass described in Chapter 4 parse forests can be stored in one XML document by
addingg a scope and context attribute. At this point this level of ambiguity is not supportedd by the FDE. The FDE allows multiple alternatives to be true, but they all should
describee the same subsentence. However, the scope/context scheme has been prototypedd using a set of XML documents and XSLT templates.
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Likewise,, the view of feature grammars as feature grammar systems is not completelyy reflected in the implementation. This view makes a cleaner separation between
subsentencess as produced by different detector functions and thus belongingg to differentt grammar components. This asks for these sentences to be only within the scope of
theirr component and thus prevents the need for hierarchical sharing of tokens.
Oncee Monet completely supports an XML/XQuery front-end (see Section 5.1) the
specificc XSLT scripts can be deleted as XML documents can than be stored natively.
Thiss would also accommodate a closer, but still standardized, binding between the
FDEE and the database. Also allowing a clean addition of support for both memoization
andd references.

7.22 The WWW Multimedia Search Engine
Onee of the first targets for Acoi was the construction of an image index for the Dutch
AMISS project. The size of the index aimed for was 1,000,000 images. Tofindthese
imagess the HTML pages containing their URLs had to be parsed and interpreted, so
soonn the index was extended with a full text indexing facility. As this case study
playedd a major role over the years [KNW98b, WSK99, WSK00, BWvZ+01] annotationn extraction algorithms were added for other multimedia types. In the upcoming
sectionss the feature grammars and system architecture involved will be discussed in
moree detail.

7.2.11 The Feature Grammars
Movingg away from the first monolithic feature grammar, the current set of feature
grammarr modules are very similar to the running examples in the previous chapters
andd showcased in Appendix B. The major decision points used in the grammars are
basedd on the MIME type of the multimedia object under inspection. This MIME type
iss retrieved by the generic WebHeader detector which knows the HTTP protocol to
retrievee this information. Using the primary and secondary MIME type, whitebox
detectorss in the feature grammar steer the FDE to the set of multimedia type specific
detectors,, e. g. language detection for HTML pages and face detection for images.
Detectorss for a specific multimedia type are grouped into one feature grammar module.. The Acoi module combines all the modules into one grammar, which is used
byy the FDE to harvest links from the web. The complete set of detectors is listed in
Tablee 7.1.
Ass all multimedia web objects are related through HTML pages it is possible to
traversee these anchors and access a specific context of an object. Using this navigationall information this, typical, query can be answered: show me a web page about
"Chet"Chet Baker" containing a portrait. This query combines key words from the HTML
pagee ("Chet Baker") with a high-level concept (portrait) extracted from the image
object. .
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Detectors Detectors
MultimediaMultimedia type
Genericc web objects HTTPP header information
allowancee by the robot exclusion protocol
DRUIDD language classification
Textt files
HTMLL pages
title,, anchors and text extraction
WordNett synsets [CSL01]
globall color features
images s
graphic/photoo classification [ASF97]
skinn coverage [GASOO]
facee detection [LH96]
portraitt classification
thumbnaill creation
ID33 tag extraction
MP33 audio files
MIDII audio files
MIDII fields
MPEGG video files
animatedd video icon

Tablee 7.1: The WWW multimedia search engine detector set.

7.2.22 The System Architecture
Thee system architecture (shown in Figure 7.1) uses a set of shell, Tel, MIL and XSLT
scriptss to explore the World Wide Web. The various system components provide hooks
too plugin feature grammar specific scripts. These hooks are mainly used to implement
knowledgee about references, as those are not supported by the generic tools in Acoi
2002.. The FDS as described in Chapter 6 exploits the explicit knowledge of multiple
startt symbols and references and can take over the role of these scripts in a future
versionn of Acoi.
AA small walk through will clarify the role of the various system parts. The user,
i.. e. the librarian, starts the database server and provides an initial set of candidate
URLs.. The user also starts one or more robots for corresponding Internet domains
and/orr multimedia types. Each robot contacts the database server for a subset of the
candidatess and starts a number of FDEs to index these. The FDE returns the location
off the XML document containing the parse forest to the robot, which in its turn tells it
too the database server. The database server contacts the Tomcat servlet engine [Pro03]
too retrieve the XML document and transform it into a MIL script. The servlet engine
providess several advantages: (1) it limits the startup time of the Java-based XSLT processor1,, (2) it provides the possibility to run each robot on a different remote machine
andd thus makes the architecture more scalable.
ll
XTXT [Cla99] is, although written in Java, one of fastest XSLT processors [DatOl]. However, the
startupp time of the Java interpreter is still significant, but can be reduced to a one time affair by embedding
XTT in a servlet [TchOl]. The alternative to link in a XSLT processor with the FDE has been proved to
bee still slower than this XT setup when the parse forest grows into a XML document of several hundred
megabytes. .
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Thee extensibility of the system was tested several times by the addition of new
detectors.. A detector basically means the addition of a new branch to a parse forest.
Forr this the FDE supports incremental parses of existing parse trees. This parse tree is
loadedd from the database and a special command line option tells the FDE for which
symboll to start (and stop) the detection process. The FDE will thus rebuild the internal
parsee tree using the retrieved tokens and will start detection when the new symbol is
encountered.. When the FDE returns to the symbol in the post traversal the detection
iss stopped again. In this way the extended parse tree (or forest) is build and sent to the
databasee server. The database server will replace the old parse tree by this new one.
Usingg this architecture the robot harvested (within 2 weeks in 2000) links to
4,300,0000 web objects from which it entirely indexed about 2,000,000. The index
containedd 750,000 images from which about 10% were classified as photographs. The
majorr bottleneck of the system was the MIL parser in the Monet database server. This
parserr is non-reentrant and thus protected by a lock. Concurrent parse forest insertion
scriptss spent their time mainly waiting to obtain this lock.
Thee scalability of the index has been extended on the level of the Monet database
serverr by passing the terms on to a specialized full text indexing service [Blo02]. This
servicee uses several machines for horizontal fragments of the term index. A term is
assignedd to a fragment based on the tfidf ranking model [BYRN99]. This integration
hass been described in [BWvZ+01] and [WSvZ+01],
Thiss WWW indexing engine is different from traditional search engines at several
points.. Traditional search engines are mostly based on information retrieval (IR) theoryy and use technology common in this line of research [BYRN99], e. g. inverted files
insteadd of a database system. These IR indexes are build from scratch with each new
webb crawl. In the feature grammar case updates to the index happen incrementally,
i.i. e. queries (readers) and crawling (writers) find place on the same database using
concurrentt transactions. Furthermore, due to the feature grammar the index is easily
extendedd with new multimedia types and new features.

7.2.33 Lessons Learned
Thee WWW multimedia search engine has been incrementally developed during the
variouss version of Acoi. The extended language features - modules and references
-- were mainly inspired by this case study. Modules make it possible to easily reuse
welll defined parts of the feature grammar in a different context, e. g. the other case
studies.. The fact that the anchors between HTML pages form a graph complicated
thee annotation extraction from the start. Its possible to keep this knowledge implicit
byy embedding it in the detector implementations. However, making it explicit gives
thee Acoi tools the opportunity to handle referential integrity and to offer support for
complicatedd recursive structures, i. e. deadlock detection. Ambiguity did not play a
majorr role within this feature grammar system. Decision points are deterministic and
mostlyy handled by whitebox detectors.
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Figuree 7.2: The DMW project levels.

7.33

The Australian Open Search Engine

Researchh on the Acoi system has been mainly carried out within the Digital Media
WarehouseWarehouse (DMW) project. This projects aim was to advance content-based retrieval
techniquess in large multimedia databases. To achieve this goal the project was split up
inn sub-projects for three levels (see Figure 7.2):
1.. the conceptual level focuses on querying semi-structured data;
2.. the logical level focuses on steering multimedia annotation extraction;
3.. the physical level focuses on the storage of semi-structured data.
Thee logical level directly interacts with a collection of content analysis algorithms,
alsoo part of the research portfolio of the project.
Featuree grammar systems and the accompanying Acoi system implement the logicall level. The physical level was implemented by Monet XML (see Section 5.1.1).
Bothh the content analysis algorithms and the conceptual level were developed at the
Universityy of Twente. Before describing the Australian Open case study in more detail
thee research of these project members is shortly described2.
2

Partss of the subsequent sections are written by the co-authors of DMW related papers.
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Figuree 7.3: The COBRA video modeling framework.

7.3.11

The Webspace Method

Thee conceptual level focuses on limited domains of the Internet, i. e. intranets and
largee web-sites. The content provided on such domains is often highly related and
structured.. This aspect makes it feasible to determine a set of concepts, which adequatelyy describe the content of the document collection at a semantic level.
Thee Webspace Method [vZ02] offers a methodology to model and search such
aa document collection, called a webspace. The Webspace Method defines concepts
inn a webspace schema using an object-oriented data model. This collection is stored
ass XML documents in the XML storage level of the global system architecture, see
Figuree 7.2. A strong correlation between the persistent documents is achieved, since
thee structure of each XML document describes (a part of) the webspace schema in
turn.. Actually each document contains a materialized view over the webspace schema;
itt contains both content and schematic information.
Thee webspace schema is used to formulate queries over the entire document collection.. Novel within the scope of search engines and query formulation over documentt collections is that it allows an user to integrate information stored in different
documentss in a single query. Traditional search engines (e. g. AltaVista) are only
capablee to query the content of a single document at a time. Furthermore, using the
Webspacee Method specific conceptual information can be fetched as the result of a
query,, rather than a bunch of relevant document URLs.
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Figuree 7.4: A fragment of the webspace schema for the Australian Open website.

7.3.22

COBRA

Inn line with Chapter 1 the COBRA video modeling framework [Pet03] recognizes
fourr layers (see Figure 7.3): the raw data, the feature, the object, and the event layer.
Thee object and event layers consist of entities characterized by prominent spatial and
temporall dimensions respectively. In [Pet03] several instantiations of this model are
constructedd for different domains and using different machine learning techniques.
Ass will be shown in the upcoming section, feature grammar systems provide a way to
buildd domain specific instantiations of the COBRA model.

7.3.33 The Australian Open DMW Demonstrator
Too demonstrate the power of the DMW system the Australian Open demonstrator
wass build [BWvZ+01, WSvZ+01, PWvZ+02, WSvZ+03, WvZ03]. The Australian
Open33 is a grand slam tennis tournament on a yearly basis. The demonstrator is based
onn the tournament of 2001.
Thee conceptual elements available in the structure of the website were modeled in
aa webspace schema. A fragment of this schema is shown in Figure 7.4. Using a set
off special purpose feature grammars the HTML pages from the original website were
transformedd into the base XML documents of the webspace. These documents contain
ann instantiation of part of the schema (see the areas in Figure 7.4). As the website did
nott contain any video fragments from the matches, some matches were recorded and
digitized.. Then the index database for the base data, including the multimedia content,
wass build. For this the webspace tools extracted meta-data from the base documents,
andd triggered the FDE when a multimedia object was found. The FDE would then
steerr the video annotation extraction process. This process worked along the lines
www.ausopen.org g
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Figuree 7.5: Tennis video annotation.
shownn in Figure 7.5 and captured in the feature grammar in Appendix B.ll. This
featuree grammar is a domain specific instantiation of the COBRA model. Notice that
thiss grammar reuses feature grammar modules developed for the WWW multimedia
searchh engine.
Finallyy a special purpose query interface was build. The formulation of a query
inn this GUI can be divided into three steps. During the first step, the query skeleton
iss constructed, using the visualization of the conceptual schema. Secondly, the constraintss of the query are formulated, using the attributes of classes used in the query
skeleton.. In the last step, the user has to define the structure of the result of the query,
whichh is generated as a materialized view on the conceptual schema.
Beforee continuing with the individual steps of the query formulation process, the
queriess presented below are used to illustrate the power of the search engine with
respectt to query formulation. The queries express the typical information need of an
expertt user querying the Australian Open document collection. It also shows, how
afterr each query, the information need of the user can be refined, resulting in a more
complexx query over a document collection.
Ql.. 'Search for left-handed female players, who have played a match in one of the
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Figuree 7.6: Formulating a query.
(quarter/semi)(quarter/semi) final rounds. For each of those players, show the player's name,
picture,picture, nationality, birth-date, and the document URLs containing information
aboutabout this player. Also show category, round and court of the match'.
Q2.. 'Like query 1, with the extra constraint that the player has already won a previousous Australian Open. Include that history in the result of the query'.
Q3.. 'Extend query 2 with the constraint that the result should also contain videofragments,fragments, showing net-playing events'.
Thee first example query shows how conceptual search is used to obtain specific
informationn originally stored in three different documents. The second example query
extendss the first query and provides an example illustrating the integration of contentbasedd text retrieval in the conceptual framework. The third example query extends the
complexityy of the query even more, by integrating content-based video retrieval.
1.. Constructing the query skeleton. The first step of the query formulation processs involves the construction of the query skeleton. This skeleton is created,
usingg a visualization of the webspace schema. This visualization consists of a
simplifiedd class diagram, and only contains the classes and associations between
thee classes, as defined in the webspace schema. The user simply composes the
queryy skeleton, based on his information need, by selecting classes and related
associationss from the visualization. The (single) graph that is created represents
thee query skeleton.
Inn Figure 7.6.a a fragment taken from the GUI of the webspace search engine is
presented,, which shows the query skeleton (depicted in black-filled text boxes),
thatt is used for the query formulation of the three example queries.
2.. Formulating the constraints. In the second step of the query formulation process,, the constraints of the query are defined. In Figure 7.6.b another fragment
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off the GUI of the search engine is presented, showing the interface that is used
forr this purpose. For each class contained in the query skeleton a tab is activated,, which allows a user to formulate the conceptual constraints of the query.
Ass shown in the figure, a row is created for each attribute. Each row contains
twoo check boxes, the name of the attribute, and either a text field or a button.
Thee first checkbox is used to indicate whether the attribute is used as a constraintt of the query. The second checkbox indicates whether the results of the
queryy should show the corresponding attribute. If the type of the attribute is a
BasicType,, a textfield is available that allows the user to specify the value of
thee constraint, if the first checkbox is checked. If the attribute is of type WebClass,, a button is available, which, if pressed, activates the interface that is
usedd to query that particular multimedia object.
Figuree 7.6.c shows the interface that is used to formulate queries over Hypertext-objects,, /. e. define content-based constraints. The figure shows both a
low-levell and advanced interface to the underlying feature grammar system. In
thee low-level interface projection and selection criteria can befilledin (see Sectionn 5.2.5). The advanced interface is similar to the interfaces offered by the
well-knownn search engines such as Google and Alta-Vista. The main part of
thee query-interface allows a user to formulate one or more terms, which are
usedd tofindrelevant text-objects, The interface also allows the user to perform
aa case-sensitive search, and to select the language of the Hypertext-object in
whichh the user is interested.
Figuree 7.6.b shows the attributes of class Player. The constraints with respect
too the player, specified in the first two example queries, are transposed in the
selectionss depicted in the figure. Two constraints are formulated. The constraintt that the user is only interested infernale players is defined by selecting
thee constraint checkbox in front of gender, and by specifying the conceptual
termm 'female1'. The second constraint refers to the second example query, where
ann extra condition with regard to the player's history is formulated. Again, the
correspondingg checkbox is activated, and the interface of Figure 7.6.c is started,
andd completed. In this case, the query-terms 'winner' and 'champion' are used
toofindthe relevant Hypertext-objects that are associated with the player's history. .
3.. Defining the resulting view. The second column of checkboxes is used to
specifyy which attributes will be shown in the resulting views defined by the
query.. The XML document that is generated by the webspace search engine
containss a (ranked) list of views on the webspace that is being queried. Besides
selectingg the attributes and the classes that will be shown as the result of the
query,, the user also has to determine which class is used as the root of the
resultingg view. In Figure 7.7 a screenshot of the result for the third query is
shown.. It includes a link to a tennis scene of the match played by Monica Seles
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Figuree 7.7: The result of example query 3.
inn the quarter final round. The tennis scene shows a video-fragment in which
Monicaa Seles plays near the net.
Thiss DMW architecture consisting of webspaces, feature grammars, an instantiationn of the COBRA video model and efficient XML storage resulted in a search enginee which allows a combination of conceptual and content-based multimedia search
[WvZ03],, thus giving the user the power to post very specific queries to the database.

7.3.44

Lessons Learned

Thee feature grammar system for the Australian Open case study is a direct extension
too the set of feature grammars for the WWW multimedia search engine. The extension
didd inspire two language features: constants within the production rules and plugins.
Thee Segment detector not only detects scenes within the video but also their type. To
preventt superfluous type detectors, this type was encoded as a string and matched by
aa string constant in the various alternatives. A remote procedure call (RPC) detector
wass developed which was quite generic and thus easily converted into the templatelikee approach of a plugin.
Thee main focus of this case study was the embedding of the Acoi system within the
largerr DMW application. In the WWW search engine the feature grammar is the main
schema,, but in this case the grammar is connected to the conceptual webspace schema.
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Bothh the webspace tools and Acoi could have steered the meta-data and multimedia
extractionn process. The choice was made for a top-down implementation, i. e. the
conceptuall level triggers the logical level.
Lookingg back, the embedding of Acoi within the current DMW system could have
beenn more tight. On the one hand by a tighter coupling with the webspace schema
andd thus with the conceptual data, allowing more specific semantic contexts for detectors.. This coupling could be created by translating the concepts and their attributes
intoo elementary feature grammar trees. Also on the side of the multimedia content
analysiss the current integration is shallow, i. e. the detector granularity is very coarse.
Byy splitting the implementation of the Segment and Tennis detectors into smaller
detectors,, decision points can be made explicit and thus become manageable by the
FDEE and FDS. Drawbacks of afinerdetector granularity is the possible many conversionss needed from token to actual values, i. e. strings to integers or floats, and opening
andd closing of the media object. The latter drawback may be circumvented by adding
aa generic caching interface to the Acoi toolset.

7.44 Rijksmuseum Presentation Generation
Ass stated in Chapter 1 museums are digitizing their collection and making them availablee to the public. The Rijksmuseum, situated in Amsterdam, did the same. High
resolutionn scans of photos made of paintings, statues etc. and the existing annotation
databasee were made available to researchers in the Token2000 project. The Rijksmuseumm Presentation Generation project developed an architecture for using (automatic
extracted)) annotation information for the automatic generation of user specific hypermediaa presentations [NWP+01, NWH+01]4.
Thee architecture is shown in Figure 7.8 and consists of three major units:
the style repository, which embodies style schemata, style grammars and rulebasess for different presentation styles;
the data repository, containing the images and related meta-data, and the retrievall engine;
the presentation environment, including a presentation generator and a hypermediaa browser.
Inn the next sections these units will be introduced and the way in which theyy interactt with each other will bee described.

7.4.11 The Style Repository
Thee aim of the style repository is twofold. On the one hand it provides a collection
off representations describing styles infineart, such as clair-obscur, impressionism or
4

Partss of the subsequent sections are written by the co-authors of these papers.
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Figuree 7.8: Hypermedia presentation generation framework.
cubism,cubism, in a structured way. These collections are designed to improve the retrieval
off images or other meta-data in the data repository (see the data repository section
below).. On the other hand it provides a presentation rule-base in which rhetorical
structuress describe how retrieved material can be presented.
Thee collection of representations of fine art styles provides for each style mainly
text-basedd schemata. A schema holds information about the definition, the main period,, the inventor of this style, other artists using or improving it, etc.. The advantage
off these style ontologies is that they allow an enlargement of the search-space, if the
stylee plays a prominent part in the query. This is state-of-the-art technology within
thee retrieval community [SROO]. The development of text-based ontologies is still a
mainlyy manual task, which is today quite well supported [GEF+99].
Thiss information, while important, is insufficient, low level feature descriptions
aree also required. Rather than a random choice of features as a style description,
featuress that represent the intrinsic characteristics of a particular style need to be col-
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lected.. In clair-obscur images, for example, a clear distinction of light and dark areas
cann be found. Usually there is one dominant light source, predominantly filled with
highh luminance colors, alongside dark areas with a high proportion of brown colorss which can be blended with other objects [Arn74]. Thus, a collection of features
suchh as color, shapes, brightness, either in the form of their extraction algorithms or as
thresholdd values for a particular style, facilitate the automatic identification of relevant
material.. Such a collection can naturally be represented by a feature grammar.
Notee that the development of feature-based representations also requires human
effort,, in particular by specialized experts who have an understanding of the compositionall structures of an image [Pei60], The collection of these features is, on the other
hand,, not too difficult, since tools for this particular task do exist [FCPOO].
Thee third representation form in the style repository is of a different sort. Here
ruless are collected which describe rhetorical presentation structures, as addressed in
thee Rhetorical Structure Theory [MMT89] or Cognitive Coherence Relations [KD96],
whichh might vary between general and specialized levels. If, for example, the presentationn environment is educationally oriented, it can build presentations on a larger
levell of the form: Introduction Topic; Introduction Subtopic 1; Details Subtopic 1;
Introductionn Subtopic 2; Details Subtopic 2; Introduction Next Topic. A more detailedd level specifies what an introduction means, e. g. show a definition of the topic
inn combination with a visual example of the topic. Another detailed description might
bee concerned with the sort of interaction, such as a linear presentation in the form of a
slidee show, or a more interactive way in the form of additional buttons for individual
traversal.. The combination of these rules form themselves schemata, which can then
bee connected to relevant styles. The design of these schemata and the connection to
particularr style representations again requires human effort, such as that of a graphical
designerr of a museum Web environment. Development environments which support
suchh tasks are described in [ACC+99, NLOO]. Once these presentation rules are in
place,, a system can react to the particular needs of a user.

7.4.22 The Data Repository
Thee repository, as shown in Figure 7.8, stores annotation schemata in the form of
XML-basedd documents and media-based data, such as images in various formats (pic,
gif,, tiff, etc.). The repository itself can be realized using federated database technology. .
Thee annotation documents are created by experts, using ontology-based environmentss for task-specific controlled vocabulary/subject indexing schemata for in-depth
semantic-basedd indexing of various media [DAR03]. Note that annotation schemata
aree different from the style representations. Annotation schemata provide informationn about one particular image or artist. For example, they capture information about
thee title of an image, its painter, production date, a list of exhibitions where it was
presented,, reviews, and so forth. The annotation process follows a strata-oriented
approach,, which allows afine-granulatedspace-oriented description of media con-
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tent,, where particular areas within an image can be especially annotated. The connectionn can be based on linking mechanisms as described in XML path and pointer
[W3C01d,, W3C02b] orMPEG-4 [ISO02].
Ass visualized in Figure 7.8, the annotations will hardly ever be completed. Most
off the time only the most basic data will be available. Thus, even if the potential
searchh space can be enlarged, as described earlier, there may still be a very limited
informationn space to apply the query to.
Imaginee that a user would like to know everything about Rembrandt and the differentt styles he painted his images in. With the textual representation the system might be
ablee to find images by Rembrandt in the database. However, if these images have no
furtherr annotation attached than 'Artist = Rembrandt' it would not be able to classify
thee retrieval results according to the query. Having access to the style specific representationn of intrinsic features, the image can now be analyzed during the retrieval
processs and decide based on the results which of the relevant styles is the most appropriatee for this particular image. As a side effect, the feature information gained can be
usedd as additional annotation for the image, not only in classifying it as a particular
style,, but also providing several different representations of it, which can be, for example,, useful for presentational purposes. An image in the style of clair-obscur can be
additionallyy represented in a grid that contains the light and dark areas. This grid can
formm the basis for a presentation of images, where the style of the images and the style
off the presentation correspond. The FDE steers this automatic annotation extraction
processs based on the feature grammarfromthe style repository.
Ass the main goal of the suggestedframeworkis to facilitate the automatic generationn of user-centered multimedia presentations, the result space will not only contain
thee retrieved data, associated meta-data, and the relations between these different units
butt also information required for their presentation. Moreover, it also returns physical
informationn about the retrieved data, i. e. image size and imagefiletype.

7.4.33 The Presentation Environment
Thee presentation environment, as displayed in Figure 7.8, is basically a constraintbasedd planning system, which uses the definitions provided in the style representationn schemata and the presentation styles [vOGC+01]. Since the system can access
descriptionss based on spatial, gradient and color features, the presentation generatorr is in the position to analyze the retrieved material based on the relevant presentationn design, according to design issues such as graphic direction, scale, volume,
depth,, shapes (/. e. physical manipulation of the material for better integration into
thee presentation), temporal synchronization (interactive or linear presentation), etc.,
andd provides a format that a hypermedia browser can interpret, e. g. SMIL or MPEG44 [ISO02, W3C98, W3C01c].
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Figuree 7.9: Feature detection steps.

7.4.44 A Style Feature Grammar
Featuree grammars play a role in both the style and data repositories. In both cases
theyy extract the low-level feature descriptions, which can be used for the selection
off relevant material and for the layout of the presentation. But in the latter case the
featuress are also mapped to high-level concepts. These concepts correspond to manual
annotations,, and can thus replace these when they are not available.
Thiss section will shortly describe the algorithms involved in detecting low-level,
presentationn oriented, features and high-level, manual annotation replacement, concepts.. The grammar itself is available in Appendix B.13.
Sincee the design aims at an approach that is data-driven and can therefore operate
unsupervised,, it is important to incorporate adaptive decision-making algorithms. For
instance,, in the case of the clair-obscur style a vague high-level description of the
stylee could be "a brightly lit object or person surrounded by a dark background".
Too translate this vague conceptual description into an operational low-level feature-
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extractor,, precise values need to be assigned to fuzzy concepts such as bright and
dark.dark. However, these cannot be fixed in advance because these values depend on the
context,, dark and bright being defined relative to the rest of the painting.
Thee proposed approach is data-driven in that it inspects the data in search for
naturall thresholds, i. e. thresholds that are dictated by the structure apparent in the
dataa [PFOO]. To be more precise, assume a numerical image-feature x that can be
computedd at each of the n pixel in the image (e. g. hue, or brightness, see Figure 7.9.a).
Thiss gives rise to a numerical dataset n, X2, ., xn. The histogram gives an idea of
howw these values are distributed over the image. If, in terms of this feature, the image
hass a clear structure then a multi-modal histogram is expected, with peaks over the
most-frequentlyy occurring feature values.
Forr instance, in the case of clair-obscur, computing the brightness histogram (at
least)) two peaks are expected: one peak at low values created by the pixels in the dark
regions,, and one at high values corresponding to bright pixels, see Figure 7.9.b.
Locatingg the grey-value at the minimum in between these peaks determines a
thresholdd that can be used to separate the bright from the dark regions in the image.
Thiss seemingly simple task is complicated by the fact that a data-histogram almost
neverr has a clear-cut unimodal or multi modal structure, but exhibits many local maximaa and minima due to statistical fluctuations. The challenge therefore is to devise
aa mathematically sound methodology that allows us to construct a smoothed version
off the histogram, suppressing the spurious local extrema that unduly complicate the
histogramm structure.
Forr this the empirical distribution function Fn(x) is introduced, which for each
feature-valuee x determines the fraction of observations Xi that are smaller than x.
Thee reason for switching to the empirical distribution is that it allows to compute
thee precise probability that the given sample is drawn from a theoretically proposed
distributionn F(x). The idea is simple: search for the smoothest distribution F that
iss compatible with the data, i. e. such that there is a high probability that the sample
x\x\yy...,...,
xn has been obtained by sampling from F.
Inn mathematical parlance this amounts to solving the following constrained optimizationn problem: given Fn(x) find F(x) that minimizes the functional
$ ( F )) = f(F"(x))2

dx subject to sup \Fn(x) - F(x)\ < e.

(Thee value for e is fixed in advance by specifying an acceptable level of statistical
risk).risk). This optimization problem can be solved using standard spline-fitting routines.
Oncee the shape of the smoothest compatible distribution F is determined, its inflectionn points can be used to determine the genuine local minima in the histogram, thus
yieldingg natural thresholds for the image-segmentation extractor.
Thee lowest of these thresholds is then used to segment the image into dark and light
areas,, see Figure 7.9.c. And as a next step information about the areas is localized by
overlayingg the image with a grid, see Figure 7.9.d.
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Inn the feature grammar of Appendix B.13 these steps are distributed over several
detectorss and their dependencies are described. For example, the light_segment
detectorr calculates the brightness value of each pixel, this set of values is then taken
ass input by the histojsegment detector to determine the segmentation thresholds.
Thee grammar defines several other (global) features. For example, the cojcorr detectorr computes the normalized correlation between the color histogram of the paintingg and two average normalized histograms, respectively for clair-obscur and nonclair-obscurclair-obscur paintings (see for a similar approach [ASF97]).
clair-obscurr cubism impressionism unknown
J.. classified as —*
177
1
188 clair-obscur paintings
66
21
3
1
255 cubist paintings
1
55
31
20
566 impressionist paintings
700
1
26
833 unclassified paintings
944
27
60
22
1822 paintings

Figuree 7.10: Results for the style feature grammar

Alll these features form the input for the final step: determining if the painting is
inn the clair-obscur or one of the other styles. For this step style specific decision trees
aree derived using C4.5 [Qui93], resulting in the detectors clair_obscur, cubism and
impressionism.impressionism. The performance of the feature grammar in annotating painti
withh the various styles is shown in Figure 7.10. The last column corresponds with
thee event that there is no matching style found, i. e. the validity of the style rule is
optional. .
Noticee also that more than one of the alternative style rules can be valid, which
meanss that a painting can be annotated with multiple styles, L e. ambiguous views
onn the same painting. So the support for ambiguity by the Acoi system comes in to
playy here. When a painting matches more styles multiple parse trees describe this one
image.. Each alternative, rooted by a detector, also contains a confidence value. In this
casee this confidence value is based on the support of the decision rule.
Furthermore,, this grammar is mainly constructed to recognize paintings in the
clair-obscurclair-obscur style. More features may be needed tofinetune the decision rules for t
otherr styles, e. g. impressionism. The use of a feature grammar is well suited for this
evolutionaryy approach as it supports incremental maintenance of the annotations.

7.4.55 Generating the Presentation
Partt of the prototype implementation for the Rijksmuseum case study is a generation
enginee that is able to transform a high-level description of a presentation [RBvO+00]
inn the concretefinal-formencoding that is readily playable on the end-user's system.
Inn this system the final encoding form is SMIL [W3C98].
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Figuree 7.11: Ordered retrieval result before optimization.

Thee presentation generation engine of the system is a constraint-based planning
system.. The constraint system is used for solving the design-based constraints, such
as: :
the overall presentation dynamics (e.g. linear or interactive) and the resulting
subdivisionn of information blocks;
organizing material for each information block, e.g. number of elements on a
pagee and their spatial outline based on the actual size of each information unit;
optimization of ordered material based on additional style criteria, such as color
orr brightness distribution, in particular to emphasize a particular style.
Thee use of the annotations produced by the FDE are mainly of interest in the
lastt bullet. The inner details of the other parts of the system itself, especially the
transformationn of the presentation structures generated by the constraint engine into a
SMILL presentation, have been discussed in [vOGC + 01].
Itss assumed that the system constructs a linear presentation for educational reasons
andd creates topic blocks to present the material. Finally, based on spatial constraints,
itt calculates how many images for each topic block can be presented on a page.
Att this stage the generator tries to arrange the images in each topic block in such
aa way that the style criteria for clair-obscur are fulfilled. A decision rule could look
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ass follows:
style_order(Image_Style,, List_Of_Images, Images_Per_Page,
Presentation_List): :
gradient-match(Image_Style,, List_Of_Images, Result List),
border-match(Result_List,, Images_Per_Page,
Presentationn List).

Withh this rule the system analyzes not the image itself but rather its grid abstraction,, as shown in Figure 7.9.d. The system tries, for a particular style (Image_Style)t
too order the images of one topic (List_of_Images) based on the pattern provided
byy those cells of the grid that represent light values. The analysis of these patterns is
basedd on graphical shapes, such as triangle or rectangles. The direction of the light
iss derived from a number of criteria, such as solidness of a pattern (main light center),, position in the grid (at the border indicates that the light source is outside the
image),, and the direction of the dissolve of this shape (direction of light beam). For
Figuree 7.9.d the result is that the light source is outside the image, that light is comingg from the left side and dissolves towards the right side in a rectangular way. The
ResultResult List groups images in lists, where light follows similar directions, such as
left,, up-left, up, up-right,right,down-right, down, down-left, circular.
Oncee that is done, the system tries to align the images based on similar border
pattern.. Take once again Figure 7.9.d as the example, the system would try to find an
imagee which shares a similar distribution of light and dark cells (up or down by one
gridd cell) but only on its right side. The combination of images is performed on the
previouss calculated maximum size of images per page.
Figuree 7.11 shows the random image sequence. While the final presentation in
Figuree 7.12 uses the optimized order. This presentation is based on the rhetorics
off an educational-oriented presentation, which requires introductions of topics and
subtopics. .
Thee temporal duration for every single page is calculated by the number of presentedd objects and their graphical complexity, the number of words for text elements,
orr temporal presentation qualifiers such as fade-in or out times for media units. The
lastt screen offers choices for the next step.

7.4.66 Lessons Learned
Thee Rijksmuseum feature grammar has a much finer detector granularity than the
previouss grammars. It also called for the reuse of various detectors within a different
context.. The same feature detectors are used to determine global and local, i. e. per
gridd cell, features.
Thee use of decision rules for the various art styles inspired the addition of classifiersfiers as a special instance of detector plugins. Furthermore, ambiguity plays a major
rolee in this grammar as various styles may match concurrently. This triggered the
additionn of support for detector confidences and parse forests.
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Figuree 7.12: The optimized presentation.

7.55

Discussion

Thee case studies in this chapter showed the viability of the Acoi system and its formal
basiss feature grammar systems. Due to its focus on limited context-sensitivity basic
buildingg blocks for an multimedia annotation system can be constructed. Actual applicationss can then be build by putting these blocks, i. e. grammar components, together
usingg the dependencies.
Nextt to being a description of the actual annotations, feature grammar systems
cann also be used in a more traditional way: to describe a workflow and its associated
meta-data.. This was done in a recent Waterland related case study. The Acoi system
offerss in this case the advantage that new workflow actions can be easily plugged in.
Furthermore,, the whole infrastructure, e. g. plugins, can be used to easily automate
thesee actions.
Creatingg a semi-automatic feature grammar is one of the future research topics.
Manuall detectors may provide new annotations or validate automatically extracted
annotations.. A case study may provide insights in how conveniently the current implementationn supports this mixed type of annotation extraction.
Comparisonn of the Acoi system with peer systems, and thus evaluation of implementationn issues, e. g. performance, remains future work. As discussed in Sections 2.3
andd 4.4 the explicit description and usage of context knowledge is unique to feature
grammarr systems, but can also be used to generate specifications, although probably
moree verbose and fragmented, for these peer systems. Applying such a translation of
onee or several of the case studies may enable comparable runs of these systems, and
thuss provide (more) insight into their specific strengths and weaknesses.

Chapterr 8

Conclusionn and Future Work

IfSETI@homeIfSETI@home works, for example, we'll need libraries for communicat
inging with aliens. Unless of course they are sufficiently advanced that they
alreadyalready communicate in XML.
Paull Graham - The Hundred-Year Language
Thiss thesis describes many formal, architectural and implementation aspects of the
Acoii system. They have provided the author with a wide scale of research topics and
challengess during the past years. Thisfinalchapter concludes the description of this
systemm by providing a look backward, into the past, and a look forward, into the future.

8.11

Conclusion

Thee aim of the Acoi system was to implement support for the complete life cycle of
aa DMW {Digital Media Warehouse), i. e. creation, storage and maintenance, by variouss interpreters of one declarative description. The model underlying this description
wouldd have to support these key requirements: (1) providing context for (possible)
bridgingg of the semantic gap, (2) allowing ambiguous interpretations, (3) describing
bothh contextual and output/input dependencies, (4) give enough context for incrementall maintenance, and (5) keep the input specification of algorithms generic enough to
enablee and promote reuse. As all these requirements involve some form of context
grammars,, as known from formal language theory, were considered a good starting
point. .
Chapterr 2 provided the formal basis for the system. Mildly context-sensitive featuree grammar systems allow the embedding of annotation extraction algorithms, i. e.
featuree detector functions, on a low level inside the grammar formalism, while underspecifyingg their context. The feature grammar language of Chapter 3 introduced
aa more natural notation of this formalism. The next three chapters described the variouss interpretors, the FDE (Feature Detector Engine), the database schema and the
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FDSS (Feature Detector Scheduler), needed for the various life cycle stages. These
coree chapters of the thesis address the key requirements using formal language theory.
Thiss is mainly visible in the design of the FDE, which is directly related to practical
algorithmss from the computer science researchfieldsof natural language processing
andd compiler technology. Where needed proper extensions of this theory and related
practicee have been defined.
Thee three case studies from Chapter 7 gave an impression of the practical impact
off the Acoi system. Formal language theory in the form of feature grammar systems,
withh its focus on extending and in the same time limiting context-sensitivity, appears
too be indeed well suited to meet the identified requirements of a DMW annotation
subsystem.. This, as this thesis already shows, makes a plethora of formal techniques
andd practical experience available to this application domain. Future experiments with
aa mature FDS implementation and further evaluation of the complete system may add
additionall support for this conclusion.

8.22 Future Work
Thee various components of the Acoi system provide a basis for the annotation subsystemm of a DMW. However, there is always room for improvement, as has been indicated
inn various places throughout the thesis. The next sections will revisit these areas of
futuree work and also describe some additional ones.

8.2.11 Feature Grammar Systems

Thee description of feature grammar systems is directly based on the formal theories
off cooperating distributed grammar systems and regulated rewriting. Contributions
off this thesis to these theories are IPC {(left) path-controlled) grammars (see Sectionn 2.2.3). Intuition tells that these grammars are as powerful as conditional grammars,, however, this should backed up by a formal proof.
Detectorr functions can produce CS (Context-Sensitive) sentences, however, the
featuree grammar components are CF (Context-Free). In a future version of Acoi the
CFF components may be replaced by CS or mildly CS components, e. g. IPC (left
Path-Controlled)Path-Controlled) components. This will also have to be reflected in the feature gram
marr language. In the case of IPC components a regular path expression could be
associatedd to arbitrary non-terminals instead of only to detector symbols.

8.2.22 Feature Grammar Language
Thee core feature grammar language directly relates to the underlying feature grammar
system.. The extensions to the language provide shortcuts to the developer. One of
taskss of these extensions is to keep the grammar semanticaUyrichand to avoid clutter
withh additional symbols which are only there to steer the extraction process. Ideally
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thesee additional symbols are all anonymous so they are transparent to both the developerr and the user. Additional language constructs may proof to be convenient, e. g.
directlyy embedding of anonymous whitebox detectors in the production rules. Also
thee use of symbol or symbol specific scripts, in the vain of attribute grammars, for the
propagationn of confidence values may proof an interesting addition.

8.233 Feature Detector Engine
Thee current FDE implementation is based on a depth-first top-down parsing algorithm:rithm: exhaustive backtracking. Experiments with other parsing algorithms, and thus
withh other moments of control transfer between components, can provide alternatives
forr this algorithm. Another interesting experiment will be the use of a breadth-first algorithmm to add some form of parallelism to the FDE. These alternative algorithms can
alsoo be realized by translating a specific feature grammar system into a specification
forr a coordination system, e, g. a T script for ToolBus.
AA detector function can depend on some external functionality, which is (temporarily)) unavailable. Adding an unknown result state next to success and failure
mayy enable the FDE to proceed validation partially and to return later to the detector
tooretryits execution.

8.2.44 Feature Database
Ass already stated in Chapter 5 the current storage scheme can be replaced by another,, probably better suited, XML storage scheme. The query process of the feature
databasee is also still in its infancy. For example further experiments with the usage
off the confidence values of detectors as input to a probabilistic reasoning scheme or a
rankingg formula will be useful. This is directly related to a proper use of the, possible,
variouss alternative interpretations of one multimedia object.
Att the moment all annotations are extracted during the building of the index. However,, some annotations or features may be more dynamic, i. e. they are computed on
demandd and are not persistent. These derived annotations and features may be used
too capture properties of the whole index at a specific moment in time, /. e. the momentt of query execution. The impact of these type of symbols on the analysis of the
dependencyy by the FDS will have to be investigated.

8.2.55 Feature Detector Scheduler
Thee implementation of the FDS has been sketched and some core components have
beenn prototyped. Future work certainly contains an actual implementation of the completee FDS, accompanied by further experiments in the domain of, for example, the
WWWW multimedia search engine.
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8.2.66 Digital Media Warehouses
Thee case studies of Chapter 7 gave insight or hints in how to embed the system in a
completee DMW system. But in most cases the Acoi system functioned as a blackbox.
Futuree experiments could involve a further integration of the various system components.. The manual annotation part is one of the first components which comes to
mind.. How well will the Acoi system cope with manual detectors and semi-automatic
annotationn extraction? If this turns out favorable for the Acoi system it will implement
aa complete annotation subsystem.
Comparisonn with the execution characteristics of other systems may become possiblee by implementing a common task, and may give insight in both modeling power
andd performance of the competing systems.

8.33

Discussion

Thiss thesis touched upon one of the key research challenges of a DMW: multimedia
annotationn extraction and (incremental) maintenance. Although there are still many
openn issues to be resolved, the Acoi system, with feature grammar systems as basis,
ralliedd formal language theory and practice to meet this challenge with success.

Appendixx A

Thee Feature Grammar
Language e
Thiss appendix contains the feature grammar language in an EBNF notation, L e. the notation as
usedd by the W3C for the XML specification [W3C00].
#characterr classes
==
digit t
==
exponent t
==
letter r
==
any y

[0-9]
[Ee] [- + ]?{D} +
[_a-zA-Z]
[#xO-#xFFFE]

#literalss or constants
== '-'? digit+ '.' digit+ exponent?
float t
== '-'? digit+
integer r
unsigned-integer r == digit+
ss '•' any* '"'
string g
== float | integer | string
constant t
#aa symbol
symbol l

:== letter ( letter | digit ) *

#aa scope
scope e

:-- letter { letter | digit ) *

#thee prefix puts an symbol in a scope, this scope
#mayy refer to a feature grammar, an ADT module or
#aa detector plugin
prefixx
::= scope "::"
ttsimplifiedttsimplified XPath expression
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xpathh
absolutee
relativee
stepp

: := absolute | relative
: := '/' relative? | "//" relative
: := step ( '/' step | "//" step ) *
::= axis? { ( symbol | '*' ) | dereference )
jj abbreviation
axiss
::= "self::" | "parent::" | "child::"
|| "ancestor::" | "ancestor-or-self::"
|| "preceding::" | "preceding-sibling::"
|| "descendant::" | "descendant-or-self::"
|| "following::" | "following-sibling::"
: : = ' . ' | " . ."
abbreviationn
#aa feature grammar specific addition
dereferencee
::= '&' symbol

#aa list of detector parameters, if no axis is specified for
#thee first step it defaults to preceding: :
detector-paramss : : = ' ( ' ( detector-param { ' ,'
detector-paramm ) * ) ' ) '
detector-paramm
::= constant | xpath
#evenn more simplified XPath expression
s-path h
s-absolutee | s-relative
s-absolute e
'/'' s-relative? | "//" s-relative
s-relative e
s-stepp ( '/' s-step | "//" s-step ) *
s-step p
s-axis?? ( symbol | '*' )
s-axis s
"self:: :" | "child: : '»
"descendant::"" | "descendant-or-self
#aa list of start symbol parameters, if no axis is specified
#forr the first step it defaults to the standard child::
: : = ' ( ' ( start-param ( ','
start-paramss
start-paramm ) * ) ' ) '
start-paramm
::= s-path
ttcollectionttcollection type and bounds specification for symbols on the
#right-handsidee of a rule
bounds s
== list | set | tuple
list t
== ' [' range ' ] ' | range
== ' {' range ' }'
set t
== '<' int-range '>'
tuple e
== wild-range | int-range
range e
== unsigned-integer
int-range e
(( ':' unsigned-integer )?
__ '*' I '+' I '?*
wild-range e
#thee feature grammar language, i.e. the start symbol of this
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#EBNP P
feature-grammarr ::= module-deel deel*
deell
::= use-deel | start-deel
jj poll-deel | atom-deel
jj detector-deel | classifier-deel
|| version-deel | rule-deel
#modulee declarations
module-deell
::= "%module" scope ';'
use-deell
::= "%use" scope ( ',' scope ) * ';'
#startt declaration
start-deell
::= "%start" symbol start-params ';'
#polll declaration
poll-deell
::-

n

%detector" symbol ".poll" start-params ';'

#atomm and atom rule declarations
atom-deell
::= "%atom" prefix? symbol
(( ( ( symbol ( ',' symbol )* )?
II ' { ' any+ ' } ' ) )? ';'
#detectorr declarations
detector-deell
::= "%detector" prefix? symbol detector-params ';'
detector-deell
::= n%detector" prefix? symbol
'['' any+ ' ] ' ';'
#classifierr declaration
classifier-deell ::= "%classifier" prefix? symbol detector-params ';'
#versionn declaration
version-deell
:: = "%version" symbol
unsigned-integerr '.'
unsigned-integerr '.'
unsigned-integerr ';'
#rulee declaration
==
rule-decl l
==
rhs s
==
lhs s
lhs s
==
lhs s
««

rhs ':' lhs ';'
prefix? symbol
{ '&'? prefix? symbol bounds? | constant )+
' (' lhs ' ) '
lhs 'I' lhs
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Featuree Grammars
B.ll

The WWW Feature Grammar

%modulee

WWW;

%startt

WebObject(Location);

%detectorr
%detectorr
%detectorr
%detectorr

WebHeader(Location);
Robot(Location,"AcoiRobot");
Explored(MIME);
Tried(parent::Status);

%atomm

www::url { ( A h t t p : / / ( [ *

%atomm

|(Afile://(.*)$)}; ;
temporal::date;

%atomm
%atomm
%atomm

url Location;
date Modification;
lng Length;

WebObjj ect
WebHeader r
MIME E
Status s

: / ] * ) ( : [0-9]*)?/?(.*)$]

Locationn (Robot WebHeader WebBody)? Status;
Redirect?? MIME Modification? Length?;
Primaryy Secondary;
Exploredd | Tried;

B.22 The Text Feature Grammar
%modulee

Text;

%usee

WWW;
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%detectorr

TextType [ MIME/Primary = "text" ] ;

%detectorr

DRUID(Location);

%atomm str

Language;

WebBody y
Text t
DRUID D

B.33

:: TextType Text;
:: DRUID;
:: Language;

The HTML Feature Grammar

%modulee

HTML;

%usee

Text;

%detectorr
%detectorr

HTMLType [ MIME/Secondary = "html" ]
HTML(Location);

%atomm str
%atomm bit

Title, Word, Link, Alt;
Embedded;

WebBody y
HTML L
Body y
Anchor r

HTMLTypee HTML;
Titlee Body? Anchor*;
&Keyword+; ;
&WebObjectt Embedded Link? Alt?;

%startt

Keyword(Word);

%detectorr

Synset(Word);

%startt
%startt
%startt

Synonyms(Word);
Hypemyms (Word) ;
Hyponyms(Word);

Keyword d
Synset t
Synonyms s
Hypernyms s
Hyponyms s

Wordd Synset;
&Synonymss &Hypernyms &Hyponyms;
idd str+;
idd str+;
idd str+;
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B.44 The Image Feature Grammar
%module e Image; ;
WWW; ;

%use e
%detectorr
%detectorr

ImageType [ MIME/Primary = "image" ];
Portrait [ Faces/Number - 1 ];

%detectorr Global(Location);
%detectorr Icon(Location);
%classi£ierr decrules::Photo(Global);
%classifierr decrules::Graphic(Global);
%detectorr Skin(Location);
%detectorr Faces(Location);
%detectorr exec::Histogram(Location);
%atomm vector::flts;
%atomm
%atomm
%atomm
%atomm

int
fit
fits
bit

WebBody y
Image e
Global l
Size e
Color r
Neighbor r
Histogram m
Icon n
Class s
Skin n
Faces s

Number;
Prevalent, Far, NormalizedFar, Saturation, Percentage;
HSB, RGB;
Animated;
ImageTypee Image;
Globall Icon Class;
Sizee Color Animated;
Widthh Height Ratio;
Numberr Prevalent Neighbor Saturation Histogram;
Farr NormalizedFar;
RGBB HSB;
Location; ;
Graphicc | Photo (Skin Faces Portrait?)?;
Percentage; ;
Number; ;

B.55 The Audio Feature Grammar
%modulee

Audio;

%usee

WWW

%detectorr AudioType I MIME/Primary = "audio" ]
WebBodyy

: AudioType Audio;
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B.66 The MIDI Feature Grammar
%modulee

MIDI;

%usee

Audio;

%detectorr

MIDIType t MIME/Secondary = "midi" ] ;

%detectorr

exec::MIDI(Location) ;

%atomm int
%atomm str

QuarterNode, Id, Channel, Track;
Lyrics, Name, Contour;

Audioo
MIDII
Musiciann
Instrumentt
Profilee

:
:
:
:
:

MIDIType MIDI;
QuarterNode Musician* Lyrics* Profile*,
Instrument Channel;
Id Name?;
Track Contour;

B.77 The MP3 Feature Grammar
%modulee

MP 3 ;

%usee

Audio;

%detectorr

MP3Type [ MIME/Secondary = "mpeg" ] ;

%detectorr

ID3(Location);

%atomm str
%atomm int

Title, Performer, Album, Genre;
Year;

Audio o
MP3 3
ID3 3

MP3Typee MP3;
ID33 ? ;
Titlee Performer Album Year Genre;

B.88 The Video Feature Grammar
%modulee

Video;

%usee

WWW

%detectorr

VideoType [ MIME/Primary = "video" ] ;

WebBodyy

: VideoType Video;

Sectionn B.9: The MPEG Feature Grammar

B.99 The MPEG Feature Grammar
%modulee

MPEG;

%usee

Video;

33 %detector MPEGType [ MIME/Secondary = "mpeg" };
44 %detector Icon(Location);
Videoo
MPEGG

: MPEGType MPEG;
: Icon;

B.100 The Acoi Feature Grammar
%module e Acoii ;

1 1

%use
%use
4%use
5%use
6%use

2 2
3 3
4
5
6

WWW; ;
;
Text, HTML;
,
Image, ,
Audio, MIDI,
,
MP3;
,
;
;
Video, MPEG;
,

e
e
e
e
e

B.lll

The Tennis Feature Grammar

%modulee

Tenni s;

%usee

Video;

%atomm fit
%atomm int

xPos, yPos, Ecc, Orient;
FrameNo, Area;

%detectorr xml-rpc::Segment(WebObject/Location);
%detectorr xml-rpc::Tennis(WebObject/Location,
ancestor::Scene/Begin/FrameNo, ,
ancestor::Scene/End/FrameNo); ;
%detectorr

Netplay

[ some $Player in Player satisfies
$Player.yPoss <= 170
]; ;

%detectorr Rally(parent::Tennis);
Videoo
Segmentt
Scenee

: Segment;
: Scene*;
: Begin End Type;
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"tennis"" Tennis;
"closeup"; ;
"audience"; ;
"other"; ;
FrameNo; ;
FrameNo; ;
Frame++ Event;
FrameNoo Player;
xPoss yPos Area Ecc Orient;
Netplay?? Rally?;

Type e
Type e
Type e
Type e
Begin n
End d
Tennis s
Frame e
Player r
Event t

B.122

The Australian Open Feature Grammar

%module e AO; ;
%use e
%use e

Acoii ;
Tennis s

B.133

The Rijksmuseum Feature Grammar

%modulee

Rijksmuseum;

%usee

Image;

%atomm
%atomm
%atomm
%atomm
%atomm
%atomm
%atomm
%atomm
%atomm

fit
int
int
int
fit
int
fit
fit
bit

%detectorr
%detectorr
%detectorr
%detectorr
%detectorr
%detectorr
%detectorr
%detectorr
%detectorr

threshold;
columns, rows;
column, row;
x, y, width, height;
dark_coverage, light_coverage;
number;
corr, non_corr, norm_corr;
scalar;
onoff;
light{Location);
global (WebObject/Location) ;
contrast (WebObject/Location) ;
grid(WebObject/Location);
histo_segment (Location) ;
segment(Location,
ancestor::light/histo_segment/threshold); ;
light_dist(ancestor::image/general/light/segment/name,
shape); ;
region(grid);
co his to (WebObject/Location) ;
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%detectorr cu_histo(WebObject/Location);
%detectorr im_histo(WebObject/Location);
%classifierr decrules::clair_obscur(corr,non_corr,contrast/scalar);
%classifierr decrules::cubism(corr,non_corr,contrast/scalar);
%classifierr decrules:impressionism (corr, non_corr, contrast/scalar);
Imagee

: general global local style;

generall
lightt

: light;
: Location histo_segment segment;

histo_segment:: threshold*-;
segmentt
: Location;
shape e
bbox x

bboxx ;
xx y width height;

featuress
: light_dist;
light_distt : light_coverage dark_coverage;
globall

: shape features contrast;

locall

: grid region;

contrastt

: scalar;

gridd

: columns rows cell*;

celll

: column row shape features;

regionn

: number;

stylee
stylee
stylee
stylee
co_histoo
cu_histoo
imm histo

: co_histo clair_obscur;
: cu_histo cubism;
: im_histo impressionism;
:;
: corr non_corr norm_corr;
: corr non_corr norm_corr;
: corr non corr norm corr;

Appendixx C

XMLL documents
C.ll

A schema document

<?xmll version="1.0"?>
<fg:grammar r
xmlns:fg="http://www.cwi.nl/~acoi/fg/schema" "
xmlns:WWW="http://www.cwi.nl/~acoi/WWW" "
xmlns:Image="http://www.cwi.nl/~acoi/WWW" "
> >
<WWW:WebObjectt type=".non-terminal.start.">
<WWW:Locationn type=".non-terminal."/>
<WWW:WebHeaderr type=".non-terminal.detector.blackbox."/>
<WWW:WebBodyy type=".non-terminal."/>
</WWW:WebObjj ect >
<WWW:WebHeaderr type=".non-terminal.detector.blackbox.">
<WWW:Modificationn type=n.non-terminal."/>
<WWW:Lengthh type=".non-terminal."/>
</WWW:WebHeader> >
<WWW:Locatt ion type=".non-terminal.">
<WWW:urll type=".terminal.atom." module="www"/>
</WWW:Location> >
<WWW:Modificationn type=".non-terminal.">
<WWW:datee type=".terminal.atom." module="temporal"/>
</WWW:Modification> >
<WWW:Lengthh type=".non-terminal.">
<fg:lngg type=".terminal.atom."/>
</WWW:Length> >
<WWW:WebBodyy type=".non-terminal.">
<Image:Imagee type=".non-terminal."/>
</WWW:WebBody> >
<Image:Skinn type=n.non-terminal.detector.blackbox.">
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<Image:bitmapp type=" .terminal .atom. " module= "image"/>
</Image:Skin> >
<Image:Colorr type=".non-terminal.detector.blackbox.">
<Image:: RGB type= " . non- terminal. "
col1="list"" lbnd="0" hbnd=ninfinit"/>
<Image:Numberr type=" .non-terminal. "/>
<Image:Prevalentt type=" .non-terminal. "/>
<Image:Saturationn type=" .non-terminal."/>
</Image:Color> >
<Image:Facess type=".non-terminal.detector.blackbox.">
<fg:intt type=" .terminal .atom. "/>
</Image:Faces> >
<Image:Redd type=".non-terminal. " >
<fg:intt type=" .terminal .atom. "/>
</Image:Red> >
<Image:Greenn type=" . non- terminal.">
<fg:intt type=" .terminal .atom. "/>
</Image:Green> >
<Image:Bluee type=".non-terminal. ">
<fg:intt type=" .terminal .atom. "/>
</Image:Blue> >
<Image:Numberr type=" .non-terminal. ">
<fg:: int type=" . terminal .atom. "/>
</Image:Number> >
<Image:: Prevalent type= " .non- terminal. " >
<fg:fltt type=" .terminal.atom. "/>
</Image:Prevalent> >
<Image:Saturationn type=".non-terminal.">
<fg:fltt type=".terminal.atom."/>
</Image:Saturation> >
<Image:Imagee type=".non-terminal.">
<Image:Colorr type=" .non-terminal.detector.blackbox."/>
<Image:Classs type=" .non-terminal."/>
</Image:Imagee >
<Image:Classs type=".non-terminal.">
<Image:Graphicc type=".non-terminal.detector.blackbox."/>
<Image:Photoo type=" .non-terminal.detector.whitebox."/>
<Image:Skinn type=".non-terminal.detector.blackbox."/>
<Image:Facess type=".non-terminal.detector.blackbox."/>
</Image:Class> >
<Image:RGBB type=".non-terminal. ">
<< Image: Red type= " . non- terminal. " / >
<Image:Greenn type=" .non-terminal. "/>
<Image:Bluee type=".non-terminal."/>
</Image:RGB> >
</fg:grammar> >

Sectionn C.2: A parse forest document

C.22 A parse forest document
<?xmll version="1.0"?>
<fg:forest t
xmlns:fg="http://www.cwi.nl/-acoi/fg/forest" "
xmlns:WWW="http://www.cwi.nl/~acoi/WWW" "
xmlns:Image="http://www.cwi.nl/~acoi/Image" "
> >
<fg:elementaryy context="l:l" confidence-"1.00" idrefs="2"
start»"WWW:WebObject"" date="20030625"
> >
<WWW:WebObjectt id="5478@0" context="l:1">
<WWW:Locationn id="l" context="l:l">
<WWW:urll id="2" context="l:1">
<![CDATA[http://..-]]> >
</WWW:url> >
</WWW:Location> >
<WWW:WebHeaderr idrefs="5479@0" context="l:l"/>
<WWW:webBodyy id="7" context="1:1">
<Image:Imagee id="8" context="1:1">
<Image:Colorr idrefs="548000" context="l:l"/>
<Image:Classs id="15" context="l:l">
<Image:Photoo idrefs="5486@0" context="l:l"/>
<Image:Skinn idrefs="5487@0" context="l:l"/>
<Image:Facess idrefs="5488@0" context="l:l"/>
</Image:Class> >
</Image:Image> >
</WWW:WebBody> >
<</WWW:WebObject> /WWW:WebObject>
</fg:elementary> >
<fg:auxiliaryy date="20030625">
<WWW:WebHeaderr id="5479@0" idrefs="2" context="l:1"
confidence="1.00"" version="l.0.0"
> >
<WWW:Modificationn id="3" context="l:1">
<WWW:datee id="4" context="l:l">
<![CDATA[Jull 23 2001]]>
</WWW:date> >
</WWW:Modification> >
<WWW:Lengthh id="5" context="l:l">
<fg:lngg id=n6" context="l:l">
<!! [CDATA[14197]]>
</fg:lng> >
</WWW:Length> >
</WWW:WebHeader> >
</fg:auxiliary> >
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< f g : a u x i l i a r yy date="20030625 w >
<Image:Colorr id="5480@0" i d r e f s = " 2 " c o n t e x t = n l : l * 1
confidence="1.00"" v e r s i o n = " 1 . 0 . 0 "
>>
<Image:Numberr id="9" context="l:1">
<fg:intt id="10 n context="l:1">
<!! [CDATA [29053]] >
</fg:int> >
</Image:Number> >
<Image:Prevalentt id="ll" context="l:1">
<fg:fltt id="12" context="l:l">
<!! [CDATA [0. 03] ]>
</fg:flt> >
</Image:Prevalent> >
<Image:Saturationn id="13" context="l:1">
<fg:fltt id="14" context="l:l">
<!! [CDATA [0.19]] >
</fg:flt> >
</Image:Saturation> >
</Image:Color> >
</fg:auxiliary> >
<fg:auxiliaryy date="20030625">
<Image:Photoo id="548600" idrefs="10 12 14"
context="l:l"" confidence="0.85" version="l.0.0"
/> >
</fg:auxiliary^ ^
<fg:auxiliaryy date="20030625">
<Image:Skinn id="5487@0" idrefs="2" context="l:1"
confidence="0.95"" version="1.0.0"
> >
<Image:bitmapp id="16" context="l:1">
<![CDATA[00...]]> >
</Image:bitmap> >
</Image:Skin> >
</fg:auxiliary> >
<fg:auxiliaryy date="20030625">
<Image:Facess id="5488@0" idrefs="16" context="l:1"
conff idence="0.77" vers ion="1.0.0"
> >
<fg:intt id="17" context="l: 1">
<!! [CDATA [1] ] >
</fg:int> >
</Image:Faces> >
</fg:auxiliary> >
</fg:forest> >

Abbreviations s
AACR R
Acoi i
ADMIRE E
AMIS S
API I
BAT T
BNF F
CC
CD D
CF F
CNF F
COBRA A
CS S
DBMS S
DMW W
DOM M
DPDA A
DPDT T
DSL L
EBNF F
FA A
FDE E
FDS S
GNF F
GPL L
GUI I
HPSG G
HTML L
IR R
LBA A

Anglo-Americann Cataloguing Rules
Amsterdamm catalog of images
ADvancedd Multimedia Retrieval Model
Advancedd Multimedia Indexing and Searching
Applicationn Programming Interface
Binaryy Association Table
Backus-Naurr Form
Conditionall (grammar)
Cooperatingg Distributed (grammar system)
Context-Free e
Chomskyy Normal Form
COntent-Basedd RetrievAl
Context-Sensitive e
DataBasee Management System
Digitall Media Warehouse
Documentt Object Model
Deterministicc Push-Down Automata
Deterministicc Push-Down Transducer
Domain-Specificc Language
Extendedd Backus-Naur Form
Finitee Automata
Featuree Detector Engine
Featuree Detector Scheduler
Greibachh Normal Form
Generall Purpose Language
Graphicall User Interface
Head-Drivenn Phrase Structure Grammar
HyperTextt Markup Language
Informationn Retrieval
Linearr Bounded Automata
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Abbreviations Abbreviations
LFG G
LHS S
LIFO O
IPC C
MIL L
MIME E
MOA A
MPEG G
ND D
NLP P
NPDA A
NPDT T
ODMG G
PC C
PC C
PDA A
PDT T
QbS S
QbT T
RDT T
RE E
REG G
RHS S
RPC C
RRPG G
SGML L
SMIL L
SQL L
TC C
URI I
URL L
W3C C
WWW W
XML L
XPath h
XSL L
XSLT T

Lexical-Functionall Grammar
Left-Handd Side
Last-Inn First-Out
leftt Path-Controlled (grammar)
Monett Interpreter Language
Multipurposee Internet Mail Extensions
Magnumm Object Algebra
Movingg Picture Experts Group
Namedd Disjunction
Naturall Language Processing
Non-deterministicc Push-Down Automata
Non-deterministicc Push-Down Transducer
Objectt Data Management Group
Path-Controlledd (grammar)
Parallell Communicating (grammar system)
Push-Downn Automata
Push-Downn Transducer
Queryy by Sketch
Queryy by Text
Reducedd Derivation Tree
Recursivelyy Enumerable
REGular r
Right-Handd Side
Remotee Procedure Call
Regularr Right Part Grammar
Standardd Generalized Markup Language
Synchronizedd Multimedia Integration Language
Structuredd Query Language
Tree-Controlledd (grammar)
Uniformm Resource Identifier
Uniformm Resource Locator
Worldd Wide Web Consortium
Worldd Wide Web
extensiblee Markup Language
XMLL Path language
extensiblee Stylesheet Language
XSLL Transformations
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Samenvatting g

Mett de opmars van personal computers en allerlei vormen van randapparatuur om traditionele
mediaa te digitaliseren, met name onder de invloed van het als maar dalen van de aanschafkosten
enn het stijgen van de opslagcapaciteit, zijn grote collecties van digitale media (digital media
warehouses)warehouses) gemeengoed geworden. Maar het opslaan van digitale objecten is slechts één kan
vann de zaak, de gebruikers willen deze objecten ook weer terugvinden. Het terugvinden van
dezee objecten is echter geen sinecure en een omvangrijke en multidisciplinaire onderzoeksgemeenschapp houdt zich daar dan ook mee bezig.
Dee focus van dit proefschrift wordt gevormd door één stap in het zoekproces. De media objectenn in hun digitale vorm zijn namelijk niet gemakkelijk te vinden, daarvoor moeten ze geannoteerdd worden. Deze annotaties kunnen zowel handmatig als automatisch gecreëerd worden.
Inn het laatste geval worden de annotaties geproduceerd door uitgeprogrammeerde extractiealgoritmes,, die op de objecten worden losgelaten.
Dee extractie-algoritmes zijn van elkaar en van eikaars annotaties afhankelijk. Allereerst
kann er sprake zijn van een uit/invoer afhankelijkheid: de uitvoer van het ene algoritme is de
invoerr van een volgend algoritme. Een voorbeeld hiervan is het bepalen van het type van een
afbeelding,, een tekening of een foto. Dit gebeurt op basis van eerder geproduceerde annotaties,
zoalss het aantal en de gemiddelde verzadiging van de kleuren in de afbeelding. Daarnaast
iss er de mogelijkheid van een context afhankelijkheid. Hierbij wordt een extractie-algoritme
alleenn uitgevoerd als een eerder algoritme geslaagd is. Dit wordt geïllustreerd door de volgende
afhankelijkheid:: het bepalen of een afbeelding een of meerdere gezichten bevat is alleen nodig
alss eerst bepaald is dat de afbeelding een foto is.
Eenn complicatie is de semantiek van de annotaties. Eenvoudige annotaties, bijvoorbeeld de
kleurr geel komt in deze afbeelding voor, zijn eenduidig. Meer abstracte annotaties, zoals dit is
eenn grimmige foto, zijn ambigu. Hun validiteit is afhankelijk van de context waarin het object
zichh bevindt, of de (cultureel bepaalde) context van de gebruiker. Een annotatie systeem moet
dann ook de productie en het gebruik van alternatieve interpretaties ondersteunen.
Inn het proefschrift wordt een formele taal, kenmerk grammatica systemen (feature grammarmar systems), die voor het gelijktijdig beschrijven van de afhankelijkheden en de (alternatieve)
contextenn is ontwikkeld. In een natuurlijke taal worden valide zinnen beschreven door een
grammatica.. De grammatica bepaalt welke woorden samen, in een specifieke context, mogen
voorkomen.. Een kenmerk grammatica systeem doet hetzelfde voor annotaties en extractiealgoritmes.. Daartoe bestaat een kenmerk grammatica systeem uit één of meerdere grammatica
componenten.. Elk component beschrijft het resultaat van een algoritme en de afhankelijkheid
vann andere componenten. Deze beschrijving kan alternatieve interpretaties bevatten.
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Hett extractie-proces kan nu gestuurd worden door een kenmerk grammatica systeem te
interpreteren.. Dit proces komt overeen met het parseren van zinnen in een natuurlijke of artificiëlee taal. Hiervoor zijn door de jaren heen veel efficiënte algoritmes ontwikkeld. Echter
slechtss enkele hiervan zijn geschikt voor kenmerk grammatica systemen. Een probleem is het
dynamischh groeien van de annotatie zin: het activeren van een grammatica component leidt
tott het uitvoeren van een extractie-algoritme en dus tot de productie van annotaties. Een ander
probleemm wordt gevormd door de afhankelijkheden: een extractie-algoritme kan pas worden
uitgevoerdd als zijn invoer, reeds eerder geproduceerde annotaties, beschikbaar is. Hierdoor
komenn alleen parseer algoritmes in aanmerking die van boven naar beneden werken. Een specifiekk algoritme, die aan deze kenmerken voldoet, is geïmplementeerd en produceert de annotaties,, beschreven door een of meerdere parseerbomen. Deze bomen worden opgeslagen in een
databasee management systeem.
Verschillendee factoren, zoals wijzigingen in de algoritmes, kunnen er echter toe leiden dat
dee opgeslagen bomen, en dus ook de annotaties, niet meer de werkelijkheid weerspiegelen. Om
dee invloed van deze wijzigingen te lokaliseren wordt er van het kenmerk grammatica systeem
eenn afhankelijkheidsgraaf afgeleid. Een planningsproces kan dan het extractie-proces gedeeltelijkk herstarten om daarmee de database te modificeren.
Hett aldus ontworpen systeem, Acoi, is de afgelopen jaren aan het CWI ontwikkeld en ingezett bij verschillende praktijkstudies. Analyse van deze studies toont aan dat een kenmerk
grammaticaa systeem een praktisch inzetbaar hulpmiddel is om (alternatieve) annotaties te producerenn en te onderhouden.
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